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. In 1987, the Iowa Legislature enacted the Iowa Educational 
Excellle vide financial incentives to raise teacher salaries through locally 
developed plans. Phase IlI of the act promoted the development of performance based and 
supplemental pay plans. In 1993, the legislative focus was changed to comprehensive 
school transformation. The study was guided by four questions; 1) What sources of 
school improvement literature and recommendations are cited in Phase I IZ  rationales? 2) 
What rationales are developed for Phase III plans? 3) What activities are developed for 
Phase EI plans? and 4) What is the congruence or agreement between pian rationales and 
plan activities? 
Procedures Corltent Analysis methodology was used to analyze a sample of 23 
Phase III plans submits:d for the 1994-95 school year. The findings include an analysis of 
the proposed plan ratioll~les and activities by comparing the Phase III plans to the three 
most recent educational rcIorm movements; the excellence movement, the 
profess the school restructuring or transformation movement. 
1) The Phase In citations used inconsistent formats. 
The data from the study proved inadequate for any findings. 2) Phase Ill rationales are not 
consistently transformationtll. Only 4 of 23 Phase III rationales were ccnsisknuy linked to 
school transformation. 3) Although many of the activities in Phase III plans were 
transformational, student ce11t2red and performance based activities found in Phase III 
activities were inconsistent with the school wansfomation literature. 4.)The agreement 
(congruence) between plan rationales and plan activities was 7 1 %. 
Recommendations; 1) Improve the focus of the Phase III program by eliminating 
performance based pay and supplemental pay 2) The Iowa Department of Education 
should take a suonger role in influencing school transformation 3) Include administrators 
in Phase IFI 4) Strengthen t!i: transfonnational leadership role of Area Education 
Associations. 
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Chapter 1 
In response to calls for reform (Carnegie Forum on Education and Economy, 
-1 986; Nathan, 1986), ,9rnerica began a quest to improve the quality of education in 
the nation's schools. The 1980's seminal call for reform was issued by the National 
Commission on Excellence in Education with the publishing of a report cal!edA 
Nation at Risk (1983). The report states that America is in a trap of its own making. 
A serious functional literacy problem exists and not all children master basic skills. 
Too many children are deficient in the ability to reason and perform complex tasks. 
In a second report, the same national commission warns that "Each generation of 
Americans has outstrippad its parents in education, in literacy, and in economic 
attainment. For the first time in the history of our country, the educational skills of 
one generation will is7t surpass, will not equal, will not even approach, those of 
their parents" (Naticmal Commission on Excellence in Education, 1984). In 
response to these report;, 41 states legislated mandates calling for increased 
educational standards (Wirt & Dirst, 1989). Thus began the first of three post 1983 
educational reform movements (DuFowr & Eaker, 1992). 
The history of education in the United States is a history of educational 
reform. Since the early 19801s, three new waves of school reform have swept 
through America's sl.:hool systems (NCREL, 1992a). Each of the waves was 
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initiated by shifts in thinking concerning how to improve schools. The first wave 
was propelled by political initiatives focused on mandated standardization.  he 
second wave was cllaracterized by teacher empowerment and professionalizing 
teaching. The third kiive is characterized by re-configuring the basic functions, 
operations, and organization of schools. 
The first reform wave, roughly from the early 1980s to 1986, focused on 
"more," more standards and more requirements. Most of the reform initiatives 
started at the state level through the mandating of tightly aligned curriculum, 
specification of teaching and administrative methods and general standardization 
of the educational process (Wise, 1988). The purpose of the reform was to improve 
the watered-down curriculum and low levels of expectations developed during the 
educationally permissive era of the 70s (Powell, Farrar & Cohen, 1985). States 
mandated tougher g:aduation requirements, developed state-wide curricul~.~m, 
adopted merit pay plans for teachers and demanded local accountability through 
state sponsored testing programs, both for students and teachers. This reform, 
typically called the excellence movement, lost momentum when the most obvious 
result was the widening of the gap between students who previously achieved and 
students who previously failed. The first wave failed to consider that although 
--  policy and practice could be standardized, student needs varied from location to 
location. The further this model was pushed the less responsive it became to local 
needs (Berliner, 1992). The entire mandating process eventually failed largely due 
to the massive impkrnentation problems presented by such wide spread, 
centralized reforms (Cidovensky, 1989). The failure of this mandated approach 
was consistent with earlier research that indicated that mandated change has 
limited influence in chany ing practice (Peters & Waterman, 1982)- 
A second reform wave began to take shape sometime in the mid 198.0's. 
This reform was initiated by those closer to the teaching profession and was in 
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direct contrast to th6 first wave of reform. In the second wave, a variety of reforms 
were advocated but generally the suggested reforms focused on professionalizing 
teaching and empowering teachers. Professionaiizing teaching included returning 
organizational and curricu'ar control to local schools and communities. The new 
reform maintained an emphasis on mandated improvement but moved from 
mandates related to stuclent achievement to mandates related to the professional 
preparation of teachers. The concept behind this new approach was that well 
prepared teachers woulci be capable of making educational decisions based on 
the needs of tocai st.ldent populations (Houston, 1988). The empowerment wave 
was supported by reports by the National Governors' Association f 1989) and the 
Education Commission of the States (1983) which included recommendations for 
paying the best teachers for excellence. The concept of merit pay continued to 
receive support as a component of a new emphasis on accountability (Carnegie 
Forum on Education and Economy, 1986). 
This second wave of reform was generally better received than the first 
wave because it empowered local schools with decision making power and 
modeled democratic principles. The reform was endorsed by those concerned with 
at-risk and special education populations because it was based on the local needs 
of students. This reform movement also called on teachers to become 
knowledgeable concerning educational practices and to work collaboratively with 
parents, administrators, and peers. The emphasis was on improving individual 
districts through the development of organizational frameworks that promoted local 
solutions to local problems. 
In the midst of all these reform efforts, schoofs remained relatively 
unchanged. School reformers began to suspect that the typical school 
organization was better designed to maintain the status quo than to promote 
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change. This organizatioflal protection of the status quo was not limited to 
educational organizations (Deal, 1982; Peters & Waterman, 1982). 
.The exact beginning of the third wave is so'closely connected to the second 
wave that the reform literature disagrees on whether there is actually a third reform 
wave or a ripple froti the second (Fullan, 1991 ; Newmann, 1991). The third wave 
reform is often referrea to as school transformation or school restructuring. School 
transformation and school restructuring bsgan to emerge from the school 
improvement literature in 1987 2nd 1988 as a growing awareness of the 
complexity of school refort11 became evident. 
School restructuring and school transformation are loosely defined but 
broadly conceived as reorganizing schools to promote greater teacher autonomy 
and new forms of accountability. The end result of restructuring or transformation 
is the development of schools that are more adept at meeting student needs in a 
rapidly changing en\-ironment. The key feature that distinguishes restructuring and 
transformation from p:?vious reform efforts is a focus on dramatic and continuous 
system wide change. Restructuring and transformation focus on whole-school 
change, insisting on the coordination of many facets of educational reform 
simultaneously. This holistic view has become the dominate philosophy of the 
early 1990's. Third wave innovations included changes in accountability, reduced 
centralized regulation, site-based decision making, greater school-community 
coordination and the local development of learning outcomes (DuFour & Eaker, 
1992). Although current educational literature is in agreement on a need to 
restructure or trensform education, the concept is so vaguely defined that it may 
lack the specificity to be useful. States have responded in various way to this 
reform movement, c\f particular interest to this investigation is the state of Iowa's 
response to the transformation reform movement. 
lowa Educational Refom 
lowa's Educational Excellence Act of 1987 was formulated during the 
waning years of the first reform wave and the initial growth of the second wave. 
The second wsve was more aRgned with the political culture of Iowa than the tirst 
wave, to which Iowa responded with more rigid school accreditation standards. 
Iowa's history of active populism and fondness for local control is evident in its' 
bng empowerment of lccal school boards. This state/focal relationship may 
.appear somewhat laissez-faire to outsiders but has sewed lowa's needs since the 
inception of lawa public S C ~ O C ~ S  (NCREL, 1992a). 
Unlike edwcaiional reform in other states, reform in lowa was not 
motivated by a sense :flat there was a decline in student achievement (NCREL, 
S992a). Standardized test results and general student academic success bid not 
support such assumptions. Iowa's entry into school reform was driven by a 
perception that lowa's teachers were underpaid compared to other states, lhaf the 
current pay scale was too flat to retain quality teachers, and a generai desire to 
enhance the teaching profession. This perceived inability to recruit and retain 
quality teachers and the presence of national education reform movements 
prompted lowa to develop a financial incentive system to reward quality teachers 
while improving the general quality of education in the state (lowa Association of 
School Boards, 198;:- NCREI  1992a ). 
As a rssult oi  the desire to support educational excellence, Iowa's 72nd 
General Assembly passed House File (H.F.) 499 (1987), officially called the Iowa 
Educational Exceilence Act but commonly called the 'Teacher Salary Bill." The 
legislature divided the act into three sections that were described as Phases. The 
act called for the three phases to be initiated concurrently. Phase I addressed 
teacher recruitment by raising beginning teacher salaries. Phase il provided 
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across the board raises to experienced teachers in an attempt to retain teachers. 
Phase III was designed to improve the quality of instruction. 
$The lowa Educational Excellence Act stated' that the goal of the act is to 
"....enhance the quality, effectiveness, and performance of Iowa's teachers by 
promoting teacher excellence." Phase 111 08 the act was to enhance teacher 
effectiveness and pq: rformance " . through the development of performance-based 
pay plans and supple~rental pay plans requiring additional instructional work 
assignments, which may include specialized or differential training, or both" (Iowa 
72nd General Assembly, 1987). 
The lowa Educational Excellence Act continued the state's commitment to 
local autonomy by making participation in Phase Ill voluntary for the district and 
voluntary for teachers in districts choosing to participate. This extreme 
decentrslization of educational reform is so rare that it is found in no other midwest 
state (NCREL, 1992a; New Iowa Schools Corporation, 1991). Local school boards 
interested in Phase Ill funds are required to ar~nually submit a plan developed by a 
planning committee i.9mposed of adrninistrztors, teachers, parents and community 
members. Since th:? Phase Ill plan is not highly prescriptive, each committee has 
the latitude to develop pfsns tailored to the needs of the local school. The Phase Ill 
program includes provisions for districts to amend focal plans at anytime. 
Phase Ill planning committees were charged with developing a plan 
rationale by integrating reoornmendations from school improvement literature with 
local educational goals developed under lowa Codes 280.12 and 280.18. These 
two Iowa Code sections require districts to establish goals through a committee 
process that involves parents, teachers, administrators, board members and other 
interested patrons. :n order to assist the plan development, Phase 111 guidelines 
were developed by th8 Department of Education and disseminated in the form of a 
Phase I11 Evaluation Resource Book and application packets distributed annually to 
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lowa schools. A copy of the 1994-95 Phase Ill application packet can be found in 
Appendix A. 
$The district phsse Ill plan could include thelmplernentation or study of 
performance-based-pay, supplemental pay or combination of the two types of 
pians. A plan rationale ~ n d  activities that support the rationale is to be identified 
along with provisions for evaluating the plan. Phase Ill plans include a requirement 
that mandatory bargaining subjects continue to meet the requirement of existing 
,agreements between local teacher' associations and boards of education. The 
legislature charged the Department of Education with final approval of plans and 
the administration of the act under the name of the lowa Educational Excellence 
Program. 
Phase i l l  legi~lation underwent significant changes during the years 
dolEowing the iegislh:ion, at the urging of the lowa Department of Education and 
other educational organizatlcns, worked to clarify the intent of the legislation, In 
1990, the lowa legislature passed House File 2271. The amendment added 
comprehensive school transformation as a third Phase Ill plan option and has 
come to be know as the transformation amendment. The legislature defined 
comprehensive school t~snsformation as including site-based decision making, 
building-based goal-oriented, innovative educational programs, student outcomes, 
direct accountability for student achievement, accountability for organizational 
success, and expar*-Jsd community or business relationships. 
In 1993, the ad:ninistrative rules developed by the Department of Education 
were changed to state that "The goal of Phase II! is to enhance the quality, 
effectiveness, and performance of Iowa's teachers by promoting teacher 
excellence and comprehensive school transformation." The change of emphasis 
was prompted when the Department of Education was directed by the lowa Senate 
File 2351 ".. to give emphasis to plans which include comprehensive school 
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transformation or which irlclude a component which is part of a statewide systemic 
school transformation initiative." 
Jowa has taken the unique approach of challenging Iowa schools to support 
school transformation throl~gh the alignment of state and national reform literature 
with local needs. The Iowa Phase Ill program provides the state" only funds 
exclusively designated to support school reform and comes with fewer mandates 
frequently associated with state incentive programs. 
Statement of the Problem 
In 1987, the lowa Legislature created a school incentive program for the 
purpose of improving the quality of education in the schools of ihe state. Since the 
beginning of this program over two hundred and fifty million dollars has been 
awarded to lowa schools lo support local school improvement efforts through 
Phase 111. The expenditcre by the state of millions of dollars of public funds should 
be supported by evidencs that the funds are being spent in pursuit of excellence as 
defined by the legislature. 
The Phase If: guidelines directs local schools to revigw state and [ocal 
recommendations alc:.~ with related school improvement literature then develop a 
plan rationale and activities that are consistent with the rationale. There has been 
research investigating th3 characteristics of Phase Ill plans (Clegg, 1989; Dick, 
1994; Stalker, 1991 ; IdCREL, 1992a) but only one study has investigated the 
congruence between the rationalas and the proposed Phase Ill activities (NCREL, 
1992a). The NCREL stucy asked Phase lill participants if, in their opinion, local 
Phase Ill activities and rationales were congruent, no attempt was made to 
determine whether the opinions from the respondents had a basis in fact, leaving 
the validity of the results in question. 
Significance of the Study 
The lowa Phase III Program is unique in the United States. The lowa 
program is the only state funded program in which7 participation is voluntary for both 
individual school disiricts and for individual teachers in participating districts. 
Although several ststes have school incentive programs, participation is either 
limited as in pilot programs or mandated for all schools or teachers statewide. 
Legislative incentives are typically tied to compliance monitoring conducted at the 
state level. lowa is the only state that provides state sponsored incentives for 
school improvement plans that are developed, monitored and evaluated at the 
local site (Cornett & Gaines, 1994). Although this approach to reform is highly 
touted in school transformation literature, there is limited research on what plans 
are developed through this process. 
In 1992, an ~~daluation f Phase Ill concluded that the state needed to 
strengthen the recorc' h!eping associated with the lowa Educational Excellence 
Program (NCREL, 1992a, 1992b). The evaluation found that although a number of 
data bases were being kept, they were so improperly designed and maintained 
,that they contained no useful information. The lowa Department of Education has 
annually collected data from participating districts, however the record keeping 
problems cited by NCREL have not been resolved {Eckles, personal 
communication, 1994). Future ability to establish credible Phase Ill data is 
threatened by this lack of record keeping. The data gathered for this study may be 
useful to future studies for Phase HI plans in lowa. 
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Research Questions 
The study was guided by four primary questions concerning selected 1994-95 
Phase, l ll plans. 
a. What are the sources of school improvement literature and 
recommendations cited in Phase III literature reviews and 
rationales? 
b. What rationales are given in Phase Ill plans? 
c. What activities are proposed in Phase ill plans?. 
d. What is th3 agreement or congruence between the plan rationales 
and the plan actions? 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The purpose of this review is to trace the broad patterns of educational 
.reform that have occurred over the last fifteen years in the United States and the 
assumptions that were the basis of each reform. The final section is a description 
of lowa educational reform, specifically those reforms developed for Phase 111 of the 
lowa Educational Excellence Act. 
'This review contains an overview of the broad range of school improvement 
strategies rather than an in-depth analysis of any particular reform or reform 
strategy. Although dominate strategies and assumptions during different periods of 
educational reform aye described, the reader sho~~ld be aware that one reform 
tends to btend into the other with no distinct boundaries. For a more detailed 
understanding of educational reform, the reader should consult the references 
cited in this paper. 
First wave of educational reform 
In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education concluded a 
study of American education with the publication of .A Nation at Risk. The 
commission argued that the national prosperity and security of the nation were in 
peril because of sub-stai~dard education in public schools. The report presented a 
frightening picture of 1 : ~  condition of American education. 
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Our natinn is at risk. Our one unchallenged pre-eminence in 
commercc. industry, science, and technological innovation is being 
overtaken by competitors throughout the world .... The educational 
foundations cf  our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of 
mediocrity that threatens our very future as a nation and a people ... If an 
unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America, the 
mediocre educational performance that exist today, we might well have 
viewed it as bn act of war ... We have, in effect, been committing an act 
of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament. (1983, p 5) 
A was an effective catalyst for a flurry of educational evaluations 
throughout the United States. Within two years of the report, more than 300 
national and state task forces investigated the condition of the nations' schools and 
documented serious flaws in the levels of student achievement. The task forces 
made recommendations calling for establishing higher standards for high school 
graduation, improved teacher accountability and teacher compensation. In 41 
states, legislatures mandated that students take more demanding courses. Many 
states raised teacher certification requirements, developed state wide curriculums, 
created merit pay systems, mandated the use of specific instructional practices and 
mandated state sponsorzd testing (DuFour & Eaker, 1992). A Nation at Risk, is 
considered by most relgrmers as a benchmark in focusing attention on the state of 
American education. This new benchmark started the first of three post 1983 
waves of educational reform. 
The first reform wave, typically called the exceilence movement, was driven 
by a political perspective that was heavily top-down and assumed that schools and 
educators had allowed the quality of education to drop through a progressive 
degeneration of standards. Although the educational community received the bulk 
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of the blame for the lowering of standards there was an assumption that society in 
general had lower standards as a result of the permissive social era of the 1970s 
(Powell, Farrar 8 Cohen, 1985). Legislators assumed that correcting the problem 
simply required refocusing on higher expectations for both students and teachers. 
A second and complimenting assumption was that by establishing desired ends, 
schools and teachers ha3 both the will and the capacity to respond according to 
legislative expectatic\is. Performance based pay, career ladders and a general 
shift toward rewarding individual performance were promoted as a result of these 
assumptions. 
Change through rnandaticg reflects a rational-scientific response to problem 
solving. The assurr~ption underlying most mandated change is that those who 
implement change are capable, but have been either unwilling or unaware of a 
need for change. Mandstted change is coercive and requires close monitoring with 
sanctions applied to violators. Mandates focus on compliance and do not 
necessarily address the underlying condition(s) that create the problem being 
addressed. Althouc'~ mandating is effective in some situations, it is not effective in 
all. Between 1983 an\:! 1985, the states collectively passed 295 educational reform 
acts, the majority of the acts were in the fgrm of mandates, Included in those 
mandates were regulations for longer school days, longer school years, an 
emphasis on basic skills, higher program and school standards, mentors for 
beginning teachers, vouci~ers, an emphasis on teacher evaluations and higher 
graduation requirements (Wise, 1988). 
The first wave of educational reform was not limited to mandated change. 
The sense of urgency established by A Natkmal at Risk spurred the expansion of 
existing school improvement models. Started in the 1970s, the Effective Schools 
Movement(ESM) rep.esr3nted a classic example of a rational-scientific reform 
philosophy. ESM was based on the assumption that characteristics of effective 
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schools could be isolated, studied and reproduced in less effective schools. This 
dissemination strategy identified schools that were judged effective in preparing 
students for work ar.J post secondary education, conducted a series of studies to 
determine the commcn characteristics of the identified schools and published the 
results. ESM research indicated effective schools required strong administrative 
instructional leadership, clear schocl-wide goals, an emphasis on basic skills, high 
expectations and a safe school enviror~rnent (Edmonds, 1979). The ESM 
,disseminated the res~~l ts  tllrough a series of information briefs, seminars and 
workshops. 
The EShA was so enthusiasticatly received that many state departments of 
education promoted school improvement based on effective schools research. 
AIthough the effectibe schools research contributed to identifying characteristics of 
effective schools, bro;-A changes coufd not be attributed to schools who committed 
time and energy to effective schools training. Evaluation studies failed to find 
significant changes in ei:+er the school processes or levels of student 
achievement. Bossert (1985) cccc!uded that the effective school literature was 
intersting but of limited use unless combined with other change strategies. 
Corcoran (1 985), reviewing the research on effective schools movement, 
concluded that dissemination of effective school characteristics had little effect in 
improving schcols. Corcoran believed that it was not the presence of these 
characteristics that made the schools effective but rather it was the norms, cultures 
and climate of the schools that created the characteristics. Corcoran and later 
Miles (1 991) argue ihat effective schools research is only meaningful after schools 
adopt a 'grounded visionu created through the development of a school culture that 
is prepared to change and committed to excellence. 
In 1984, then Secretary of Education, Terrell Bell (1 9841, repofled with 
satisfaction that the excellence reform was "already bearing fruit.."This enthusiasm 
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was suspect since there was almost no evidence of improvement in the factors 
cited in A Nation at Risk. On the fifth anniversary of A Nation at Risk. the National 
School Boards Association and the U.S. Department of Education acknowledged 
that any optimism was premature. Little, if any, improvement was evident in 
available data On student achievement (Ordovensky, 1989). 
The mandating approach taken by states in this first reform movement is an 
example where mandating failed to achieve desired results. The mandating of 
higher standards did not improve student achievement for the vast majority of 
students and increasdi the level of failure for students who were not able to meet 
the previous st~ndards. Toward the end of the mandating wave, the Education 
Commission of the States(1987) review of educational policy and policy 
implementation in the early and mid 1980s declared that educational reform is too 
flrndamental and cornplicbted to be changed through mandating. 
In summary, the first wave reform relied heavily on a rational approach that 
combined mandated higher expectations and dissemination of new knowledge. 
The assumption was that schools and teachers had both the will and the capacity 
to change it pressure was applied; if the capacity was there, then rewards for those 
who excelled in the 17rr-r of increased compensation would raise expectations and 
ultimatefy student as:hievement. Although sQme states had impressive records on 
paper, the mandating of change prod~ced few examples of improved student 
achievement. 
The primary reason for the failure of first reform wave was the flawed 
assumption that teachers and education had the capacity to change and that 
change was simple and required few suppoding Processes beyond the 
disserlination of knowledge and creation of higher expectations. When 
confronted wi.th the social complexity of a school organization, inno~ations failed to 
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move from introduction to practice. The lesson of the first wave was that change is 
a far more complex and costly a process than first imagined. 
The initial responses to A Nation at Risk(183) assumed that school 
curriculums were appropriate for the needs of society. There was no investigation 
into redefining what siudents should know and be able to do. There was no 
serious investigations into the teaching and learning process. Organizational and 
teacher expectations had lowered and the solution was to externally reestablished 
*higher standards. 
Second wave educational reform 
The second wave of educational reform commonly called the 
professionalization movement, began forming in 1985-88. Dissatisfied with the 
loss of local autonomy under the first reform strategies, second wave reformers 
were beginning to ul~derstand the complexity of change and wanted to return 
control to the local communities. Leadership for this reform came largely from 
governors, state legislators, and state departments of education. Reports issued by 
The National Governors' Association (1 989), the Carnegie Forum on Education 
and Economy (1988) and the Education Commission of the States (1987) called for 
improvement in the quality of education through enhancing the training of teachers. 
This new emphasis on "bettef over "more" focused on improving in-service and 
pre-service education to "professionalize" teaching. The emphasis included 
increasing teachers' understanding of the cognitive processes of learning. 
Second wave reforr *wrs believed that teachers need opportunities to develop the 
skills necessary to fac;!ifate learning for all students, including special education 
and at-risk populations. Promoters of this wave claimed that all students must and 
can [earn in the regular classroom but programs that defined s!lldents by various 
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characteristics (special  ducatio ion and Chapter I) continued to operate by removing 
some students from the regutar classroom environment. 
Another common belief of second wave reiorrners was that learning must be 
more meaningful to stl~dents and teachers (Smith & O'Day, 1990; Mace-Mattluck, 
1987). One of the assumptions of this reform was that teachers were capable of 
change if given access to knowledge and the opportunity to develop new 
instructional skills. Although the second wave considered teachers as key players 
in school improvement, most Iocat reforms were administratively driven. Teachers 
were engaged in various educational processes such as curriculum development 
with the hope that continued exposure to educational problems would engage 
them in finding solutions. 
This new emphasis on improving the skills of teachers was accompanied by 
new school improvement models. Second wave improvement models 
concentrated on irr~proving the knowledge and skills of teachers and 
administrators. This professional development strategy is similar to first wave 
improvement models, based on a rational-scientific perspective, but differed 
because it recognized change as a process and not an event. The new strategy 
included intensified pre-service and in-service training for teachers and 
administrators. New staff development models emerged based on research 
indicating that teacher davelopment was an effective tool in implementing school 
change (Joyce & Showers, 1988). 
In the mid 1980s the ESM responded to the assumption that change was a 
process by recognizing that dissemination of new knowledge must be combined 
with sustained learning opportunities for teachers and administrators. ESM 
emphasized developing building leadership teams that included administrators. 
teachers and parents and placed an emphasis on preparing for change (Lezotte, 
1985). ESM also recognized that reshaping the cuhure of a school was a critical 
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component of change (Deal, 1985). ESM began to place an emphasis on quality 
staff development designed to reculture school staff to become more receptive to 
change as well as prepared to implement change: 
In summary, although second wave reform recognized the complexity of 
change, many of the first wave assitmptions remained. Co-existing with first wave 
assumptions was thd sssurnpticn that teachers die not have the knowledge or skills 
needed to improve stucient achievement. Staff development in various forms 
became an innovation in itself. Second wave reform was typically manifested at 
the local Ievel by the introduction of a series of unrelated innovations. 
Third wave educational reform 
The third wave of reform, which is still emerging, is typically called 
restructuring or school transformation. The focus is on whole-school 
transformation, insisting on the coordination of multiple changes throughout the 
school organization. Student outcomes, collaboration, curricular alignment of what 
is taught and assessed, the development of research based instructional 
strategies, participatory management, partnerships and alternative assessments 
are all addressed simultaneously under school transformation (Newrnann, 1991). 
The new reform started when educators and legislatures suspected that the 
problem of creating quality education was being slowed by a series of "add on" 
legislative requirements that made the reform process cumbersome and 
incoherent. The third wave recognized a need to commit to redesigning 
educational systems. This commitment to redesigning the educational system is a 
significant departure from previous add on improvement efforts (David, 1991). 
Educational re;trtrcturing and transformation have different meanings to 
different people. Airhaugh there is no consensus on a delinilion of restructuring 
and transformation, Phillip Schlechty (1990) captures the essence when he defines 
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school restructuring as '...altering systems of rules, roles, and relationships so that 
schools can serve eiristing purposes more effectively or serve new purposes 
altogether" (P. xvi). 
School Transformation Questions 
School transformation does not rely on a discrete set of rules or changes but 
rather on a general assun;ption that schools must change in fundamental ways. I 
I 
Each school must engagz in a inquiry of both the current state of the school and the 
desired state of the sch~sl .  Within this inquiry there are many possible answers 
with many possible effects. Joyce (1991) suggest that school transformation is a 
process of engaging members of the educational community in a discussion of the 
purpose of schools a:\d what changes will be required for schools to achieve those 
purposes. Joyce suggest that those desiring to understand school transformation 
should not look at the inriovations themselves but rather look to what questions the 
innovations are designed to answer. 
Taking Joyce's advice, investigating school transformation requires defining 
the questions that school transformation are designed to address. Approaching 
school transformation in this context requires considering proposed thi1.d wave 
innovations as potential answers to question. One author (David, 1991) who is a 
student of sctlool transformaticn proposes three interconnected questions that 
need to be answered for school transformation to take place. 
What do wo want students to know and be able to do? 
What kinds of learning experiences produce these results? 
What does it take to transform schools into places where this 
happens? 
who is accountable for ensuring that these desired effects are 
achieved? 
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A review of school transformation innovations suppoRs David's questions and 
provides a framework for this study There is a growing consensus in a broad 
sense concerning the answer to these questions.  he consensus is most 
prominent in the first two questions and still forming on the last two (Brandt. 1991; 
David, 199 1 ). 
Curriculum and Assessment: What do we want students to know and be able to 
do? 
The school reform rhetoric began when national and international 
educational assessments showed fewer and fewer American students possessed 
the academic skills required for successful employment. in 1984, the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress found that only 5 percent of American 17- 
year-olds had advanced reading skills that enable them to synthesize and 
restructure ideas presenled in reading materials. Only 20 percent could produce a 
short piece of persuasive writing that reviewers judged adequate or better and that 
only 24 percent c o ~ ~ l d  clearly describe an imaginary situation. The success rate of 
schools was woefully lovd with 25 percent of American students not graduating from 
high school (Nathar,, 1986). At the same time as American students were failing to 
- demonstrate traditional academic achievement there was a growing perception by 
industrial and educational futurist that measures of traditional academic 
achievement were no Ionc,ler indicators that students were prepared to meet the 
challenges of a changing world (Des Moines Public Schools. 1992). 
This lack of coherance between the traditional school c~rric~1~tI- i  and the 
needs of society and work is well documented (Iowa Department of Education, 
1991; Des Moines Public Schools, 1992; Elmore & Fuhrman, 1994; Newmann, 
1991). The present educational system was originally designed to meet the needs 
of an agrarian rural so-lety. Tile world of work today is information-based with a 
2% 
priority on what Peter Drucker (1974) calls "knowledge work" (Tucker. 1988) 
Drucker uses knowledge work to describe work that is based on the interaction of 
the worker with knowledge to create new learning and solve new problems. This 
shift from an industrial base society to an information society changes the definition 
of achievement from production based on physical labor to production based on 
the interaction between knowledge and the worker. This shift has resulted in a 
need for students to become life long learners with an emphasis on possessing the 
ability to learn (Schlechty, 1990, p.35). This change in the needs of society has 
resulted in a national emphasis on redefining what students should know and be 
able to do. 
The emphasis on defining what students should know and be able to do is 
not a new idea in education but redefining know and do skills on a large scale with 
the intent to redefine the educational curriculum of schools is a new reform 
strategy. The practke of defining what student should know and be able to do is 
often called Outcomes Based Education (OBE). OBE places emphasis on 
curriculum reform by insisting that curriculum design clearly detine what students 
should know and be able to do as a result of experiences with the curricul~~m and 
instruction. 
Spady's (1994) ernphasis on higher level thinking skills and what he calls 
'outcomes of significance" has become a rallying point for curricular reform. Spady 
believes that students must be irnplementors and performers who can apply basic 
and advanced ideas, information, skills, tools and technologies as they carry out 
responsibility needed :or life roles. Spady has been joined in this quest by other 
reformers who advocate that once these 0~tC0meS are estabtished, assessments 
must be developed that are capable of not only measuring student's progress but 
becoming a part of the learning process. The new assessments have been termed 
alternative assessments. The ccmbination of alternative assessments and clearty 
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defined outcomes means being cleat an what teaching should accomplish and 
adjusting teaching and assessing as necessary to accomplish the desired outcome 
(O'Nell, 1994: Spady & Marshall. 1991: Wiggins, 1994) The combination of the 
two, outcomes and alternative assessment, provide the basis for curriculum reform. 
The discussion concerning what studenfs should know and da has resutted 
in national subjecf area associations working intently to define subject standards. 
The National Council of Teachers of Math was the first to release subject standards 
in 1989. five years later, standards were released in visual apt, theater, dance, 
music, civics and gsography. Standards in many other areas are currently 
circulating in draft form. The standards are intended to serve as guidelines for locat 
standards develupment (Willis, 1 994). 
Identifying what students should know and be able to do has reached even I 
greater prominence with the 1994 enactment af two federal acts, Gsafs 2800: 
Educating America Act and the Elen~entary Secondary Educatim Act ((E.S.E,A,). 
Goals 2000 established eight national education goals and provides school reform 
grants to states in exchsnge for establishing focal improvement plans and 
promises to set high academic standards and assessments. The E.S.E.A. includes 
complementary pro\iisicms requiring states to set high content standards in 
mathematics and Izns\:sge arts as part of Title I programs. Both acts indude  
provisions for states to t&or the federal programs to meet Iwai needs (Johnston, 
1994). 
This involvement in educational issues by the federal government has 
received mixed responses, Some believe thzt federal involvement in educational 
re f~ rm is a return to mandsted reforms that failed to improve schools in the 19891s. 
The establishing of national goals, no matter how broad. may be a warning sign for 
local control of education. If past federal government ventures are a meastire of 
the future, further intrusion by the federal government can be expected. The 
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possibility of a de facto national curriculum and de facto national assessments are 
a realistic possibility (Clinchy, 1995a; Howe, 1995). Another concern is that the 
federal reform acts are based on a rationale scientific model that attempts to 
understand, define, and predict human behavior based on cause and effect theory, 
the same model thal consistently fails to produce results in education (Clinchy. 
1 995 b). 
Advocates for federal intervention suggest that Goals 2000 and E.S.E.A. 
give governors and state legislatures the power to intensify state and local efforts 
toward educational reform. These advocates suggest that much of the educational 
reform resistance is coming from anti-reform grassroots movements that are 
preventing educational reform at a local level. This resistance may be because 
practitioners, teachers, comrnur~ity leaders and even board members feel ignored 
by school reform movements of the past (Usdan & Schwarz, 1994). 
The national standards movement is struggling. The U.S. Department of 
Education recently sto2ped funding on a three-year project to draft a national 
English curriculum, claiming the recommendations were too superficial (Toch, 
1994). A recently released U.S. history curriculum was widely criticized for over 
emphasizing multiculturalism. Critics say that the standards are partisan and 
politicized to reflect a politically correct and distorted image of America (Diegrnuller, 
1994). The national standards movement is also threatened by fundamentalist 
Christian groups that believe that setting national or statewide standards is an 
intrusion on the rights of families and family values (Hudson, 1994). 
lowa placed a high priority on identification and assessment of what learners 
should know and be r!bI€? to do as part of Goal A in the revised 
re: The State F1 
Iowa education strategic plan asserts that educators have made curricular 
assumptions based on static beliefs about the future. If lowa is to meet the 
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challenges of a cha:qing environment, new methods of curriculum development 
must be developed and implemented. The lowa plan further asserts that "know 
and do' curriculum issues should be determined i t  the local level with input from 
not only educators but also from business and parents. Iowa's emphasis on 
curriculum development follows 20 other states that have legislated requirements 
for schools to develop curriculum that focuses on knowledge and skills students 
are expected to learn(Rcos, 1994). The lowa plan also follows the general 
 alternative assessment tenets that Spady, Wiggins, and others outline by calling for 
quality assessrr~ent practices which are aligned with the locally developed 
expectations (Houston, 1988; U'Neit, 1994). 
Teaching and Learning: What kinds of learning sxperiencesproduces these 
results? 
Social and economic changes are challenging the fundamental structure 
and traditional outcomes of the education. Society has moved from blue collar jobs 
to white collar jobs to the information age and most recently to an era that many are 
calling the communication age. The role of the worker in the world economy has 
shifted. The workers of today must become lifelong learners and develop a broad 
range of skills and the ability to rapidly acquire new ones. All workers must be 
able to perform reasmably complex and demanding task, work cooperatively with 
others and engage in problem solving and critical thinking as a basic condition of 
employment. The shifting of expectations for employees and recent research on 
learning has challenged schools to change the basic constructs of education. The 
entire subject of school transformation is built around developing an educational 
environment where effective teaching and learning toward new outcomes is a 
reality (Joyce, 1989). 
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For years, teaching and learning was thought to be a mystical experience 
that could not be studied Or analyzed. This belief grew out of another belief, 
teachers are born, not made. Both of these beliefs are currently being challenged. 
Teaching can be studied both quantitatively and qualitatively, like any other human 
endeavor; and, through education and training, dramatic changes in teachers' 
behavior can result. There are hundreds of educational studies that combine to 
give a picture of best ,7ractises in teaching and learning (Berliner & Casanova, 
I 993). 
Howard Gardner has dramatically challenged traditional assumptions 
concerning learning by adding an "s" to intetligence. Gardner's research indicates 
that students develop personal curriculums based on their personal style of 
learning. The multiple intelligence theory is not new but the argument that Gardner 
presents is well founded En both research and common sense. His findings 
indicate that teachers can increase student achievement by moving away from 
lecture and toward activity based learning. Learning must be meanrngful and 
flexible enough that !% learner can put new learning in their own context. Gardner 
believes that developing personal education plans and changing educators' 
perceptions of what learning look like are basic tenets in the school restructuring 
puzzle (Gardner, 1991). 
Gardner's belief, that students must have the opportunity to construct their 
own learning, is called constructivism Constructivism challenges the assumption 
that the teacher holds the knowledge and that the student is an empty vessel to b@ 
filled. Constructivism also challenges the idea that there is one and only Qne truth- 
The possibility of multiple right answers is cofltraf)! to today's educational approach 
and traditional asse;..sments (Armstrong, 1994; Brooks & Brooks, 1 993; Harmin, 
1 994). 
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Another area of potential change in teaching and learning is the emergence 
of research based ~nstructional strategies. Cooperative learning, project learning. 
problem based 1earni:'g and a host of teaching stialegies are showing promise for 
increasing student achievement. Joyce and Weilz (1986) provided the basis for 
formafized instructional [: ractices with his research reported in their book Modefs of 
Teachina. Joyce and Weilz suggest that student achievement can be improved 
through the improvement of teacher instructional methodology. His research 
validates that teachers are- capable of learning and successfully implementing new 
instructional methods that result in improved student achievement. This new 
research and the emerging philosophy that all students can and must learn has 
resuited in an renewed emphasis on the elimination of pull out programs toward a 
more inclusive clasar~om environment. 
Although the role of technology in education is still unclear, there is a 
growing number of people who feel that the growing access to information through 
the use of technology will have a profound impact on education. The two primary 
resources in classrooms t ~ d a y  are teachers and text. Although media centers, field 
trips and other misceltaneous resources have a temporay inffuence on resources, 
the impact of technology coufd cause edtrcztors to rethink how learning takes place 
(Fullan, 5 99 1 ). 
Transforrnction Strategies: What does it take to transform schools 
Probably the biggest question facing school restructuring is how to make it happen. 
The first wave of educational reform attempted state level mandated change and 
relied primarily on what Fullan (1991) calls intensification strategies. These 
intensification strategies attempted to standardize curriculum, assessments, 
teaching, and administrative mathods. The second wave promoted individual 
innovations such as outccmes based education, iostrudiona! models, mentoring, 
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coaching, reorganization of the school day and school year, shared decision 
making and a dozen other innovative designed to improve education. Although 
each of the innovations are potentially beneficial, host of them have failed to 
become widely implementad. The diagnosis for this lack of implementation may be 
the nature of organizations themselves, 
Both the first and the second wave reforms failed to understand that both 
personal and organizational change are complex and interrelated. Before change 
can take place, it m ~ ~ s t  make sense to those who will implement the changes. In 
The New Meaning af Educational Chanae (1991), Michael Fuflan states; 
"Educational change depends on what teachers do and think - it's as simple and as 
complex as that." Fwllan's research supports that educational change is a highly 
personal experience for teachers, Teachers must have the opportunity to work 
through the change in a way that makes sense to them. It is interaction between 
the teacher and new learning that changes paradigms and results in an increased 
capacity for changing the status quo of American education. Showers, Joyce & 
Bennett's (1987) research on staff development linked teacher engagement with 
new learning as a ci-itical component in their attitudes toward various innovations. 
Showers found that a5 tsachers developed skills associated with innovations, they 
became more committed to the innovation. This finding indicates that the content 
of staff development may have a profound effect on the beliefs and values of 
teachers. In the case of school transformation, teachers involved in staff 
development related to transformation are likely to support transformational 
innovations even if they began the staff development with a negative for neutral 
concepts toward the innovation. 
It is the inquiry into the failure of the first and second wave reforms that have 
provided the conceptual framework underlying the third wave. The third wave of 
reform continues to plomote the individual innovations of the second wave while 
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creating the school structures that allow those closest to the innovations, teachers. 
parents, students and administrators, to interact with the innovations and each 
other. 
Despite the cc?lltmlity of the teacher's role in determining what happens in 
schools, most educational reforms have been done to them rather than with them 
(Fullan, 1991). The teacher is at the bottom of an enormous bureaucratic system. 
The teacher has little choice in what curriculum is taught, the organization of the 
school day or year, how students are assigned and how discipline is applied. 
Teachers spend the majority of their day either teaching or involved in duties 
related to classroom instruction. Although schools are clearly social organizations 
designed to meet the needs of society, teachers spend the majority of their day 
isolated from other teachers. Schools provide little opportunities for adult 
interaction and eve11 less for intellectual discussions. However, within this absence 
of power and isolatiotr. a great paradox remains. When the classroom door is 
closed, teachers dstermine what happens in schools. Behind these closed doors, 
teachers decide how to teach and what is taught (Maeroff, 1988). This unique role 
of teachers that has been ignored in past reform efforts. Fullan suggest that rather 
than focus on individual irlnovations schools should concentrate on changing the 
culture within t h s  schools themselves. 
Fullan (1 990) betieves that culture had four crucial characteristics that 
played a vital role in change. Collegiality, shared purpose, a belief and 
commitment to continuous improvement and non-restrictive organizational 
structures are all eriti :a] to both school and classroom improvement. F~~l lan's 
theory is that before change could take place, the capacity and the will to change 
must be developed and cultivated within \he school personnel. Engaging teachers 
in dialogue concerning the purpose of schools, the opportunities to deveiop shared 
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beliefs and values and prolonged teacher inquiry into the art of teaching are key 
change strategies. 
I 
\ The third wave calls for organizational reforms in She roles and 
responsibilities of teachers. It is through raising teacher morale, deepening their 
intellectual background, providing them with the oppostunity to respond to student 
needs and giving them access to decision making, that schools transform (Maeroff, 
1988, pp. 1-8). This enlistment sf teachers in the school transformation discussion 
.allows them to confront their beliefs and practices in fight of a changing world. This 
opening of the educatisnal system must be established in an environment of trust 
and friendship where participants feet free to take risk, canfront ideas, discover and I 
explore new ways cri seeing and thinking, new ways sf working with others and an 
opportunity to determine what is impostant (Combs, 1988). 
U.S, News, The Perfect School (1993), identified teacher empowerment as 
the number one reform that has fhe potential to improve America's educational 
systems. A long tradition of bureaucratic authority has relegated teachers to the 
role of old-style assernbiy-line worker with iittie or ns rote in decision making. 
Reformers have become increasingly aware in recent years of the untold 
consequences of this practice. In some schools, more and more teachers are 
-- merely going througi.. !he motions in class, if they showed up at all. Local 
absenteeism rates 2s high as 20 percent are leaving students in the hands of ill 
prepared substitutes. By contrast teachers thrive when given a voice in running 
their schcols. The indicators of educational achievement rise and the sch00f 
becomes a better place for teaming. 
Shared decision making is not unique to education, however, educationaf 
systems, until recently, have not formally implemented school based management 
or shared decision making. Less common yet is the involvement of business, 
community members, and parents in a coordinated effort to improve the quality of 
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local schools. The shift from centralized to shared central and local accountability 
must include parents- Parents typically attend school social functions, PTA 
meetings and parenuteacher conferences but seldom are involved in significant 
school decision making. Parents and community members are technically the 
owners of the schools but know little about what is going on in schools. School 
transformation means changing the relationship Bsetween schosis and the 
communities that support them (Dolan, 1994a, p. 263). 
Shared decision making engages teachers in problem solving and is a 
prelude to change (Neal, 1991). The recognition sf teachers as thinking 
individuals who are capable of not only working on the assernbiy Iine but atso 
solving the problems of the organization is intended to enhance the self-esteem sf 
teachers (Maeroff, 1988). This strategy has worked successdcr9ly in business 
settings and has become the predominate business innovation of the 1980's and 
1990's. Empowering those closest fa the work results in hcreased prcrductivity and 
a more satisfied work force (Dolan, 1994b, Peters & Waferman, 1982). 
The iiterature on school restructuring is consistently linked to shared 
decision making and represents a shift in the underiying assumptions of schgtof 
organizations. Traditional organizational structures that are consistent with the 
-"' principles of bureaucracy do not consider the workers as the thinkers, Instead of 
dealing with the dilemnias and troubles natural to collective work, traditional 
structures solve the problem by taking the complexity out of the solution. This 
hierarchy of authority reflects the belief that people lack ability and initiative. 
consequently they are unable to solve problems which has been primary 
responsibility of marlagement. This depersonalization results in treating people as 
cogs in an organizatimhf machine and the disengagement of people from the 
organization. When personal and p ro f t ?~~ i~na l  interacfions occur within Power 
relationships, distrust is not an unreasonable reaction. When problems arise, 
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workers have little motivation to run to the aid of the organization (Deal, 1982; 
Elmore & Fulirman, ; 294; Glatthorn, 1993). 
.Shared decision making means viewing the contributions of all individuals 
as critical to the success of the organization. This respect for the individual 
includes viewing people as critical contributors to the success of the organization. 
The assumption is that organizations, made up of people who have the opportunity 
to construct meaning from their work, not only solve organizational problems but 
,also create better work environments (Clark & Astuto, 1994). The empowerment of 
teachers and communities is both a strategy to develop local support for reform but 
also a strategy to create a sense of responsibility for the result (NCREL 1992b; 
Steinberger, 1993). 
This shift in thinking about workers in a system parallels the constructivist 
theory of teaching and learning. People perform best when they are valued and 
they have the opportunity to contribute to not only how their work is done but also 
what work should be done. The principle of moving students from receiver of 
knowledge to learning participants with existing knowledge and the ability to think 
is the same principle befrind the empowerment. Although Gardnerts constructivist 
theory is well s~tpported in research on student achievement, the application of 
-" constructivist theory to teacher learning has not resulted in higher levels of student 
achievement as defined by improvement classroom performance (Neal, 1991). 
One of the missing elements of first and second wave reforms was a 
functional understanding of how organizations operate. Peter Senge (1 990) 
believes that organizations are designed to function within certain paradigms and 
are better adept at resisting change than embracing it. This resistance to change 
has resulted in the average life span of organizations being less than 40 years. 
Evidence of this can be found in the fact that between 1970 and 1983, one third of 
the firms in the Fortune 500 had ceased to exist. Senge calls this phenomenon an 
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'organizational learning disability.' This learning disability is so strong in most 
organizations that it continues to flourish despite the best efforts of bright. 
committed people who try to rally the organizationto change. This learning 
disability is the result of how organizations are designed, managed, how people's 
jobs are defined and, most importantly, the way we have all been taught to think 
and interact (p. 17). 
If Senge is ric\$t, focusing on single innovation changes, even if successfully 
.implemented, does clothing to increase the capacity of the system to respond to the 
continual need for change. Prior educations! reforms did not address this apparent 
organizational tendency to resist change. School transformation is the first reform 
that puts a priority of developing the capacity for continual change (Michaels, 
1988). 
The shift toward shared decision making has resulted in rethinking the role 
of leadership. School transformation is unlikely to happen unless school 
administrators and school boards initiate the process and confer entitlement to 
others to participatc, Initiating and sustaining school transformation requires new 
kinds of leadership kr~~wledge, skilIs and attitudes and the capacity to combine 
these new skills in meaningful ways (Bamberger, 1991). Local school 
+' administrators must c re~ te  opportunities, focus on the learning and teaching 
process, assume that there are other realities as valid as their own, encourage risk 
taking and learn to follow as well as lead if school transformation is to take place 
(Bolrnan & Deal, 1991). The requirements of leadership for school transformation 
will challenge many of today's school administrators. Some potential and 
practicing administrators are not appropriate for school transformation and no 
amount of education and training will make them so. The very characteristics that 
have lead administrz~3rs to success in the past may not lead them to success in the 
future. The frustration with school transformation, an often chaotic process, will 
lead many to closely manage schools in a way that stifles transformation and 
disempowers teachers and parents (English & Hill, 1990; Kallick, 1988). 
Accountability: Who is accountable for the success of the educational system? 
The question of accol~ntability for the success or failure of the educational 
system is closely linked to the question of what it takes to transform education. The 
typical reform strategy has been for decision makers to mandate change. State 
level departments of education, board members or administrators then monitor 
school or teacher compliance with specific procedural requirements. Typically 
under mandated change, teachers and administrators complain about the new 
mandates then eventually bow to the inevitable enforcement strategies. Although 
this results in supe~iicial change, teaching and learning remain basically 
unchanged. Teacher5 and administrators have little understanding of the need for 
the new rules and assume the role of passive workers who have no input into the 
plan and little concern with its success (Glickrnan, 1990). 
Involving parents in school restructuring builds a sense of ownership and 
empowerment (Fisher, 1934). The more parents are empowered to participate, the 
greater the potential for change (Dolan, 1994b). The same principles behind 
-. teacher empowerment apply to parents and community empowerment. Parents 
feel accountable when they are empowered to influence the result. Without 
parental involvement in meaningful ways, school restructuring will always be at the 
whim of a vocal rnincSeity. The kind of support that restructuring will require is not 
built during a crisis but rathei'as an ongoing commitment to parent involvement 
from throughout the disc ~ssion and implementation of transformation (Willis, 1992) 
Developing schooi-business partnerships to share resources and expertise 
is another extension of empowerment that results in shared accountability. The 
general scope of shared empowerment includes all members of the community, 
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industry, parents, agencies and organizations. The inclusion of all facets of the 
community shifts the responsibility for schools and children's education from solely 
the schools to accountability shared by a local community. 
Murphy (1990) refers to these changes as voice and choice. The 
empowerment of parents and community members expands and unites the school 
community into a force committed to improving the quality of schools. It gives 
people at the school site authority that is equal to their responsibility at the same 
time tempered by accountability for producing results defined in a variety of ways. 
This shifting of who is accountable for schools holds the potential for 
conflicts between federal and state legislat~.~res who have recently been very 
involved in attempting to influence the quality of schools. Michael Cohen (1988), 
an educational policy expert with NGA, believes that state policy makers must 
change their thinking and actions in at least three broad areas, if they are to help 
schools transform. The first area where policy makers can assist is to hold schools 
accountable for setting goals that emphasize higher-order skills rather than vague 
platitudes that have little meaning. The second area is that states can provide the 
resources needed for locai innovations and local learning. Cohen's final 
recommendation is t !v~ t  states tighten accountability systems around an agreed to 
- set of standards. The end result of these three strategies is to strengthen the local 
role of schools and communities while maintaining pressure for improvement. 
In summary, the third wave emerged out of a growing sense that education 
and schools needed to change in such fundamental ways that a complete 
transformation is required. The process of recreating the educational system is 
typically referred to as school transformation. Transformation from what is to what 
is desired. 
School transformation requires altering roles and responsibi tities of in 
school organization<,, the redefining of the purpose of schools and the selection of 
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kinds of learning strategies that best reach those redefined purposes. The end 
result of this transformation is a school with both the capacity and the will to 
continuously irrlprove the quality of education. The comprehensive change 
advocated under this reform is in direct contrast to the typical add on approach of 
prior reforms. Schoot transformation literature consistently calls for those closest to 
school reform, teactiers and principals, to be accountabfe to provide evidence of 
school improvement. The shift in accountability called for in school transformation 
can only be effective if those being held accountable have the power to influence 
the result. 
Third wave reforms include many of the innovations advocated in the first 
two waves but demand that those innovations be selected by local schools to solve 
local problems. Although shared decision making is a key component, the reform 
is much more complex than a single innovation. Transformation begins with local 
stakeholders investicating the needs of future workers and citizens, developing a 
shared vision of the purpose of education, defining what type of learning 
experiences are needed to meet those purposes and then being accountable to 
each other to meet their collective goals. The assumption that those who are 
involved in decision making will support those decisions and work collaboratively 
-- to successfully implement the decisions is a foundation tenet of school 
transformation. 
lowa Educational Reform 
In comparison to other states, lowa was slow to respond to calls for reform. 
lowa schools have typically produced high indicators of success and the state is 
generally recognized as a leader in academic achievement. Although lowa 
maintains standards that local districts must meet, the standards are broad and 
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easily obtainable with ? minimum of state intrusion (lowa Code). Iowa does not 
have a state wide standardized curriculum or related assessments. 
(The Iowa legislature has demonstrated a commitment to local control by 
empowering teachers, parents and community members to participate in local 
school decisions. The most notable local empowerment strategy was the 
enactment in the late 1980s of lowa Codes 280.12 and 280.18. These two codes 
required that local goals be developed through the use of a corr~mittee of parents, 
teachers, administrators, board member, community members and other interested 
parties. 
On January 113. 1987, lowa Governor Terry E. Branstad devoted his entire 
inaugural address io the need for educational reform. Governor Branstad 
proposed a State Educational Excellence Program that woufd raise teachers' 
safaries and enable lowa to usher in a new era of educational quality with 
teachers' payment schedules that emphasized performance. In 1987, through a 
collaborative effort between the governor's office, the educational community, and 
the legislature, the lowa Educational Excellence Act was passed and signed into 
law by Governor Branstad on June 9, 1987 (tepley, 1988). 
The Iowa Educational Excellence Act, commonly called the "Teacher Salary 
- Bill", was presented in three phases that were initiated and implemented 
concurrently, Phase I addressed teacher recruitment by raising beginning salaries 
to $18,000. Phase II provided funds for across the board pay raises to experienced 
teacher. Phase Ill was to improve the quality of instruction by financially rewarding 
teachers for the demonstration of superior teaching through the establishment of 
merit pay. A second plan option, supplemental pay, was added to Phase Ill 
legislation to make the act more palatable to teacher associations and skeptics of 
pedormance based pay (Eckles, personal communication, 1994). Supplemental 
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plans were described as additional salary for teachers who participate in either 
additional instructional work assignment or training. 
\Phase ill is unique compared to reforms legislation in other states in several 
ways. Not only is participation in the program voluntary for districts, it is also 
voluntary for teachers in districts that choose to participate in Phase i l l .  Each local 
school district is reqi~iredl to develop a local plan through a committee process 
whose members consisted of teachers, administrators, board members, parents, 
others interested community members. The completed plans are submitted to the 
local school board for local approval. 
Phase 111 comrr~ittees are charged with giving careful consideration to 
recommendations by state and national reports as they relate to local needs. 
Phase Ill plans must be consistent with district goals developed under lowa Code 
280."1/280.18. The plan must contain citations from reform literature, a plan 
'rationale, a description of activities for implementation and a method for evaluating 
the plan (Iowa Department of Education: Bureau of Administration and 
Accreditation, A 987). 
In February of 1988, the lowa Department of Education reported that of 436 
eligible districts, 428 submitted Phase Ill plans. Although 400 of the plans were 
-- returned to the districts for revision because of failure to meet application 
requirements, all were eventually approved. Of the plans approved, 56 proposed 
implementing some form of Performance Based Pay(PBP) and 304 submitted 
proposals for the study of PBP. Three plans were for PBP only wtth all the 
remaining pians including supplemental pay components. The most commonly 
cited supplemental pay activity was curriculum development (97% of all plans), 
study of performance based pay (82%), staff development (660h), and teacher- 
developed activities based on student needs (52%) (Lepley, 1988). 
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In 1990, at the urging of the lowa Department of Education, the lowa 
Educational Excellel. ce Act was amended to include comprehensive school 
transformation as a thiid plan option for Phase liE.' School transformation was 
defined as site-based decision making, goal-oriented compensation mechanisms, 
approved innovative educational programs, focus on student outcomes, direct 
accountability for student achievement, accountability for organizational success, 
and work toward expanding community or business relationships (H.F. 2271, 
section 3). 
The amendment further stated that "...real and fundamental change in the 
educational system must emerge from the school site if the education system is to 
remain relevant and that plans funded in this program must demonstrate that they 
are an integral part of 3 comprehensive district or area education agency effort ..." 
(lowa Code 281 -91.2 [294A]). 
Phase It! program activities came under scrutiny in 1991 when the Office of 
Auditor of State issued an audit report of Phase Ill. Richard Johnson, State Auditor, 
cited a series of iocal Phase I11 expenditures that were inconsistent with the intent of 
the lowa Educational Excellence Act. The auditor recommended that the 
Department of E ducation develgp clear guidelines or ntethods of distinction to 
- qualify activities for Phase 111 compensation (Johnson, 1991). 'The Department of 
Education respotided to this recommendation by increased informational 
memorandum contatts with school representatives and by providing increasingly 
specific guidelines ?nd models for Phase Ill plan development. 
The 1990 Educational Appropriations Bill authorized the State Department 
of Education to contract with the North Central Regional Educational Laboratory 
(NCREL) to assess the degree to which the Phase Ill program maintains and 
advances educational excellence in Oowa. NCREL combined both quantitative and 
q~~alitative methodologies in conducting an extensive study of Phase Ill's impact on 
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the quality of education in the state. The report supported the assumption that 
teacher excellence was being maintained and advanced through Phase Ill. The 
report ,recommended that supplemental pay plans- be eliminated or incorporated in 
comprehensive school transformation plans, the inclusion of administrators in 
Phase Ilt compensations, the stabilizing of funding for the program and the 
strengthening of data collection associated with the program. One of the more 
significant contributions of the report was the recommendation that the program be 
refocused on comprei*ensive school transformation. The report recommended 
strengthening the role of Area Education Associations in facilitating comprehensive 
school transformation and changing the emphasize of Phase Ill to concentrate on 
comprehensive school transformation (NCREL, 1992a). 
The 1991-92 lowa legislature responded positively to each of the NCREL 
recommendations with the exception of including administrators under Phase Ill. 
Sensing a need for increased leadership in the transformation process, funds from 
the Phase 111 program were set aside for a state wide, leadership organization that 
would develop model school transformation model sites. The New lowa Schools 
Development Corpo;?tion (NISDC), an alliance of the lowa State Teachers 
Association, Schosi Administrators of lowa, Iowa Parent Teachers Association, 
:-- lowa Business, Labor, and Education Roundtable and the Iowa Department of 
Education, was formed in 1991 (NISDC Annual Report, 1994). The corporation 
initially received $250,000 in funding to develop school transformation leadership 
and transformation models in Iowa's schools. In 1994, NISDC was actively 
working with 59 school sites and the state funding for NISDC had increased to 
$1,000,000. 
In 1993, new legislation directed the Department of Education to give 
emphasis to plans t'laf include comprehensive school transformation or a 
component that is part of a statewide systemic school transformation initiative (S.F. 
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2351). The administrative rules of the Department of Education were changed to 
state that "The goal of Phase Ill is to enhance the quality, effectiveness, and 
performance of lowa's teachers by promoting teacher excellence and 
comprehensive schoi.; transformation." A copy of the goal change was included 
with the 1994-95 Phase Ill application packet. The application packet also 
included specific examples of appropriate and inappropriate Phase Ill expenditures 
and examples of acceptable Phase Ill plan submitted by lowa districts. 
Through this continuing effort to clarify what constitutes an acceptable Phase 
Ill plan, the rate of approval of initial applications has increased significantly. The 
1994 return for revision was 520h cornpared to the 1988 return rate of 92O/0. 
Although the percentage of successful initial applications has increased, there 
remains concerns that many of the Phase Ill plans have shown little change or 
improvement from y?sr to year (Eckles, 1994, personal communication). 
Although mest states have some form of educational improvement incentive 
programs, lowa and Florida are the only two states that have school transformation 
or school restructuring as the programs intent (Cornett & Gaines, 1994, p.lO). 
Washington, Arizona and Oregon are currently financing school transformation or 
school restructuring pilot programs with the intent of state wide implementation at a 
'---. later date. A comparison between the lowa and the Florida programs underscores 
the uniqueness of Iowa's approach to educational reform. 
In 1991, the Florida Legislature passed a bill that required all schools to form 
School Advisory Ccr~ncils composed of both school and community members. The 
councils are charged with developing local school improvement plans that address 
seven state established outcomes. Schools that are able to demonstrate 
improvement in tho seven outcomes are to receive incentives from the state while 
those failing to chow improvement will receive state interventions and assistance 
(Hutcheson, 1994). Even though the purpose of the Florida and lowa programs are 
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S u m m a y  
Public schoo:,; in Ame~iea have been the target of reform and improvement 
initiallives; higher standards and e m ~ w e m e n t  in the 1980s, and school 
transfarmation in ths 19Ws. 'fhwries sf how to improve schools have changed 
and with those changes came new refom themes and strategies. Educational 
refarm is permealled with political agendas, personal agendas, religious agenslsls 
and a great deal of ignorance abut the change prowss. Multiple audiences of 
business, industry, policy makers, clergy, parents, teachers and administrators 
have ~ c h  conbrbasted 2.s the discussion of the need, outcome and method of 
sGRao! improvement. Aifhwgh not in agreement what the improvements should 
be, afmesst att the at:diences agree that schools must improve, The newest reform 
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movement comes under the banner of schoot transformation, generally meaning 
the transforming of schools from what they are now to what they need to be. 
$School transformation has become the new reform cliche of the 1990's. 
School transformation lacks agreed to goals and objectives and even lacks a 
common definition. hlultiple innovations, all professed to result in school 
transformation, are Se~ng promoted as solutions to the educational crisis. Out of 
this confusion there are common themes that help clarify the meaning of school 
transformation. 
School transformatii~n is a set of tenets rather than a series of changes. The 
first tenet is that schools are out of step with a changing world. This tenet manifests 
itself in the inquiry into the purpose of schools, how to best facilitate student 
learning and the enlistment of those closest involved with education in the 
answering of these questions. A second tenet is that school transformation is not a 
model, defined by a set of discrete skills or actions. School transformation means 
the reorganizing of the bask power and accountability structures of schools from 
the current reality to systems that are collectively driven by new agreed to purposes 
and results. School transformation is the process of inquiry into how to make 
schools relevant and effective through thoughtful dialogue involving all who are 
'-' concerned. School transformation is not the introduction of specific innovations or 
philosophies but rather planning, beginning and sustaining of collective actions 
designed to irr~prove the quality of learning in local schools. 
School reform literature is littered with innovations and policies that have 
produced erratic results. There is no shortage of experts on school reform but there 
is a shortage of refo;ned schools. Innovations, logically conceived and clearly 
designed often fail 17 produce the desired results because those who would 
change school oflen fail to realize the change is technically simple but socially 
complex. 
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lowa's Phase Ill started as an add on program designed to increase the 
salaries of Iowa's teachers, especially those teachers who could demonstrate 
superior teaching performance. Over the years, the program has changed to focus 
on improving the quality of education at the local level through comprehensive 
school transformation. T t~a program is prescriptive in the planning process but not 
in the end results. The state requires the development of a written plan that 
includes two primary parts, a plan rationale and activities to support the rationale. 
Although the lowa legislsture has continued to support Phase Ill, there has been 
limited evidence that lowa schools are meeting the intent of the Phase Ill 




The purpose of this study was to describe the rationales and proposed 
activities developed at the local school district level as reflected in selected Phase 
Ill plans submitted uider the lowa Educational Excellence Program. Findings 
concerning the components of Phase Ill plans, the literature and recommendations 
cited in the plans, the plan rationales, and the congruence between the rationales 
and the plan activities are reported in Chapter 3. 
The process for developing Phase It! requires that each local school board 
appoint a committee of teachers, administrators, parents and interested patrons to 
develop a local plan for improving the quality of local education. Districts applying 
for Phase Ill funding must design a plan that meets the state's criteria in at least one 
of three different categories; Performance-Based Pay Plan, Supplemental Pay 
Plan, or Comprehe~sive School Transformation Plan. The state also allows 
districts to develop pla;;~ that combine characteristics of each plan. The Phase Ill 
application packet sent to each school by the lowa Department of Ed~~cation 
contains specific directions for the development of a plan and 2 list of criteria is 
used to judge the viability of proposals. The lowa Department of Education also 
provides periodical Phase IIi updates in the form of newsletters and workshops. A 
copy of the 1994-95 Phase Ill application packet can be found in appendix A. 
A Phase Ill plan must include a plan rationale based on current literature on 
school improvement. Plans must include a description of actions designed to 
support the rationale. The planned actions must identify who is to do something, 
what is to be done, f l i t?  timeline for completion of the actions and a method for 
evaluating the plan. 
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Following committee agreement on the Phase Ill plan, the plan is submitted 
to the district school board. Local schools boards may approve, deny or request 
changes in the plan. Plans approved by the local school boards are sent to the 
lowa Department of Education for either approval or return for revision. The Phase 
Ilf plans analyzed in this study are a sample of plans developed under this process 
submitted for the 1994-95 school year. 
Questions guiding the study 
The study was guided by four primary questions concerning selected 1994-95 
Phase Ill plans. 
a. What were the sources of school improvement literature and 
recommendations cited in Phase III literature reviews and 
rationales? 
b. Whar rationales were given in Phase 111 plans? 
c. What activities were proposed in Phase I l l  plans?. 
d. What was the agreement or congruence between the plan rationales 
and the plan actions? 
Sample 
The lowa State School Board of Education placed special emphasis on 
improving schools vlith enrollments of 1,000 (lowa State Board of Education, 1987) 
In the mid and late 1880s, the lowa School Board was actively promoting school 
consolidation to improve local financial conditions and the quality of education. 
The lowa School Board considered 1,000 students to be a target size for lowa 
schools. Although little progress has been made with school consolidation, the 
rationale that schools need a minimum of 1,000 enrollment to maintain quality 
education and financial stability is still a viable consideration. The sample for this 
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study was selected based on this recornmendation. Since the amount of funding is 
based on student enrollment, all schools in the sample receive approximately the 
same amount of Phase I11 money. The specific plans were selected by consulting a 
1994-95 Iowa Department of Education listing of all Iowa schwl districts, rank 
ordered according to enrollment. 
The resulting sample consists of the school district closest to 1,000 in 
enrollment and the next fifteen schools of higher and lower enrollment for a total of 
31 schools. The sample (n=31) represents school Phase Itl plans that were used 
in coding and analysis refinement procedures and 23 plans analyzed for the study. 
A list of the districts in the sample was submitted to the Iowa State Department of 
Education for confirmation that each had an approved Phase Ill plan for 1994-95. 
Each district was contacted and copies of Phase Ill plans requested. Of the 31 
plans requested, 15 plans were received. The remaining 16 plans were obtained 
from the Department of Education. A copy of the letter requesting Phase I11 plans 
can be found in Appendix B 
The initial study consisted of an analysis of 15 district plans, beginning with 
the Phase Ill plan from the school closest to 1,000 and the next 7 higher and lower 
in enrollment. The study was then extended to indude additional plans from the 
total sample until the data became redundant and there was reason to believe that 
the analysis of additional plans would not reveal significantly different information. 
A total of 23 plans were analyzed during this study. Krippendorff (1985) found that 
information produced under standardized processes tended to reach redundancy 
when a small percentage of the total population of a sarr~ple is analyzed (p. 69). 
Methodology 
A Content analysis (CA) methodology was used to classify the information 
from the Phase 1 3 1  pl;ns. CA is a research technique for the objective, systematic 
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and quantitative description of the manifestation of a variety of communications. 
The process of CA allows the distilling of large amounts of data into a form that can 
be summarized and compared. Content analysis transforms the content of 
information, through objective and systematic application of category rules, into 
data that can be summarized and compared. The results are reproducible and 
valid inferences can be made from the analysis results (Krippendorff, 1985). 
Content anafysis methodology classifies information into categories based 
on criteria describing the of the information. The categories should reflect 
the investigator" research questions and specify conditions that determine 
whether a given datum falls within the category. The categories should be a valid 
representation of the analyst's concepts and sufficiently precise that it guides 
coders to produce reliable results. The categories must also be exhaustive so that 
all possible information that might be encountered can be placed in a category. 
The need to davelop exhaustive categories and category indicators means 
that the analyst must construct appropriate categories by trial and error. This is 
accomplished by moving back and forth from theory to data, testing the usefulness 
of tentative categories, and then modifying them in light of the data (Holsti, 1969). 
Although CA is generally considered a quantitative methodology, qualitative 
methodology must be employed in the development of the categories and during 
the classification of information. The process of category development and coding, 
based on the interpretation by the coder, is basically a qualitative process. Since 
information is often communicated in non-numerical forms, the decoding of these 
forms must be determined through qualitative analysis before applying quantitative 
measures (Rosenbren, 1981). 
The categorization of information using CA requires defining recording units 
for the purpose of coding. In order for a coder to place information in a category, 
there must be a definition of what constitutes a beginning and an end to the 
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information being cndad. Recording units must be observable and independent 
from each other. The recording unit for this study was referential units, any 
coElection of words that describe or refer to a specific purpose or activity. Future 
references in the individual samples to the same purpose or activity were 
considered to be extensions of the original reference and were considered part of 
the original coding. 
An initial set of categories (see appendix C) was developed during the 
review of the literature on school restructuring/transforrnation to serve as a basis for 
the CA. To facilitate the coding of the data, a matrix (see appendix D) was 
developed for catego:-:zing the rationale and activities described in the selected 
plans. 
To test the matrix used in this study and to ensure that the selected 
categories were context sensitive, exhaustive, and mutually exclusive, twb Phase Ill 
plans were analyzed. The plans categorized were the largest and smallest districts 
in the sample. 
The researcher read and categorized the two ptans to test the accuracy 
efficiency of the categories. The researcher moved back and forth between the 
plans and the school transformation literature to refine ,the categories to accurately 
represent the conceg" in each category. During this process it became evident 
that although the originaf categories reflected the literature and activities, the use of 
the initial categories did not fully refiect plan rationales, activities and the 
congruence between them. Dissatisfied with the initial categories, the researcher 
returned to the literature review and began redefining the categories. The 
researcher redefined the categories using the four questions used for organizing 
the literature review on school transformation; What do we want students to know 
and be able to do? What kinds of learning experiences produce these results? 
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What does it take to transform schools into places where this happens? Who is 
accountable for ensuring that these desired effects are achieved? 
!The researcher investigated the first and second waves of educational 
reform to determine how these reforms answered these same four questions. 
Through a process of working back and forth between the plans and the literature 
review, a matrix repr~3enting how each wave answered the four questions was 
developed. The matrix included indicators for each category that represented 
answers to the four questions. 
Testing of the second set of categories was conducted using the same two 
plans used in the testing cf the initial categories and plans from the next smallest 
and the next largest school, working from the extremes of the sample toward the 
middle. Thro~~ghout the testing, the researcher continued to refine the categories to 
accurately reflect the literature associated with each reform movement. This 
redefining process also resulted in refinement of the literature review to reflect the 
new context for the :rlatrix. 
The new categories are represented in a four by four matrix with a total of 16 
categories. The 16 categories reflect the answers to the four questions for each of 
the three reform waves. The coding process involved the reading the plans, 
- -  identification of referential units and the categorization of the information in the 
most appropriate category. -This was done for both the rationale and the plan 
activities. This process used a blank matrix to record the results of the 
categorization process. A copy of the matrix can be found in appendix E. 
Reliability 
To establish reliability c! the matrix to accurately reflect the characteristics of the 
plans, two additional readers were trained to use the matrix to code plan 
components. The readers were selected based on their familiarity with educational 
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reform, through both their experiences and as knowledge of the reform literature, 
and that the two readers were not involved in the plans being studied. The 
selection of readers with a high degree of knowledge concerr~ing school 
transformation and first and second wave reforms was important. The specialized 
language and subtle differences found in the categorization process required 
readers to be familiar with a broad range of innovations and school improvement 
plans and processes found in the three most recent reform movements. These 
"qualifiers created the likelihood that the readers were knowledgeable about 
educational reform, but not disposed to categorize activities in such a way as to 
skew the results. 
The training process was conducted by having each coder and the 
researcher read and cotlaboratively categorized the contents of the third smallest 
and the third largest school's Phase I11 plans in the sample. The purpose of this 
activity was to train the readers in the use of the matrix. Throughout this training 
process, the researcher and the coders discussed the identification of the 
referential units and the coding process. Following the training, the researcher and 
the two additional readers independently read and categorized two randomly 
selected plans from the sample. 
. - The results of the categorizations were corr~pared and a coefficient of inter- 
reader reliability corl~puted by a method commonly used in content ana.lysis of 
similar data (Holsti, 1BS9, p. 140). This method determines the ratio of coding 
agreements between readers and the total number of coding decisions made to 
determine the coefficient of reliabiiity. The formula for determining the coefficient of 
reliability is represented by the following formula: 
2M C.R. = -
N1 +N2 
In this formula M is the number of coding decisions on which two readers are in 
agreement, and N1 and Np refers to the nurn ber of coding decisions made by each 
of the readers respectively. The matrix created for the CA required the coder to 
make sixteen coding decisions for each plan, 8 coding decisions for rationale and 
8 coding decisions for activities. The reliability was established by comparing each 
reader's coding resuits to the others and to the researcher's results. 
Acceptable reliability in CA is difficult to establish because of the relationship 
between validity and reiiability. The more complex the categorization process the 
higher the validity at the cost of reliability. This trade off between validity and 
reliability requires reaching an acceptable compromise between coding reliability 
and relevance of the categories. Krippendorft (1985) suggests that reliability below 
.7 has little usefulness. Based on Krippendorff's suggestion, the minimal 
acceptable reliability for this study was set at .7 (p. 147). 
With transformation coded as two separate categories, the results of the 
reliability test resuitcd in a .875 reliability between the researcher and reader one 
and a .375 reliability between the researcher and reader two. The reliability 
between reader one and reader two was .312. The range of reliability testing was 
- from .I25 to 1.0 with an average reliability of 52. An analysis of the reliability 
testing indicated the primary reason for the low agreement levels between reader 
two and the other two readers was the differences between the coding of rationales 
and activities to the two transformation categories. When both transformation 
categories, awareness and implementation, were considered as a single category, 
the reliability results improved. 
When considering transformation as a single category, the reliability 
between researcher ,.nd reader one was 1.0. The reliability between the 
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researcher and reader two was -812. The reliability between reader one and two 
was -812. The range of reliability was .625 to 1.0. with an average reliability of .88. 
, The two transformation categories, awareness and im plem entation, required 
the coder pay close attention to the narrative verb tense as well as the contents of 
the narrative. The differences between the reliability between reader two and the 
other two readers indicates that determining the subtle differences required for 
reliable categorization of the plans to discrete transformational categories is 
questionable. The reliability for the matrix with transformation considered as a 
single category was acceptable and exceeded the -7 reliability established for this 
study. 
Following the finding of acceptable reliability, the researcher read and 
coded the plan from the district with an enrotlment closest to 1,000 and the next 
seven plans from schools of higher and lower enrollment. Additional information 
was recorded in a data base describing specific plans and activities. -The 
researcher took adequate notes and records to establish an audit trail. To test the 
sample for saturation, the data from the 15 plans were randomly divided into two 
equal halves and compared to each other for similarity. In order to have the same 
rturnber of plans in each half, one plan was selected at random and eliminated for 
-- the purpose of comparison. The two halves were compared on the basis of the 
number of placements in each category for both the rationale and the activities. 
Although there were variations in the content of the data, the two halves were 
similar in the frequewy of category placements. In order to assure that the sample 
was exhaustive, the researcher analyzed the three largest plans and three smallest 
plans in the sample (N=31). Although these plans were used in the initial phase of 
the category refinement and reader training, the data were not corrupted through 
these processes. 
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The anaiysis of the data from the review of the citations used in ,the Phase Ill 
plans is in the form of a narrative description. The results of the CA for rationale, 
activity and congruence are reported in a series of summatiwe matrixes. Based 
upon the data, conclusioris were made regarding Iowa's Educational Excellence 
Phase Ill Program. The conclusions reference the data and the questions serving 
as a basis for the study as wall as the professional literature on school 
transformation and the lowa statement of legislative intent tor Phase 111. 
Limitations of Study 
I.) The sample of Phase Ill plans to be analyzed for this study represent only 
six percent of all Phase Ill plans submitted for 1994-95. The study is limited to a 
sample selected on a recorr~rnendation by the lowa State Board of Education 
(Education, 1987) The ability to generalize the results of this study to Phase If l 
plans of districts of larger with small enrollments than 1,000 may produce different 
results. 
2.) When using content analysis methodology, the level of content validity 
must be established 'tirough the interaction of the researcher with the information 
being studied. Content validity refers to how well the classification categories 
match the information being studied. The content validity of CA remains dependent 
on the researehets ability to construct categories that accurately reflect the 
information being studied. 
Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this study was to describe the rationales and proposed 
activities developed at the local school district level as reflected in selected Phase 
Ill plans submitted under the Iowa Educational Excellence Program. As a result of 
the analysis, findings concerning the components of Phase III plans, the literature 
and recommendations cited, the plan rationales, plan activities and the congruence 
between the rationales and the plan activities are reported in this chapter. 
Phase III rationale citations 
Phase Ill plarts are required to contain a plan rationale and citations that 
references national and state reports and publications related to the future of the 
educational system. The 23 Phase tll plsn analyzed for this study contained a total 
of 81 citations for an average of 3.5 citations per rationale. The number of citations 
varied from a minimum of 1 citation, found in 6 plans to a maximum of 13 citations, 
found in one plan. The median number of citations was 3. 
The rationales used three primary styles of citation reference. One style 
tisted the publication source, author and date of publication, this was the least 
frequently used style. The second style listed the author and date of publication 
while a third style listed only the author's last name or referenced a title of a source. 
The third style of citatibx referencing was rhe most commonly used in the 23 plans. 
Rationales often used more than one style in citation referencing. None of the 
Phase Ill plans contained a bibliography or reference list. 
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The dates of the citations ranged from 1976 to 1994. Forty-three of the 
citations were from 1990 to 1994, roughly the dates associated with the school 
transformation movement. Twelve of the citations'were from the period of 1985 to 
1989, the dates most commonly associated with the professionalization reform 
movement. Twelve of the citations were from 1984 or earlier, ihe dates most 
commonly associated with the excellence reform movement. Thirteen of the 
citations did not contain dates of publication (see Table 1). 
Table 1 
Freqwencv of pu blic;;f 
Publication date 1965-1 984 1985-1 989 1990-1 994 no dale given 
frequency 12 12  43 13 
The most common source of infcrmation cited was state or federal repofls with a 
total of 11 citations. Publications from the Association of Supervision and 
Curriclllum Development were cited 10 times while Phi Defta Kappan was cited as 
a reference 5 times. The document most commonly cited was A Nation at Risk, 
-- cited in three rationcles. The only author cited more than twice was William Spady, 
who was cited in threi- rationales. 
Eight of the plans referenced local sources of information that included 
either the district goals, district mission statements or district curriculum 
development processes. These references were not considered citations because 
they failed to meet the citation criteria described in the Phase Ill Application 
Packets which indicates that citations contain a minimum of the authors name and 
date of publication. 
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An analysis of the plans found only one pattern that could associate the 
number of citations, sources of citation or dates of the citations with the results of 
the Content Analysis (CA). The pattern that was evident in the citations and the CA 
was that four plans that included performance based pay, supported performance 
based pay with citations from 1984 and earlier. A fifth plan that included a 
performance based pay component in the plan activities did not contain citations in 
the rationale to support that component. 
Of special note in reviewing the citations was the absence of references to 
any state initiatives or to the lowa Department of Education. This absence of 
references to state leadership seems unusual in light of the role the lowa 
Department of Education played in initiating the Phase Ill program. 
Data reporting met hod 
The CA categories for this study involved the development of a matrix 
containing 16 categxies. The information identified in the plan rationales and plan 
activities were coded 10 categories based on potential answers to four broad 
questions; What do we want students to know and be able to do? What kinds of 
learning experiences produce these results? What does it take to transform 
- -- schools into piaces where this happens? Who is accountable for ensuring that 
these desired effects are achieved? The second consideration for coding was the 
match between the potential answers and the three most recent educational 
reform movements. For the purpose of referencing specific plans described in the 
data, each plan was assigned a number that remained constant throughout the 
reporting of the data. 
Categorization of plan rationales 
What should student 
Jhis question was addressed in 21 of the 23 plan rationales examined. In 
20 of those 21 rationales coded to the question, narrative describing know and do 
elements was found at the beginning of the rationale and formed the basis of the 
Table 2 
Transformation 
question no response Excellence Professionalization Awareness implementation 
a 2 1 6 9 5 
b 2 0 14  3 4 
c 5 2 9 3 4 
d 12 6 1 0 4 
total 2 1 9 3 0 1 5  1 7  
a= What do we want students to know and be able to do? 
b= What kinds of learning experience produce these results? 
c= What does it take to transform schools into places where this happens? 
d= Who is accountable for ensuring that these desired effects are achieved? 
plan rationale. Table 2 indicates the matrix placement of the 23 plans to the 
question of what should students know and be able to do? 
Fourteen of the rationales responses to this question were placed in either 
I -I 
the awareness or implementation category associated with school transformation. 
Rationales placed ir these categories included references to new standards, new 
learner outcomes, nelv assessments, clarification of beliefs and values, or the need 
to re-examine the pJrpose of schools. Rationales placed in the transformation 
category described connections between the plan components and an emphasis 
on changing the current paradigm of what students should know and be able to do. 
All of the plans coded to school transformation included references to changing 
society and business needs that should be reflected in new learning expectations. 
AII know and do rationales coded to the transformation category included 
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references to a belief that all students would be expected to reach the new learning 
outcomes. Categorizing decisions concerning the level of transformation, initiation 
or imNementation, were based primarily on tense-usage in the descriptions of 
activities. Plans that described the defining of know and do outcomes in the past 
tense were considered for the implementation category. 
Plans placed in the professionalization category did not show linkages 
between the different elements of the plan. The plans in this category included 
narrative that indicated that although curriculum development was an important 
component of the plan there was no emphasis on redefining what students should 
know and do. 
Plan 23 was coded to the excellence category of know and do because the 
rationales indicated satisfaction with current curriculum and a emphasis on only 
basic skills. This rationale did not indicate an awareness of the changing needs of 
society or business. Although the rationale emphasized a need to review and 
update curriculum, the narrative validated the existence of a curricufum viewed 
locally to meet the needs of students. Another distinguishing characteristic of this 
plan was the brevity of the rationale. 
, ,- 
This question was addressed in 21 of the plan rationales. Table 2 indicates the 
rationale placement of the 23 plans to the question of what kind of learning 
experiences produce these results? Seven 05 the rationales were placed in either 
the awareness or implementation transformation categories. The most common 
reason for placement in these categories was the strength of the narrative 
descriptions of the need for staff development and professional growth that was 
linked to new learni~g outcomes or standards. Four of the plans indicated that .the 
district placed a stronb ongoing emphasis on professional growth that focused on 
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local c~frriculum needs. In all four of these plans, teachers worked collaboratively 
to make decisions about the exact content of the staff development. These four 
plans \were placed in the implementation category. 
Fourteen of thw plans were coded to the professionajization category 
because professional growth was not linked to learning outcomes. Although these 
schools placed an emphasis on teachers developing professional expertise there 
was no rationale as to why the expertise was needed. Several schoofs in this 
category described well designed staff development programs focused on specific 
and potentially transformational topics. However, the rationales did not present an 
argument for how the new teacher expertise would contribute to student learning. 
Several of the staff development plans described a series of innovations to be 
introduced over a three year period. In one rationale, plan 12, 14 different 
innovations were to be introduced during tho 1994-95 school year. 
All plans included narrative that indicated that teachers were involved in the 
develop of professional growth experiences for teachers. Based primarily on the 
strength of teacher involvement and the general strength of the staff devetopment 
described, none of the rationales were categorized to the excellence category in 
reference to this question. Plans 1 and 3 did not contain any information in the 
-* rationales that could be categgrized for this question. 
Plan rationales that addressed this question varied widely in how to 
transform schools. St-3 Table 2. Networking, coltaboration and shared decision 
making were placed in one of the transformation categories when these 
innovations were linked to other parts of the rationale. The most common linkage 
was tc staff development with a goal of improving the capacity of the organization 
to achieve new learning outcomes and standards. Several of the schools included 
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examples of shared decision making where teachers were responsible for portions 
or all of the school improvement plan. Seven of the plans were placed in one of 
the transformation categories. 
Of nine plans placed in the professionalitation category, all demonstrated 
an emphasis on networking in scme form but failed to describe any linkages 
between the networking and other plan components. In these plans, peercoact-ling 
and teacher collaboration were described as critical elements in school 
transformation but the narratives implied that individual teachers were responsible 
for change with no ~'~?sponsibilities for organizational success. 
The two plans placed in the excellence category heavily emphasized the 
need for students to be offered extended opportunities far growth. These extended 
opportunities were summer school, after school classes or Saturday classes. The 
implications of the plan narratives was that additional contact time with students 
was needed to produce learning. Teachers were paid an hourly wage to design 
and teach remedial or enrichment classes. 
hieved? 
The most cor1;rnon answer to this question was described in terms of the role 
"' of a Phase Ill commit ti;^. The most common level of authority for Phase III 
committees was judging Phase Ill activities according to a predetermined set of 
criteria. These rationales were placed in the in the excellence category. See 
Table 2. 
Four of the plans addressed the need to reward individual teachers for 
superior performances. These rationales were placed in the excellence category 
because of the high emphasis that performance based pay rationales placed on 
individual achievement as opposed to group achievement. In four of these plans, 
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there were no additional elements that could be coded to the accountability 
question. 
,Four rationales included plans for Phase Ill*cornmittees to be given 
additional responsibilities in the form of extended decision making powers. These 
extended decisions included coordinating the Phase Ill plan components, 
determining organizatior~al needs on an ongoing basis and allocating Phase Ill 
resources according to those decisions. These same four plans suggested 
extensive involvement by community and teachers in decision making and 
accountability. 'Those plans that addressed shared school and community joint 
responsibility typically incfuded some form of school transformation teams or 
shared decision making teams with broad authority and responsibilities for 
organizational success. The emphasis on shared accountability was a centraf 
point in these plans with a great deal of the rationale narrative focused on 
describing the importance of these new roles and relationships. 
Activities in Phase Ill plans 
The 154 activities proposed in the 23 plans studied were classified to five 
broad groups based on broad general characteristics. The five groups were 
-- teacher focused activities, student focused activities, curriculum focused 
development, performance based pay, and orgarrizational irr~provernent. 
The tables in this section indicate the frequency of category placement of 
activities in each group with referenced to the four CA matrix questions. The CA 
resulted in identical activities being placed in different categories on the matrix 
depending on the pu:pose of the activity as expressed in the plan language. For 
example, assessment development training was found in five plans however three 
of the plans described purpose as solely developing new assessments. Two of the 
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plans described the purpose of assessment training as an important part of student 
teaming experiences. 
$The activities categorized as teacher centered activities were described as 
enhancing the quality of instruction through some form of teacher in-service or staff 
development. See Table 3. The three most common topics of staff development in 
the plans were assessments, technology and cooperative learning. 
Table 3 
Teacher focused Phase Ill activities and matrix placement 
Know Learning What does Accountable 
and experiences it take t o  
Teacher focused actbvities do change Total 
Study groups-action research 2 2 
Assessment development training 3 2 5 
Individual outcomes writing 2 
Staff development-unspecified 6 
Tuition reimbursement 
Mastery learning 1 
Cooperative learning 6 
Questioning techniques 
Personal growth plans 
Visits to other schools 
Peer coaching 
Effective Schools training 
technology training 
Elements of effective instruction 
-- ' t ntegrated instruction 




Writing across the curriculum 
Learning styles 1 1 
Whole language 1 1 
Conflict resofution training I 1 2 
The Primary Program 2 2 
Project Wild 1 1 
Potpourri of poetry 1 1 
School social skills 1 1 
total 10 4 2 2 1 5 5 
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One characteristic of teacher focused activities is an emphasis on activity based 
learning. For example, writing across the curriculum, questioning techniques, math 
manipulative, Lego, LEGO, The Primary Program, Project Wild and Potpourri of 
Poetry were described as activity based programs or programs that promote a 
interactive learning environment. All of the activities classified as teacher focused 
were consistent with school transformation literature. 
A second group of activities were primarily focused on meeting the direct 
needs of students and were grouped together as student focused activities See 
Table 4. Remediation and enrichment programs were common activities and 
Table 4 
Know Learning What does Accountable 
and experiences it take to 
Student focused activities do change Total 
Tutorial program 2 2 
Summer remedial/enrichment 2 5 7 
Remediavenrichment program 3 3 
Portfolio development 1 1 
Mock trial 1 1 
Future Bowl 1 1 
Wellness committee 1 
Special Olympics 1 1 
Math bee 2 1 
Student senate 1 1 
Building assistance team 1 
Student assistance team 1 
Latch-key program 1 
Summer home visits 1 
Parenting classes 2 
Individual teacher projects 1 1 
Student mentoring program 1 1 
Automotive diagnostic training 1 1 
Teacher team proiects 1 1 
total 2 20 7 0 2 9  
.- 
found in ten of the Phase Ill plans. The rationale supporting these programs 
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generally described the variety of learning abilities found in the student population 
and the need to pro-~ide xtended learning opportunities to meet those needs. 
Included in this categ2ry was a number of activities that were unique to individual 
plans. Individual teacher projects, student mentoring, teacher team projects, 
portfolio development, latchkey programs and summer home visits are example of 
activities unique to individual plans. One school included a series of activities 
found in no other plan. These activities included Mock Trial, Future Bowl, Wellness 
Committee, Special Olympics and Math Bee. There was no information in the plan 
concerr~ing how these partic~~lar ctivities were selected. One Phase Ill plan 
included both a Building Assistance and a Student Assistance Team. The 
descriptions of the two teams were almost identical and no rationale was offered for 
why the teams were included in the plan. 
The activities classified as student focused do not appear to be consistent 
with the literature on school transformation. With the exception of portfolio 
development and teacher team projects, all of the activities in this category were 
classified to the excellence category on the CA matrix. 
A third group of activities were focused on curriculum activities. See table 5. 
'The most frequent activity in the category was developing learning o~~tcornes and 
assessments. The assessment activities in this group differed from the assessment 
activities in the teacher centered group because the emphasis was on connecting 
assessments to leaving outcomes. Developing learning outcomes and supporting 
assessnients was the ,nost common activity found in the Phase Ill plans studied. 
The continued use of a local curriculum development process was the basis 
of nine activities. 'The review process was not described in any of the nine plans. 
The combination of outcomes and assessment development and curriculum 
writing using a local process indicates that 20 of the 23 schools in the study are 
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using Phase Ill funds for refining and redefining what students should know and be 
able to do. 
Table 5 
know learning What does accountable 
and experiences it take to 
Curriculum focused acti~itles do change Total 
Outcomes & assessrner t development 1 1 1 1  
Extended contract-stua assessment 
District process 
Innovative pilot program 
Study to reorganize schedule 
individual curriculum writing 
P.E. alternatives curriculum 
Curriculum articulation 
Full inclusion strategy development 
total 27 1 1 0 2 9 
Although PBP are teacher centered activities, plans containing PBP were 
grouped together because of the uniqueness of this activity. See Table 6. One 
distinction of this group was the general vagueness of descriptions and rationales 
accompanying these ectivities. Onty one plan provided enough detailed 
inforniation to consider classifying the activity outside of the excellence- 
accountability category. The five plans that contained performance 
Table 6 
Know Learning What doe Accountable 
and experiences it take to 
Performance based pay do change Total 
Compensation for superior rating 5 5 
total 0 0 0 5 5 
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based pay used a variety of methods for determining which teachers were 
superior and should receive merit pay. All of the plans were categorized as 
answers to the question of accountability. 
The final gro~;?ing of Phase III activities concerned efforts to improve the 
effectiveness and quality of the organization. See Table 7. Nine of the Phase Ill 
plans included compensation for Phase Ill Committees. The role and 
responsibilities of the committees varied greatly with some committees limited to 
interpreting quatification criteria to committees with various levels of shared 
decision making on an ongoing basis. Six plans included School Transformation 
Teams with an apparent broad range of responsibilities that went well beyond the 
Phase III plan. Although these teams had different names, the purposes of the 
teams was to provide building or district wide 
Table 7 
Know Learning What does Accountable 
and experiences it take to 
Organizational improvement do change Total 
Department chairs 1 1 
Phase 111 review committee 3 6 9 
Community involvement activities 5 5 
Improved external commlrnications 2 2 
Staff development facilitators 1 1 
Mew teacher mentors 2 2 
Goal assessment (technology]] 2 2 
School transformation teadcommittee 6 6 
Parent involvement 2 2 
Phase Ill coordinator 1 1 
Fine arts coordinator 1 1 
Schoolwide learning coo~dnator 1 1 
Moral education coordinator 1 1 
Pilot programs 2 2 
Innovative building projects 1 1 
Assessment of district goals development 1 1 1 
Instructional council 1 1 
total 0 0 13 26 3 6 
leadership for the transformation process. The committees and teams were placed 
on the CA matrix according to the descriptions of responsibilities of the groups. 
Three of the Phase Ill Committees were coded as answers to the Transformation 
question while six were coded to the accountability question. All six of the 
Transformation Committee were coded to the transformation question. 
One school included the creation of four new teacher roles, Schoolwide 
Learning Coordinator, Fine Arts Coordinator, Phase III Coordinator and Moral 
Education Coordinalor, designed to establish accountability for specific program 
components. 
A total of 154 different activities were identified and coded to the CA matrix. 
See Table 8. Of the 154 activities, 63 were coded to the learning experiences 
question and were most commonly grouped with teacher or student centered 
activities. Answers to the question concerning what students should know and be 
able to do was found in 39 activities grouped primarily under teacher centered or 
curriculum centered. 
Table 8 
know learning What does accountable 
and experiences it take to 
do change Total 
All Activities 3 9  6 3 23  32  1 5 4  
The question of what does it take to change schools and who is accountable for 
those changes were anshered by 23 and 32 activities respectively. 
Categorization of plan activities 
As with the ration;iles, this question was the most frequently answered of the 
four questions as defined by the plan activities. See table 9. "This question also 
contained the most elements that were categorized in the transformation category. 
With the exception oi 'wo plans that did not include activities coded as curriculum 
revision or review, all of the plans contained activities designed to define what 
students should know and do. Only one of the plans that addressed this question, 
expressed satisfaction with the districts current curriculum. The district that 
indicated satisfaction with the current state of the curric~dlum was committed to 
continuing to teach what was described as basic skills. The resulting curriculum 
activities were coded to the excellence category. 
Five of the plans contained elements describing collaborative curriculum 
reviews but did not link new learning outcomes and new assessments. The 
narratives for the aclivities described the learning outcomes and assessments as 
separate activities that were not interdependent or related. These activities were 
coded to the professionalizatio~~ category. 
Fifteen of the plans included descriptions of a curriculum development 
process designed to specifically redefine curricufum in terms of new learning 
outcomes. The most common curriculum review process included teachers 
working collaboratively to review related literature, establish new outcomes, and 
new assessments. The curriculum activities frequently included references to 
developing curriculums that emphasized higher order thinking, complex thinking, 
problem solving, activity based learning and multiple intelligence. The new 
assessments were described as authentic assessments or afternative assessments 
and were linked to the new outcomes. The fifteen plans were coded to school 
transformation. 
Table 3 
question no response Excellance Professionalization Awarenestl implementation 
a 2 1 5 9 6 
b 2 0 13 5 3 
C 2 4 9 4 4 
d 7 7 3 3 3 
total 1 3  1 2  3 0 2 1 1 6  
a= What do we want students to know and be able to do? 
b= What kinds of learning experience produce these results? 
c= What does it take to transform schools into places where -this happens? 
d= Who is accountable for ensuring that these desired effects are achieved? 
Answers to this question were predominately in the form of staff development 
programs and individual growth plans. Two of the plans did not contain activities 
that could be coded to this question. See Table 9. 
Thirteen plans contained staff development activities that included both district 
directed and individual choice. Staff development activities created by the district 
usually contained a largo number of choices in a broad range of activities. These 
plans did not demonstrate a connections between the 
development of new learning outcomes and the staff development were coded to 
the professionalizatic:~ category. 
Eight plans contained activities that were coded to the transformation 
categories. Although these activities were virtually identical to the activities in the 
professionalization category, they differed in regard to how the activities were 
selected and linkage between the know and do question and other plan 
components. In these plans, there were strong indications that teachers were 
involved in selecting the staff development activities based on their perceived 
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needs and the goals established through outcomes development. The plans 
described a process oi  establishing new outcomes and then developing staff 
development activities to strengthen teachers skills to reach those outcomes. 
The plan activity most commonly coded to this question included shared 
decision teams, ofte!i called site improvement or school improvement teams. See 
table 9. There were eight schools that described teachers as clearly involved in 
decision making. These eight schools acknowledged the need to have teachers, 
staff and community involved in the improvement of schoois. All eight schools 
included activities designed to build a sense of community within the local school. 
Teacher participation in sits based decision making teams with decision making 
authority beyond the Phase Ill plan was the most frequent activity coded to the 
transformation categories. 
Two of the schools coded to the transformation category did not include site 
based decision mak"ng teams but described activities in which teachers were 
taking additional resp?nsibilities for mentoring, developing curriculum and 
establishing district wide outcomes. These activities described shared decision 
making roles at a district level rather than a building level. 
The plans in the professionalization category included examples of teaming 
and collaboration but the narratives did not indicate that these activities were 
connected to other plan components. Collaboration for the development of 
innovative pilot programs was evideiit in two plans but neither plan demonstrated 
connections between the innovative programs and other plan components. 
Plans placed in the excellence category generally placed a strong emphasis 
on extended learnin6 experiences for students. The use of extended learning 
experiences was viewed as an excellence indicator when the plan activities did not 
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include components that suggested the school was investigating improved 
instructional delivery system. The four schools in the excellence category viewed 
the ne,ed for remediation as a student problem. In. these plans, there was no 
apparent effort on the part of the schoot to consider afternative instructional 
approaches. Surrkmer school, before and after school tutoring and Saturday 
school all appeared to be more of the same instruction and learning experiences 
provided during regular school. 
Although only seven schools did not have any component coded to this 
question, only six of the plans clearly addressed the question at a transformational 
level. See Table 9. The six schools that were coded to the transformation 
categories, included activities to develop connections between the school and the 
community. These connections included parent participation in defining learning 
outcomes, new assessments, organizational changes and changes in governance. 
The schools were coded to transformation categories because of the changes 
suggested inter-group accountability for the success of the school. The three 
schools placed in the implementation category had extensive evidence that formal 
transformation groups, consisting of school and community were actively involved 
in the success of the school. -The other three plans included multiple opportunities 
for the community to be involved in school decisions. For all activities placed in 
one of the transformational categories, shared accountability for the success of the 
school was clearly evident. 
Plan Congruence 
Plan congruence is the level of agreement between the plan rationale and 
the plan activities. The congruence was determined by comparing the results of 
the CA of the rations!? to the CA of the activities for each of the four questions. 
Plans with both rationales and activities that were in agreement and coded to the 
same !categories were considered congruent. 
CL 
The level of agreement between the rationales and activities was high to this 
question when compared to the level of congruence to other questions. Table 10 
represents the results of the CA of rationales and activities. Nineteen of the plan 
rationales were supported by complementing activities. The plan rationales coded 
to the know and do question generally described the need to update curriculum 
and establish the conditions for defining student achievement. The complementing 
activity, typically curriculum development, was described in the same terms as the 
rationale. 
Plans 12 and 15 inciuded narrative describing the need to develop and 
maintain quality curriculum and standards of learning but failed to contain any plan 
activities associated with curriculum development or curriculum review. Plans 21 
and 4 contained no evidence of curriculum considerations in the rationale but 
contained an extensive curriculum development activities. These plans described 
a curriculum review process in which teachers worked collaboratively to develop a 
progressive curriculum based on redefining learner outcomes designed to meet 
the changing needs of the 21st century. Plan 2 also included evidence that new 
assessments were considered an intregal part of curriculum development. 
The level of congruence in plan rationales and activities was the highest of 
all the four questions. See Table 10. The CA results indicates that 20 of the plans 
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contained both rationale coded to this question and supporting plan activities 
demonstrating similar characteristics. 
Plans 2,16 and 18 contained strong transformational rationale that was 
linked to all of the other plan components. Each of these plans conta.ined activities 
that were in support of the rationale. A distinguishing characteristic of these plans 
was the ease of coding and categorization. 'These plans were clearly and distinctly 
stated and used consistent transformational terminology throughout the plan. The 
plans contained similar rationales and activities focused on new learning 
outcomes, the developrr~ent of alternative assessments, collaborative curriculum 
development and higher order thinking that were supported by staff development. 
Plans 1 and 3 did not address the learning question in either the plan 
rationale or plan activities and were considered in congruence with each other. 
Although not included as part of the Phase Ill plan, there were indications that staff 
development was supported by the general school budget. 
The level of congruence between rationales and activities was lowest in 
answers to this question. See Tabte 10. Plans 4, 5 and 21 did not address this 
question in the plan rationale but contained activities that were coded to either the 
excellence or professionalization category. Plan 4 contained extensive extended 
student learning opportunities including tutoring, remediation and enrichment 
classes, mock trial, future bowl, Special Olympics and math bee but provided no 
rationale for the inclusion of these activities under Phase Ill. Pfan 5 included 
similar extended learning activities plus compensation for teacher pallicipation on 
a number of student intervention teams without supporting rationale. Plan 21 
described activities that clearly invoked teachers in limited decision making roles 
that were not supported in the plan rationale. 
Plan 10 contained rationale narrative that placed an emphasis on teachers 
working together in peer coaching teams yet failed to contain any peer coaching or 
networking activities. Plan 17 did not address this question in the rationale but 
contained extensive activities that included new roles for teachers, shared decision 
making, peercoaching and networking with other schools. Plan 19 included 
rationale and citations supporting the need for peer observation, the development 
of a collective and individual vision of a successful school organization but 
activities coded to this question were extended learning experiences for students. 
In response to this question, fourteen plans were considered congruent. 
See Table 10. Six of the plans were considered congruent because neither the 
rationale or the activities contained elements that could be classified as answers to 
this question. Three of the five plans that contained performance based pay were 
congruent, plans 1,4, and 19. Plan 8 included PBP without any supporting 
rationale. Plan 5 contained PBP and limited rationale for inclusion in the plan but 
the rationale also contained extensive narrative describing the need to develop a 
shared vision of new learning and a new learning organization and the need to 
involve teachers, community and students in decisions that affect the organization. 
Six plans included no information in the rationales that could be categorized 
to the accountability question but included activities that were coded to the 
question, plans 16 and 77 were categorized to one of the transformation 
categories. In both plans the activities indicated that a shift in accountability was 
desired and that extensive planning had taken place to begin this process. 
Cohort scores for the four questions plans provides a prospective not easily 
seen when considering only the categorization by question. See Table 16. Plans 
2.1 4.1 6 and 18 were the only plans that were coded to one of the transformation 
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categories for both rationale and activities for all four questions. Plans 2 and 18 
were two northern Iowa schools who had developed a "collective plan" that 
combined Phase Ill, staff development, and design teams for drug free schools. 
The plan was written collaboratively with the assistance of the local Area Education 
Association. Both plans had identical rationales and similar activities. The focus of 
the rationale was systemic school improvement with an emphasis on defining the 
core mission of the school, redefining the content and process of effective 
instruction, an emphasis on collaborative leadership and the involvement of the 
school and comrnu~ity in shared decision making. The plan rationales included 
s~~bsections on Drug Free Schools, resiliency, staff development, assessment and 
Action Research. The Phase Ill goals listed in the plans reinforced each of the 
focus areas. The narrative for the activities were brief in comparison to the length 
of the rationale, one half page compared to six page, and described each of the 
rationale focus areas and subsections with general activities. Plan 2 included no 
further information while plan 18 included six pages of supporting documents 
including a section describing 3 additional days of staff development, the existence 
of study teams, leacership training and provisions for group and individual projects. 
Table 10 




d - rationale 
4 a - raiimale + activity 
b 
c - &ionale 
d 
5 a t activity + rationale 
b 
c - rationale 
d - rationale + activity 
d - rationale + activity 
(table continues) 
Note: congruent plans indicated by checked shaded cells, + indicates the presence 
of the item, - indicatos the absence of the item 
1 a= What do we want students to know and be able to do? 
b= What kinds of leurning experience produce these results? 
c= What does it take to transform schools into places where this happens? 
d= Who is accountable for ensuring that these desired effects are achieved? 
2 Question not addressed in plan 
Table 10 (continued) 




d - rationale + actbhy 
c + activity + rationale 
d 
12 a - activh + rationale 
Note: congruent plans indicated by checked shaded cells. + indicates the presence 
of the item, - indicates the absence of the item 
1 a= What do we want students to know and be able to do? 
b= What kinds of learning experience produce these results? 
c= What does it take to transform schools into places where this happens? 
d= Who is accountable for ensuring that these desired effects are achieved? 
2 question not addressed in plan 
Table 10 (continued) 
plan quest ion1 no answet2 excellence professional awareness implementation 
+ rationale + activity 
+ activh c rationale 
15 a - activ'ty 
b 
c + acliiity 
d - activiry + rationale 
17 a 
b 
c - ra:lonale 
d - rationale 
+ activity + rationate 
+ activity 
Note: congruent plans indicated by checked shaded cells, + indicates the presence 
of the item, - indicates the absence of the item 
1 a= What do we want students to know and be able to do? 
b= What kinds of learning experience produce these results? 
c= What does it take to transform schools into places where this happens? 
d= Who is accountable for ensuring that these desired effects are achieved? 
2 question not addrvcsed in plan 
Table 10 (continue~j) 
+ rationale + activity 
2 1 a - rationale + activitv 
d - rationale 
Note: congruent plans indicated by checked shaded cells, + indicates the presence 
of the item, - indicates the absence of the item 
1 a= What do we want students to know and be able to do? 
b= What kinds of "arning experience produce these results? 
c= What does it tak,? to transform schools into places where this happens? 
d= Who is accoutltauie for ensuring that these desired effects are achieved? 
2 question not addrassed in plan 
A third plan that was coded predominately to the transformation 
implementation category, plan 14, contained rationale language that emphasized 
the development of new learning outcomes that included higher levels of thinking 
and complementing assessments. The rationale included narrative describing a 
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staff development program that supported learning related to new student 
outcomes. The rationale also included a section describing the need to include the 
school board, parents, staff and patrons in active leadership roles designed to 
transform the local educational system. The plan activities supported each of the 
points described in the rationale however the activities were inconsistent with the 
rationale in two points. Although no mention of community and patron participation 
in developing new student outcomes was mentioned in the rationale, the plan 
activities clearly indicated that a broad section of the community was involved in 
the development of the new outcomes. The second inconsistency was that 
although staff development was related to new student learning, there was 
evidence that professional growth activities were selected by a small group of 
teachers and administrators without input from the majority of the staff. There was 
nothing in the plan to indicate that the school was working with outside facilitators 
in developing the plan. 
A fourth plan, plan 16, exhibited a number of transformational indicators. 
The plan included t te  development of new learning outcomes and assessments, 
supporting staff develcpment and an emphasis on systemic change. The rationale 
included narrative indicating a strong commitment to community involvement but 
failed to provide equally strong community involvement in the transformation 
activities. The plan narrative contained evidence that the district was working 
collaboratively with the New Iowa Schools Corporation to integrate the Phase Ill 
plan with 280.12/280.18 goals and general school improvement projects. Of 
special note is that only four plans in the sample included evidence of outside 
facilitation in the plan development process, the three plans previously discussed 
and plan 5. Plan 5 had evidence that the district had recently began working with 
the New Iowa schoo: Development Corporation to develop new student learning 
expectations and assessnients. 
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Plan 17 was unique in that all of the activities were coded to the awareness 
or implementation categories of transformation but the rationale failed to address 
the question of what it takes to transform schools or who is accountable. The plan 
included supporting documentation that indicated that two schools had recently 
consolidated. The supporting documents, some drawn from each school, 
demonstrated some of the same inconsistencies found in the Phase III plan. 
Another characteristic of the plan was that three of the six activity descriptions 
interpreted transformation activities in unconventional ways. For example, 
alternative assessments were interpreted so broadly that almost any assessment 
including traditional multiple choice test could fit the description. The information 
was reluctantly coded to transformation on the strength of the key words of 
alternative assessment and new learning outcomes rather than the plan 
interpretation of what constituted new learning outcomes and alternative 
assessments. There was a subtle feeling by the researcher that the plan was 
relying heavily on educational trends without understanding the reasons behind 
the trends. 
A final plan worthy of individual note was plan 23. 'This plan was coded to 
the excellence category for every question except one. 'The plan relied heavily on 
continued use of the current curriculum review process and staff development that 
"...allows teachers to gain new experiences and knowledge through courses and 
workshops." The plan demonstrated no connections between the various plan 
elements. Although the plan did contain rationale indicating the need for 
community involvement that involvement was interpreted as an annual parenting 
class. One of the three goals of the program was an extensive remediation and 
summer program. A second goal gave each teacher $250 to use for workshops, 
conferences and workshops. A third goal called for continuation of the Effective 
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Schools Process based on '...he use of standardized test item analysis for the 
purpose of targeting deficient areas." 
Congruence or agreement between the rationale and activities was found in 
65 of 92 possible occasions for an a overall congruence of 71%. Sixteen of the 
twenty-three plans were congruent in possible responses to the question of what 
students should know and be able to do for a congruence rate of 70%. Twenty two 
of the plans were congruent in rationale and activities to the question concerning 
the types of learnins experiences required to produce these desired results for a 
congruence rate of 9iiah., The potential answers to the question concerning what 
does it take to transform schools were congruent on 14 occasions for a congruence 
rate of 61%. The answers to the question of 
who is accountable for schools was also congruent on 14 occasions for a 
congruence rate of 61%. There were seven plans that where the rationale and the 
activities were congruent in potential answers to all of the questions that form the 
basis for this study. 
Summary 
This chapter osscribes the reform efforts initiated at the local school district 
tevel as reflected in Phase Ill plans submitted under the Iowa Educational 
Excellence Program. The Phase 111 plans analyzed displayed a wide variety of 
characteristics. The analysis of the citations indicated only one pattern between 
the number or type of citations and other characteristics of the rationale, activities 
or the agreement between the rationales and activities. That pattern was that four 
of the five plans that contained PBP supported the PBP with citations dated from 
1984 or earlier. 
Using Content Analysis, plan rationales and activities were coded to a matrix 
that classified inforn..ation from the plans into possible responses to four questions 
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'that emerged from the review of literature on school transformation. The four 
questions were "What should students know and be able to do?', "What kinds of 
learning experiences produces these kinds of results?", "What does it take to 
transform schools into places where this happens?" and "Who is accountable to 
see that these things happen?' "Who is accountable to see that these things 
happen?" Fourteen rationales were classified to the transformation category far the 
know and do question while 6 rationales contained transformational answers to 
questions two and three. The question of who is accountable for ensuring that 
these results are achieved was answered with transformational responses in four 
plans. 
An analysis of the plan activities conctuded that 55 of the 154 activities were 
classified as teacher focused. These activities focused on staff development in a 
number of areas. An additional 29 activities were classified as student focused 
with the most cornm?r? zctivities being remediation or enrichment opportunities for 
students. CurrEculurn focused activities accounted for 29 activities with the 
development of new outcomes and assessments as the most common activities. 
Five of the Phase Ill plans contained performance based pay components while 36 
activities were classified under organizational improvement. The most common 
organizational improvement activity was Phase Ill committees with various degrees 
of decision making authority. 
The plan activities were classified according to which of the four 
transformation questions that each answered. Almost half, 63, of the activities were 
classified as answeis to "What kind of learning experienced produce these 
results?' Thirty-nine of the activities were classified to the know and do question 
with 23 classified as answers to the question "What does it take to transform 
schools into places where this happens?" Thirty two of the activities were classified 
to the question "Who is accountable to see that these things happen?' 
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Plan activities vrere coded using the same matrix used for plan rationales. 
The activities for 15 of the plans were classified to the transformation category for 
the know and do question while 6 rationales contained transformational answers to 
the question concerning what types of learning results produce these results. 
Seven plans were classified as transformational answers to the question of what 
does it take to transform schools into places where this happens. The question of 
who is accountable for ensuring that these results are achieved was answered with 
transformational responses in six plans. 
One of the questions that this study addressed was the level of agreement or 
congruence betweerl the plan rationales and the plan activities. The 23 plans were 
each categorized for the four questions for a total of 92 sets of rationates and 
activities. The plans rationales and activities were in agreement on 65 of the 92 
possible agreements for an agreement rate of 71%. The level of congruence was 
highest to what kinds of learning experiences produce these results with 20 of the 
23 plans congruent Congruence was lowest to the question of what does it take to 
transform schools into places where this happens, with 13 of the plan rationales 
and activities being coded as congruent. 
An incidental finding of the study was that of the 23 plans in the sample, four 
included evidence that the school was actively working with outside leadership 
facilitators to develop the plan. Of the four schools, three were classified to the 
transformation categories for all four questions guiding this study. 
Chapter 5 
Findings, Implications, and Recommendations 
Summary 
Since 1983, three different educational reform waves have swept across 
America's public schools. These waves of reform were prompted by a series of 
reports indicating that American students were not achieving at as high a level as 
previously witnessed. Each of the waves was based on assumptions about 
teaching, learning and or~anizations. Although the first two waves were supported 
by what was known about school improvement at the time, both failed to result in 
wide spread school reform. School reform is currently in the third wave, typically 
called school transformation or school restructuring. This wave grew out of an 
increasing belief that schools ware not designed to support the kinds of changes 
that were required for schools to be successful. Third wave reformers advocate for 
system or whole-school transformation, insisting on the coordination of multiple 
changes throughout tlie school organization. 
As a result of a desire to support educational excellence, Iowa's 72nd 
General Assembly passed the Iowa Educational Excellence Act. Phase Ill of the 
act, initially intended to support the development of Performance Based Pay for 
teachers, has since been refocused to support comprehensive school 
transformation." With this act, Iowa took the ~~n ique approach of challenging 
schools to support school transformation through a locar plan development and 
implementation process. The state charges schools districts to appoint a 
committee of teache; :, parents, community members and administrators to develop 
a local plan to meel the intent of the legislation. Each committee is to review the 
current literature on school transformation, develop a plan rationale, develop 
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activities to support the rationale and determine how the plan will be assessed. 
Once the school board has approved the plan, the only monitoring conducted by 
the state is the requirement of an end of the year financial report completed by the 
district and filed with the Iowa State Department of Education. 
The literature citations, rationales, activities and the congruence between 
the rationales and activities developed for a sample of 23 Phase Ill plans submitted 
for the school year 1994-95 comprised the data source for this study. Content 
Analysis methodology was used to classify and categorize the plan rationales and 
activities. The four questions guiding the study were: What sources of school 
improvement literature and recommendations are cited in Phase Ill rationales and 
literature reviews?. What rationales are developed for Phase 111 plans? What 
activities are proposed in Phase Ill plans?. What is the congruence between the 
plan rationales and the plan activities?. Plan congruence, as defined for this study 
was the agreement of plan rationales and pfan activities as distinguished by the 
characteristics of the three most recent waves of educational reform and four broad 
questions prevalent in current schoo! transformation literature. 
Findings 
Question 1: What sources of school improvement literature and 
recommendations are cited in Phase 111 rationales and literature reviews? The 
information analyzed from the sample did not prove adequate for drawing 
conclusions concerning this question. The method of referencing varied from plan 
to plan and often within plans. These variations made data gathering difficult and 
incomplete. Because of the incomplete data, further investigation was not pursued. 
A fact worthy of note is that of the 81 citations, 43 gave publication dates consistent 
with the general time period associated with the school transformation reform. 
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Question 2: What rationales are developed for Phase Ill plans? The Phase 
Ill rationales analyzed for this study indicate that those developing the rationales 
are not consistently responding to the questions guiding school transformation. A 
majority of the plans (14) place an emphasis on redefining what students should 
know and do and neirr assessments for measuring student progress toward these 
new learning goals. The number of rationales that could be classified to the 
transformation categories drops to seven for what kinds of learning experiences 
produce these results and what does it take to transform schools into places where 
this happens. Four Phase Ill plan rationales were considered transformational to 
who is responsible to see that these desired effects are achieved. The matrix used 
in the study considered potential responses for four transformational question for 
each of the 23 schools for a total of 92 potential responses. Of the 92 potential 
responses only 32 were classified to one of the transformation categories for a 
transformation response rate of 35%. 
Question 3: What activities are proposed in Phase Ill plans? The Teacher 
Focused, Curriculum Focused, and Organizational Improvement activities 
conducted as part of the Phase Ill plans analyzed are generally consistent with the 
recommendations found in the school transformation literature cited in this study. 
The broad range of activities in these categories appear designed to improved the 
capacity of the teachers, the organization and the curriculum to meet the changing 
needs of students. The Performance Based activities and Student Centered 
Activities found in tliis study are not supported by school transformation literature 
reviewed in this stud). .4lthough many of the Student Centered Activities appear to 
be worthwhile and apprcpriate activities for educational invo~~ement, they do not 
appear to lead to real and fundamental change in the educational system as called 
for by the Iowa Educational Excellence Act. 
Question 4: What is the level of congruence between the plan rationales and 
plan activities? Phase Ill rationales and activities are not consistently congruent. 
Of the 23 plans studied, 19 were congruent to what do we want students to know 
and do, 20 were congruent to what kinds of learning experiences produce these 
results, 14 were congruent to what does it take to transform schools into places 
where this happens and 14 were congruent to who is accountable for ensuring that 
these desired effects are achieved. The overall level of congruence was 63 of a 
possible 92 for an overall congruence rate of 71%. Seven Phase ill plans were 
considered congruent to all four questions. 
Recommendations for further study 
1. This study provides a cross section of Phase 111 plans.. Many of the 
schools appear to be making progress toward transformation but the data does not 
indicate if these are static states or transitional states. A longitudinal study of plans 
could investigate the developmental relationship between plan rationales and plan 
activities. 
2. The analysls of the Phase Ill plans is one indicator of progress toward 
school transformation however, the analysis does not inform on practice. A study 
of schools submitting transformational Phase Ill plans could provide information 
concerning the level of actual implementation of plan activities.. 
3. This study supports the literature reviews assumption that there is a link 
between leadership and school transformation. A study investigating the various 
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leadership roles in school districts could provide information concerning who is 
leading 'the school transformation process in lowa. 
4. This study was limited to schools with enrollments of near 1,000 students. 
Further study could investigate Phase Ill plans for schools of larger or smaller 
enrollment. 
5. Some of the schools in this study appear to have interpreted site based 
management as the local schooi district as opposed to individual buildings. This 
interpretation may be a result of the relationship between lowa communities and 
community schools. Another possibility is that because the schools in the study 
were small (1,000 students) and schools are so interdependent through shared 
buildings and staff that the local district is synonymous with the local site. The 
literature on shared decision making contains little direction as to how the size of a 
district influences the best locus of control for shared decision making. 
Implications 
Profession 
1. The literature on school transformation suggest that change is most likely 
to happen I the people closest to the student are given the authority and resources 
to make those changes ( Murphy, 1990). The formation of leadership teams with 
the power to act has the potential to transform systems (Dolan, 1994a). The Phase 
Ill rationales and acTivities analyzed in this study indicate that in schoots where 
teachers and commr,iity members are working collaboratively, progress is being 
made toward schocl transformation. In these schools, there are planned and 
intentional efforts to bring people together for the purpose of improving the school. 
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In schools not involked in teacher and community based collaboration there is little 
evidence that transfcrmation is taking place. This supports Neal's (1 991) theory 
that shared decision making and problem solving are preludes to change. 
2. In schools invclved in transformation, there is evidence that the existing 
leadership has empowered others to participate in decision making (see table 7). 
This supports Fullan's (1990) assumption that evolutionary planning must involve 
'the direct support of those who currently hold decision making power. It is a safe 
assumption that in schools actively pursuing transformation, the superintendent or 
school board is at least playing a supportive role and more likely providing the 
impetuous for effort. 
3. The Iowa Phase Ill plans in this study (21 of 23 plans) are supporting 
professional growth for teachers in one form or another. The most common source 
of the staff development activities are local Area Education Associations. 
Regardless of whether a school was involved in transformation or not, Phase 111 
Teacher Focused Activities support the basic tenets of school transformation. 
Senge (1990) suggest that unfocused activities do not lead to organizational 
development yet Showers' et a1.(1987) research indicates that people who develop 
competency in an innovation become committed to broad scale implementation. 
The Iowa Phase Ill program has provided funding for extensive staff deveiopment 
activities. The impact of these activities on teacher skills and beliefs could affect 
local school's movement toward transformation. 
The analysis of the Phase Ill plans provides evidence of a wide range of 
interpretations of what constitutes school transformation as well as what is the 
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purpose of the lowa Educational Excellence Program. Although transformation is 
taking place at various levels in some schools in the sample, it is evident by the 
plan rationales and activities that many school districts do not exhibit a clear 
understanding of school transformation. Based on the analysis of the information 
found in the Phase Ill plans of this study, the following recommendations are made: 
I. Improve the focus of the Phase 111 Program both locally and at the state 
level. A1though P h a s ~  111 is promoting school transformation, the results are erratic 
and unfocused. While the original legislation was open-ended and allowed broad 
interpretation, the 1990 transformational amendment established a new goal for 
the program. The lowa State Department of Education should clarify expectations 
for the program. Part of tnis clarification should be the elimination of supplemental 
pay and performance based pay as acceptable plan components. Student focused 
activities are typically classified under Phase t t l  as supplemental pay and do not 
meet the test of "...real and fundamental change ..." The majority of student focused 
Phase I l l  activities fwnd in this study would be more appropriately funded through 
local general school itudgets. Performance Based Pay plans are in conflict with 
school transformation by emphasizing individual performance as opposed to 
school wide improvements. Local Phase Ill committees should not include these 
components in Phase I l l  rationales or activities. 
2. If Iowa" schools are to transform, the lowa State Department of 
Education must take an active role promoting and supporting those efforts. There 
was tittle evidence found in the 23 sample plans analyzed that the Iowa 
Department of Education was influencing school transformation. 
The Iowa Department of Education can influence schools and communities 
by publicly supporting tihnsformation through a campaign of state wide 
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dissemination of information concerning the need for transformation and a 
continued emphasis on the coordination of school programs with comprehensive 
school improvement. This does not mean that the state commitment to local control 
should be comprorniord but rather provide a more visible support for school 
transformation. 
3. The lowa Legislature should promote transformational leadership by 
making administrators eligible for participation in Phase HI. While the original 
legislation focused on performance based pay, Phase Ill has evolved to ptaced an 
emphasis on school transformation. According to the literature on school 
transformation and the findings of this study, without administrative participation, 
$ 1  
school transformation may never take place. Those who hold administrative 
positions have the power to initiate and sustain the process. lowa superintendents, 
principals and other administrators are key players the transformation process and 
must be included in the process. I 
4. The lowa Department of Education shoutd strengthen AEA's roles in 
facilitating school transformation. This would strengthen the statewide 
transformation infrastructure available for direct assistance to schools. AEA's 
participation in Phase I11 activities should be directly tied to the development of 
partnerships with scJ1001s that wish to pursue school transformation. Although 
there is evidence of this happening in some AEAs there does not appear to be a 
well articl~lated suppot! system for school transformation in all AEAs. A consistent 
statewide program of training of trainers, promotion of transformational models, 
dissemination of information and resources, and transformational oriented staff 
development opportunities wo~;ld provide a consistent message for statewide 
support. 
The data from this study indicates that three of the four schools actively 
pursuing school transformation were working collaboratively with external 
leadership facilitators. The data also indicates that there was no evident of external 
collaboration in those school not actively working toward transformation. Although 
this data is not convincing enough for either a finding or a recommendation, Iowa 
schools may well be advised to determine the local expertise and capacity for 
leading such a change process as school transformation. 
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Grimes State Office Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 
. -. 
State Board of Education 
Ron McGauvran, President, Clinton 
Betty L. Dexter, Vice President, Davenport 
C. W. Callison, Burlington 
Marcia Dudden, Reinbeck 
Sally J. Frudden, Charles City 
Thomas M. Glenn, Des Moines 
Corine A. Hadley, Newton 
Gregory D. McClain, Cedar Falls 
Mary Jean Montgomery, Spencer 
Administration 
Al Ramirez, Director and Executive Officer of the 
State Board of Education 
Gail Sullivan, Acting Special Assistant 
Division of Elementary and Secondary Education 
Ted Administrator 
Bureau of School Administration and Accreditation 
Dwight R. Carlson, Chief 
Edith L. Eckles, Consultant 
It is the policy of the Iowa Department of Education n o t  to 
discriminate on the basis of race, religion, national origin, sex, 
age, or disability. 
The Department provides civil rights technical assistance to public 
school districts, nonpublic schools, area education agencies, and 
Community colleges to help them eliminate discrimination i n  their 
educational programs, activities, or enployment. For assistance, 
Contact the Bureau of School lidministration and Accreditation, Iowa 
Department of Education. 
1 02 
1994-95 Phase Ill Application Packet 
h order lo maintain and advance educationid exce11ence in the SUE of lows, a three-phase program called the 
Educational q ~ l l e n c e  h g r a r t ~  was esablished by the Sevcnry S m n d  hd Assembly. Fhase I addmws the 
ncruitment ofquality teachas. Phase n. is designed lo rupin quality IrPchaa. Phase m is Y, tadlance the quatirr. 
effective~cest. and performance of 1owats teachers by pmmodng -her excellence. lhis Applkation Packel 
s p e c s d y  with Phase m and provides tk forma by which Dimic~ and Alpa Education Agencies may submit their 
prformanwbessQ r ~ p p ~ ~ m l a l ,  and comprehensive shoo1 mndomadon pay plans. 
Contents 
1994-95 Phase 111 Application Packet 
Goal 
" Intent 
Application Evaluation Focus 










Application Evaluation Criteria 
Educational Excellence Program Legislation 
Administrative Rules 
Guidelines for Phase III Expenditures 
Appendix A: Sample Phase 111 Plan 
Appendix B: Sample Phase 111 Teacher Handbook 
Application Forms 
NOTE: The 1994-95 Phase 111 Application Packet contains substantial 
I changes from the original legislation, administrative rule, application directions 
and application evaluation criteria. It is irnpottant to read all materials 
before developing the application. Questions should be directed to: I Edie Eckles, Department of Education, 51 5-28 1-5332 I 
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1994-95 Phase I11 Application Packet 
Goa 1 
' i s .  
Program .. Requirements 
The goal of Phase III is to enhance the quality, The rnbimum q m e n t s  for pro 
effectiveness, and performance of Iowa's proposals are defmed in Iowa W e  sections 
teachen by p m ~ t i n g  teacha excellence. 294A. 12-20 and Iowa Administrative Code 
This is to be accoqlishd h u g h  the Chapter 9 1. A copy of Iowa Code Chapter 
development of perftxmmce-based pay plans, 294A and Iowa Administrative Code Chapter 
supplemental pay p h s  r q a g  additional 9 1 is indvded with the Guidelines. 
instructional work assignments, and 
comprehensive school transformation plans. Plan Amendments 
Intent 
It is the intent that Districts and AEAs 
incorporate into their planning the 
implementation of rscomendations from 
recently issued nationaVstate reports and 
publicaaions relating to the requirements of the 
educational system for meeting future 
educational n&. 
Application Evatuation Focus 
The focus on the evaluation of the Phase Ill 
applications is: How will paying teachers to 
implement these recom~nendations help to 
redesign the educational system to better meet 
student needs? 
Application Due Date 
Distict applications must be submitted to the 
Department of Education bv no later than May 
3 1. 1994. AEA applications must be 
submitted to the Department of Education 
no later than June 15. 1994. 
Application Procedures 
Applications may be submitted by the Board of 
a local District or Area Education Agency, 
either individually or jointly with other 
Bsmcts or A E A s .  A District or AEA may 
submit no more than one plan. 
The plan may have separate components for 
different buildings, disciplines, or 
multidisciplinary teams but must be 
submitted as one unit. 
Amendments may be submitted to the 
Depamnent of Education at any time during the 
1994-95 plan year on fams provided by the 
Department in the format specified by the 
Depmmeat. Amendments must m i v e  
Depment approval prior to 
rmplementation. An m d m e n t  packet 
containing instructions and f m  will be 
included with notification of application 
approval. 
Funding 
The payments for an approved p h i  for a 
District are equal to the product of a Disgict's 
budget enrollment (1993-94) and W9.14 
(estimate), and for an AEA are equal to the 
product of its enrollment served (1993- 
94) and $2.3 1 (estimate). The exact per pupil 
amount is dependent upon the amount d 
funding available. The exact m u n t  of 
funding is determined after the Governor has 
signed the education appropriarions bill. The 
specific funding amounts are u s d  y ready to 
announce the week of July 1st. 
Budgets 
Phase ID budgets shall not exceed the 
allocadon and the 1993-94 carryover. Up to 
50% of the 1993-94 Phase HI moneys 
allocated may be retained in order to continue a 
1994-95 approved plan. 
For planning purposes, 1994-95 funds may be 
encumbered only if the approved activity 
b e ~ n s  on OT before June 30. 1995 and 
concludes in time to be reported in the final 
report due October 1, f 995. 
Payments General Directions 
Payments for Phase III of the I3ucational 
Excellence Program shall be m;aite by the 
l3ep-t & Revenue and F b c e  on a 
monthly bw,qmmmcing on O c m h  15 and 
ending on June 15 of each fiscal year. 
Final Report 
Each District and AEA receiving Phase IIJ 
funds during a school year s h d  file a final 
report with the Department of Education. 
District reports s M  be Med by October 1 of 
the next following school year, A M  reports 
shall'be filed by November 1 of the next 
following school year. The report shall 
describe the plan: its objectives, its 
irnplemnrmtion, the expenditures made under 
the plan including the salary increases paid to 
each eligible employee, the extent to which its 
objectives were attained, and the results of the 
plan. 
1. Read amfully the Phase Ill legislation 
(section 294A.12 - 20), the A-native 
Rules, the Application Directions, and the 
Application Evduasion Criteria. 
2. Cona~lete ali seven sections of the 
applicatioi in the format @ed in mcse 
Dhwaons. The application wiU con& the 
* a  
following: 
Section 1: Basic Program Data 
Section 2: Budget Estimate 
Section 3: Assurance: Bargaining Rep. 
Section 4: Assurances: DistlBEA Officials 
Section 5: Plan Rationale 
Section 6: Plan Design 
Section 7: Plan Evaluation 
Complete Sections Z - 4 on the forms provided 
3. Number all pages consecutively at rhe 
bottom center. Section 5 will begin with 
page 5. 
4. Use only a staple the upper left comer 
to bind the applicadon. N.B.: Do not bind, 
cover, or in my way package the application in 
folders, notebooks, etc. 
5 .  District applications must be pos&ed 
by May 31,1994; AEA applications must be 
postmarked by June 15, 1994. 
6. Submit one typed, legible wpy, on white 
paper, postmarked by the appropriate deadline 
to: 
Educational Excellence P r o w :  Phase El 
School Administration and A d t a t i o n  
Iowa Department of Education 
Grimes State Office Building 
Des Moines, IA 503 19-0146 
Application Directions 
1. Complete Section 1, Basic Pmgram Data, in its entirety (form, page 1). 
2. Complete Seetion 2, Budget Estimate. in its entirety (fom, pages 2 & 3). 
Line A. 1 : Use the budget enrollment (third Friday in ~ e ~ ~ r n b e r ;  1993). 
* ,  
'. 
Line A.5: Esdrmate my Phase III funds to be meived from other dismcWAEAs. InGlude funds far 
students who are part of a sharing agreement, ducation, open enrollment, regular tuition, etc. Estimate $49.14/studmt (Districts) or $2.3l/student served (AEAs). 
Line A.6: Estimate any Phase III hnds to be sent to other dismcts/AEAs. Follow the guidelines for 
determining students and funding listed in Line A.5 above. 
Line B .5: Estimate the indirect cost m u n  t. Use the 1994-95 restricted rate times line A.3. 
\ 
Line C.: Specify each purchased service expenditure included in line B.4. 
NOTE: Consulmrive services should nor detracrjrorn providing salary increases to teachers. As a 
guideline, the D e p m e n t  of Education will question apemiitwesfor direct coril~uhtive services that 
exceed 10% of rhe allocation. 
Line E.: Specify the pr0gz.n budget 
3 .  Complete Section 3, Assurance: Bargaining Representative, in its entirety (form, page 4). 
4. Complete Section 4, Assurance: DistrictJAEA OfXciaIs, in its entirety (form, page 4). 
5. Conlplete Seetion 5, Plan Rationale, by: 
A. desc~ibig the mtioriale for the f hase IIt plan. Cite the s p d c  recommendations from national and 
state repom and publications relating to the future of the educarion system which an to be imp1emented 
in the plan and cite the sources referenced, (e-g., Fullan, The New Meaning of Educalional Change, 
1991); and 
B. incorporating into the rationale the specific insrmctimal goals idendfed under Iowa Code section 
280.12 and 280.18 (for Districts), and section 273.4 (for AEAs) which arc pertinent to the plan. 
D b k  how the pfan's design is an integral pa,rt of the districtlAEA comprehensive effort at meeting 
I these goals. 
i 
6.  Complete Section 6, Plan Design, by providing the information requested for the appropriate 




i A. Performance-Based Pay Plan Design Directions 
1) Describe h e  plan design by using the process and performance objectives established to fulfill the 
280.12,280.18, or 273.4 goals identified in section 5.B. For exarnples of process and performance 
objectives, see the Phase If1 Progrum Evaluation Sourcebook, pp. 10-15, and 23-30. 
~ O T E :  It is not required for Phase lIf plans to be written in both process and performance objectives. 
However, Phase m plans must be written in process objectives, or performance objectives, or process 
and perf-= objectives. 
2) Describe in detail the ~erformance-based pay plan and the m e t h a  to be used to determine the 
demonstrated superior paformance of pardciparjng teachers in completing assigned duties. The 
methods shall include, but not limited to, the observation of teacher and student performance bylQ6 
person holding the evaluator approval required by Iowa Code section 272.33, and shall reflect the 
teachefs ptxfo~'m~'~ce in completing assigned duties. 
3) Describe how the s d q  is demmined for participants within the perfomce-basad pay plan 
5 )  Attach and reference the assessment m u ~ e ( s )  and, criteria. 
6) Attach and reference al l  observers' Iowa Code section 272.33 evaluator approvals. 
7) For a plan providing performance-based pay to individual teachers, submit the definition of 
demonstrated superior performance in completing assigned duties. The definition of superior 
performance must be defendable. Describe the method(s) to be used to demaine the superior 
performance . < of a teacher in completing assigned duties. 
8) For perfme-based  pay plans which provide far a teacher to set , 
the performance target shall directly relate to the teacher's demonstrated superior perfomce in 
completing assigned duties. The performance target shdl be written as a performance objective, 
objectives will be determined and how the outcomes will be assessed. The specific performance 
objectives shall relate directly to the improvement of student achievenmt The receipt of pay shdl be 
determined on the basis of whether the adopted spwific perfommce objectives axe met by the t e aa  
NOTE: Perfonmince-based pay plans shall not: provide for salary increases to teachers for compledng 
additional duties, provide for dmy  increases to teachers based on a teacher's attendance m d ,  or 
provide for salary increases based an a teacher's organizational membership. 
B .  Supplemental Pay Plan Design Directions 
1) Describe the plan design by using the process and pafonnanm objecdves established to fulfill the 
280.12,280.18, or 2734 gods identif5ed in section 5.B. For examples of process and p d o m c e  
objectives, see the P h e  III Program EvaiuuMn Somebook, pp. 10- 15, md 23-30. 
NOTE: It is not required for Phase plans to be written in both process and performance objectives. 
However. Phase IKI plans most be written in process objectives, or performance objecaves, or process 
and p e r f m c e  objectives. 
2) Describe in detail the supplemental pay plan. Include complete, detailed descriptions of the 
additional activities, insmctional work assignments, specialized training, or programs lo be completed 
and developed Describe whether these acrivities are to be conducted d h g  the regular school day or 
during an extended school day, week, or year. 
3) Desnibe the methods used to d e t d e  the payment of ad&donal salary to participating teachers. 
4) Describe the helines. 
5) Staff Development: 
a) For plans which provide specialized M n g ,  summer staff development programs, and staff 
development ptograms to be presented during the school year, describe how these effcn~ are 
integrated into & s ~ c t  staff' development plan as required in the school standards. PLans for staff 
development shall include, but are not limited to, the following components: theory, demomtrarion, 
practice, peer coaching, and feedback. 4 
b) Submit a copy of the three-year staf f  development plan requlrcd by the school stadads. 
6)  hdividud Teacher Projects: 
107 
a) Describe the pmes$  by which m c h m  receive approval ro imwlement their p r o p o ~ s .  
b) Idenlify who reviews the proposals for implementation approval. 
- - 
C) Jksai& the criteria u& to approve proposals for 
. * 
d) Specify k the projects an directly corn- to the Dimin-wide initiatives at medng identified 
student achievement goals identified in the Section 5.B. 
e) M b e  the process by which teachers receive approval for pon cornpleaion of h e  
project. 
f )  Identify who reviews the completed proposals and their accompanying drxumntation in order 
to approve payment. 
* ~ 
g) Describe the criteria, used to approve completed proposals for payem 
C. Comprehensive School Transformation Plan Design Directions 
1) Describe the plan design by using the process and performance objectives established to fulfill the 
280.12,280.18, or 273.4 goals identified in Section 5.B. For examples of process and performance 
objectives, see the Phase III Program Evaluurion Sourcebook, pp. 10-15, and 23-30. 
NOTE: It is nos reqnired for Phase ID plans to be written in both process and p e r f o m c e  objectives. 
However, Phase DI plms must be written in process objectives, or performance objectives, or process 
and perfcmnmce objectives. 
2) Districts: Describe in detail the comprehensive school transformation plan. l h m i b e  how the 
plan is designed to Enake the educational system remain relevant, is an irmtegd part of the District's 
mmprehcnsive effort at meeting identified needs/goals, and is consistent with emerging philosophies on 
school transfmatlon. Describe activities that will focus on the attainment of the student achievement 
goals esablished in section 5.B The plan design should include a description of at least one of the 
elements listed below. The mninirnum muirernents for each element are W f i e d  in the An~lication 
Evduati~n fiteria. Please refer to these criteria when developin? the plan desim. 
a) s i t e - b d  shared decision making, 
b) building-based goal-oriented w~npensation mechanism; 
c )  innovative educational program; 
d) focus on student outcomes; 
e) accounabfity for student achievement: 
f )  accountability for organizational success; 
g) work to foster relationships between a school and businesses or public agencies which provide 
1 health and social services. 
AEAs: Demibe in detail the plan to integrate with and suppon the Phase ID comprehensive school 
~ s f u r m a t i o n  plans submitted by the Districts within the Area Educarion Agency. Describe how 
the planned integration and support is based on the needs at the school sites, is assisting the school 
systems a, remain relevant, and is consistent with emerging philosophies on school transformation. 
Describe how the activities will focus on the attainment of the districts' smdent achievement goals 
established under sections 280.12 and 280.18. 
3) Describe fie methods used to d e t d e  the payment of salary increases to pardcipating teachers. 
4) Describe the timelines. 
i 
1 7. Comple~e Section 7, Plan Evaluation, by: t 
A. idendfying the F M n s  xsponsible for analyzing the evaluation data mbedded in the process 
perfarmme objecnves @g-: the Dimict Im.pmvement Team, the Curri~ul~m Direcmr, etc.); 
B. identifying be pewns responsible for evaluating tbe impan of rk plan in meting the goah set 
fath in S d o n  5.B (e-g.: the District hprovernent Team, the a n r i d u r n  Djrecttor, etc.); 
- > 
C identifyink& vdd ~vduation pnocedures to be used in w - g  the impact of each objective, 
each cornponeid, a d  the plan a whole (For examples of valid evaluation methods, see the 
Guide to Assessmenf Planning, developed by the Iowa Assessment Network For additional copies, 
please contact your Ed Senices Division person responsible for student assessment.); 
D. identifying the Persons and groups at the local level to receive the evaluation report (e.g.: the srafl, 
he B o d ,  the community, etc.); and 
E. identifying the timehe for h e  presentation of the evaluation report to those identified in 7.D. 
1994-95 Application Evaluation Criteria 
109 app1iations will be evaluated according to the crircria listed below. While writing the applidon and 
$or a, submission, review the appBcadon in light of these criteria 
11. General Evaluation Criteria 
'4, 
' . qplicadon: ' ..a 
contains all seven sections, 
is submitted on white p a p  
is n u f z z ~  consecutively, 
is bound only by a staple in the upper left corner, 
b signed by certified bargaining representative if organized for collective bargaining pnrposes. 
is signed by the Superintendent (for Districts) or the Administrator (for AEAs), 
is signed by the Board President, and 
is postmarZced by the appropriate deadline. 
A 2 
* \ \  
In. Specific Evaluation Criteria I 
1 .  All requested information in Section 1, Basic Program Data, is accurately pravided. 
2. All requested information in Section 2, Budget Estimate, is accurately provided. 
A. Consultative senices do not detract from rewarding teachers. 
B . Evgr purchased s e ~ c e  has been specified. 
C. The program budget has been specified. 
3 .  If appmp~te, the certified bargaining representative has signed and dated Section 3, Assurance: 
Certified Bargaining Representative, by the appropriate deadline. 
4 .  Section 4, Assurances: DistrictlAEA Officials, is complete with the necessary signatures a f f i d  
and dated by the appropriate deadhe. 
5 .  Section 5, the Plan RationaEe: 
A. describes how the plan design is an integral part of the comprehensive effort at meeting identified 
Disnicflm goals; 
B .  specifies only the instructional 280.12.280.18, and 273.4 goals which the plan seekr to meet ; 
C .  cites the recommendations and their sources from national and state reports and publications relating 
to the future of the education system which are to be implemented in the plan. 
6 . Section 6, the Plan Design has been completed according to the directions for h e  component(s) 
being implemented 
A. Performance-based Pay Evaluation Criteria. 
1. The Plan Design is described by using process objectives derailing: 
a) who is to do something; 
bS what is to be done; 
c j  thetiroehne; 
d) how someone (q.: auditors) outside the immediate staff will know &at it has been done; 
2 .  The Plan Design is described by using performance objectives derailing: 
a) who is to do something; 
b) what is t~ be done; 110 c) the expected proficiency level; 
d) the-, 
e) the rnahod of messunment to be used to determine if the proficiency level has been met. 
NOTE: It is nqt required for Phase Il3 plans to be wdaen in b&hproocss and pafixxmmce objccdves. 
However, PhaSt plans must be written in process objtxxives, or ce abj6~.tives, or~~ 
a d  perf-= objectives. 
3. The plan design describes in detail the proposed perfcmmnce-based pay plan, including: 
a) the methods to be used to deknnine the demonstrated supaim performance of participating 
reachers in completing assigned duties, induding the observation of teacher and student 
performance by a person holding the evaluator approval as q u i r e .  by Vi Code section 272.33; 
b) , .% how the amount of additional salary is determined for participants; 
c) the i h e h e s ;  
d) a copy of the assessment measure(s) and their criteria; 
e) verification that the observer of teacher and student performance holds the evaluator approval as 
required by Iowa Code section 272.33. 
4. A plan design for performance-based pay for individual teachers describes the definition of 
demonstrated superior performance in completing assigned dltlties and is defendable. 
5 .  A plan design for performance-based pay that provides for a teacher to set 
I 
I 4akSs: 
a) describes how the perf- target shall directly relate to the teacher's demonstrated superior 
performance in completing assigned duties; 
1 b) requires the target to be written as a perfmnance objective. 
6 .  A plan design for performance-based pay for leaches assiped to an attendance center. multi- 
discidinarv team, or s~ecific discipline: 
a) describes how the specific pesformance objectives uill be determined; 
b) describes how the outcomes will be assessed; 
C) requires the specific performance objectives relate directly to the improvement of student 
achievement, 
I d) describes how the receipt of performance-based pay shall be contingent upon the basis of the 
I attendance mnta; specific disciplines, or multidisciplinary team meedng the specific p e l f o m c e  
1 objectives adopted for the anendance center, specific disciplines, or multidisciplinary team. 
1 B. Supplemental Pay Evaluation Criteria 
1. The Plan Design is described by using p e s s  objectives d e d n g :  
a) who is to do something; 
b) what is to be done; 
c)  the timeframe; 
d) how -tone (e.g.: auditors) outside the immediate staff will know that it has been done; 
2. The Plan Desip is described by using pedo~nmce objectives delailing: 
a) who is to do something; 
b) what is to be done; 111 c) the expected proficiency level; 
d) thetime&, 
e) the mahod of measurement to be used to determine if the proficiency Level has 
NOTE: It is n(H required for Phase II plans to be wrinen in boihprnaess and perfcmmce objectives. 
However, FhR! plans must be written in process objBctives, or p o f o m c e  objectives, or V S s  
and p e r f m c e  objectives. 
3. The plan design describes in complete detail the additional insmctional activities, instructional work 
assignments. specialized training, or programs to be completed and developed. 
4. The plan design describes how the amount of additional salary is determined for participants. 
5. The plan design describes the rimelines, including whether these activities are to be conducted during . 
the . regular t s c h d  day or during an extended schooI day, week, or year. 
6. Staff Development: A p h  design which provides for specialized training, summer staff development 
programs, and staff development program to be presented during the school year: 
a) desrribes how these efforts are integrated into the district staff development plan requited in the 
school standards; 
b) provides a copy of the three-year staff development plan with the one-year budget; 
c) includes provisions for theory, demonstration, practice, peer coaching, and feedback. 
1 7. A plan design which provides for individual teacher projects: I a) describes the process by which teachers rsceive approval to jmplemny their proposals; 
I b) identifies who reviews the proposals for implementation approval; I c) describes the criteria used to approve proposals for implementation; 
d) specifies how the projects an directly connected to the dismct-wide initiatives at meering student 
achievement goals established under section 280.1 8 identified in section 5.B; 
i 1 e) describes the process by which teachers nceive approval for p a w  upon completion of the project; 
t 
f) identifies who reviews the completed proposals and their accompanying documentation in order 
to approve payment; and 
I 
I g) describes the piteria used to approve completed proposals for p m .  i C. Comprehensive School Transformation Evaluation Criteria 
1 .  The Plan Design is described by using process objectives dewiling: 
a) who is to do something; 
b) what is to be done; 
c) thetimeframe; 
d) how someone (e.g.: auditors) outside the inunda te  staff wil know that it has been done; 
The 1 3 h  Design is descnbd by using perfomlance oblecuves detailing: 
a) who is to do something; 
b) what is to be done; 
c) the expcted proficiency level; 
d) thetimefhmq 
e) the x~~ethod f measurement to be uwd to determine if the proficiency level has been !net. 
Howevcr, rnase tlr plans I 
3. Dish-kt~: The plan design describes how planned change(s) islare designed to make the system 
remain relevant, and is an integral part of a comprehensive effort at meeting 280.18 goals and 
instructional 280. I2 goals. 
4. When a Plan Design is for implementing sire-based shared decision making, the description shall 
include, but is not Iimited to, the following: 
a) '\the local board has defined the authority and types of accountability for decisions to be made at 
the building level; 
b) a copy of the board's decision is included with the application; 
c) rhe decisions made focus on the attainment of student achievement goals under sections 280.12 
and 280.18; 
d) the buifding-level staff are responsible for developing and implementing the strategies to 
the building-level goals, for monitoring propss, and for evaluation of activities; 
e) participants in the site-based shared decision making process include both teachers and site 
administrators. 
When a Plan Design is for implementing building-based goal-oriental compensation mechanism, the 
description shall include, but is not limited to, the foIIowing: 
a) the building goal focuses on the improvement of student achievement goals under sections 280.12 
and 280.1 8; 
b) participants in the goal development include both teachers and site t ram;  
c) the building-based goal plan includes a provision to identify the goal, the target audience, the 
speMfic strategies to be used, the theline, the criteria by which the god a m e n t  is ~ ~ ~ ~ u r e d ,  
the rnc3acd.s used to measure goal attainment, and the level of achievement which would indicate 
goal attainment; 
d) the receipt of additional salary by participating teachers is contingent upon the degree to which the 
building-based goal is achieved. 
NOTE: One difference between site-based shared decision making and a building-based goal-oriented 
compensation mechanism is the basis for providing salary. In site-based shared decision making, salsuy 
is provided for the completion of activities. In a building-based goal-oriented compensation mechanism, 
salary is provided only if the goal is achieved. 
6 .  When a Plan Design is for implementing an innovative educational program, the description shall 
include, but is not limited to, the following: 
a) evidence that the program's goals focus on the attainment of student achievement goals under 
sections 280.12 and 280.18; 
b j evidence that the pr0gmn-1 is innovative; 
c) evidence that the program shall enhance teaching and luning; 
d) evidence that the program has follow-up and evaluation to ensure the program shall become an 
integral part of district efforts. 
7. When a Plan Design is for focusing on student outcomes. the description shall include, but is not 
limited to, the following: 
a) smdent outcomes shall be developed on the basis of c m n t  research and development 
knowledge, as well as current and fu~ure needs of studencr; 
b) smdenr o u ~ ~ m e s  shall fmus on the a~lainmerlt o l  student achicvemen~ gosh u n d a  sections 
280.12 and 280-1 R -  
- 1  
C) mu~~-chens iond  assessment methods shall be devdopcd io alignment with rhc outcomes; 1 1 3 
d) dternative teaching strategies shall be developed in order to k l p  studcnts reach rhe OUt~~mes- 
8. When a Plan &sign is for directing accounrabilj. for sndent achievemen& the description shall 
include, but is not limited to. the following: 
a) multi-d@.mi~nd student assessment measures for the system s h d  be developed in alignment 
with thb.gulent achievement goals under sections 280.12 and 280.18; 
b) parridpatkg teachers shall work c o ~ t i v e l y  to monitm, assess, and Epon student 
achiev-nc 
C) teachers shall participate in redesigning the environment and learning strategis to assure mdmt 
success. 
9.  When a Plan Design is for directing accountability for organhtiond success, the description shall 
include, but is not limited to, the folbwing: 
a) multi-dimensional forms of ~ rugmn~ assessment shall be developed in alignment with student 
achievement goals under sections 280.12 and 280.18 and shall be conducted; 
b) 'provision shall be made for an ongoing internal renewal prwess; 
C) the roles of teachers shall be expanded to assure they are active participants in s.chuol 
msfonnation efforts. 
10. When a Plan Design is for working to foster relaaonships between a school and businesses or 
public agencies which provide health and social services, the description shall include, but is not 
limited to, the following: 
a) the clasmrn shall be expanded into the communitylbusiness; and 
b) the businesses or public agencies shall be integrated into the school to provide learning 
I opportunities andlor provide needed services to students and their families. 
1 I. AEAs: The Plan Design describes in detail the p h  to integrate with and support the Phase UI 
u)mprehwsive school transformation plans submitted by the school districts within the area education 
agency. The description shows how the p h e d  integration and suppart is d, fundamental, is based 
on the needs at the school sites, is assisring the school systems to remain relevant, and is consistent with 
, 
emerging philosophies on school transformation. The description shows how the activities will fbcm 
on the attainment of the dismcts' student achievement goals established under sections 280.12 and 
280.18. 
I 12. The plan design describes how the amount of additional salary is determined for participants. 
13. The plan design describes the timelier, including whether these activities are to be conducted 
during the regular school day or during an extended school day, week, or year. 
' 7 .  Section 7, the Plan Evaluation: 
A. identifies by tide the person(s) xesponsible for analyzing the evaluation data embedded in the process 
and pafofmance objectives; 
B. identifies by title the person($ responsible for evaluating the overall impact of the plan; 
C. identifies valid evaluation methods to be used in measuring the impact of each objective, each 
component, and h e  overall plan; 
D. identifies by tide he  pmon(s) and group(s) at the l d  level to receive the evaluation repon; 
E. identifies the timeline for the presentation of the evaluadon report to those identified in 7.D. 
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DIVISION I 
1 EDUCATIONAL EXCELLSNCE P R O C W  
294A.3 Educational excelence program. 
The purpose of this chapter is to promote excel- 
I 
lence in education. In order b maintain and advance 
the educational excellence in the s t a k  of Iowa, this 
chapter establishes the Iowa educational excellence 
program. The program shaU consist of three major 
phases addressing the following 
1. Phase I - The recruitment of quality teach- 
ers. 
2. Phase I1 - The retention of quality teachers. 
3. Phase I11 - The enhancement of the q u d t y  
and effectiveness of teachers through the utilization 
of performance pay. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $1 
294A.2 Definitions. 
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Multiple salaxy payments. 
Collective bargaining. Repealed effective July 
I ,  1991, by 89 A m ,  ch 135. 5 136. 
Appropriation. 
1. "Certified enrollment in a s c h o ~ l  district" for 
the school years beginning July 1,1987, July 1,1988, 
and July 1, 1989, means that district's basic enroll- 
ment for the  budget year beginning July 1, 1987, as 
defined in section 442.4, Code 1989. For each school 
year thereafter, certified enrolment in a school dis- 
trict means that district's basic enrollment for the 
budget year as defined in section 442.4, Code 1989, 
or section 257.2. 
2. "Enrollment served" for the fiscal years begin- 
ning July 1, 198i. July 1, 1988, and July 1, 1989, 
means that area education agency's enrollment 
served for the budget year beginning July 1, 1987. 
For each school year thereafter. enrollment served 
means that area education agency's enrollment 
served for the budget year. Enrollment served shall 
be determined under section 25737.' 
3. "General training requirements" mems re- 
quirements prescribed by a board of directors that 
provide for the acquisition of additional semester 
2225 EDUCATIONAI, EXCELLENCE PROGRAM - TEACIEKS, Q294A.6 
hours of graduate credit from an institution of 
higher education approved by the state board of edu- 
cation or the completion of slaffdeveloprnent activi- 
ties licensed by the board of educational d e r s ,  
except for program developed by practitioner prep- 
aration institutions and area education agencies, for 
renewal valf~censes issued under chapter 260. 
4. ' 'Specued  training requirementsSmeans re- 
quirements prescribed by a board of directan to 
meet specific needs of the school district identified 
by the bd of directors that provide for the acquisi- 
tion of clearly defined skills through formal or infor- 
mal education that are beyond the requirements nec- 
essary for initial licensing under chapter 260. 
5. 'Teacher" means an individual holding a prac- 
titioner's license issued under chapter 272, issued by 
theboard of educational examiners, who is employed 
in a nonadrninistrative position by a school district 
or area education agency pursuant to a contract is- 
sued by a board of directors under section 279.13. A 
teacher may be employed in both an admimistrative 
and a nonadrninistrative position by a board of di- 
rectors and sh& be considered a part-time teacher 
for the portion of time that the teacher is employed 
in a nonadrninistrative position. 
Effective July 1, 1988, "teacher" includes a li- 
censed individual employed on less than a fd-time 
basis by a school district through a contract between 
the school district and an institution of higher edu- 
cation with a practitioner preparation program in 
which the licensed teacher is enrolled in any practi- 
tioner hreparation program. 
6. 'Teacher's regular conapensatwn" means the 
annual salary specified in a teacher's contract pursu- 
ant 20 the salary schedule adopted by the board of di- 
rectors or negotiated under chapter 20. I t  does not 
include pay earned by a teacher for performance of 
additional noninstructional duties and does not in- 
clude the costs of the employer's share of fringe ben- 
efits. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $2; 88 Acts, ch 1266, $6; 89 Acts, 
ch 135, 896; 89 Acts, ch 265, $38; 90 Acts, ch 1249, 
$17, 18 -. .
'Section 25737 was verered by the governor. 89 Acts. ch 135. 53; 
294A.3 Educational excellence fund. 
An educational excellence fund is established in 
the office of treasurer of state to be administered by 
the department of education. Moneys appropriated 
by the general assembly for deposit in the fund shall 
be paid to school districts and area education agen- 
cies pursuant t . ~  the requirements of this chapter and 
shall be expended only to pay for increases in the 
regular compensation of teachers and other salary 
increases for teachers, to pay the costs of the em- 
ployer's share of federal social security and Iowa 
public employees' retirement system, or a pension 
and annuity retirement system established under 
cllapter 294, payments on the salary increases, and 
to pay costs associated with providing specialized or 
general training. Moneys received by school districts 
and area education agencies shall not be used for pay 
earned by a tead~er f o ~  per~ormance of *@jjional 
noninstructioaid duties. 
if moneys are appropriated by the general assem- 
bly to the fund for distribution under this chapter 
the moneys &dl be allocated by the department so 
that the docations of moneys for p 
made prior to the allocation of moneys for phase ZII. 




The goal of phase I is to provide for establishment 
of pay plans incorporating sui3cient annual compen- 
sation tc~ attract quality teachers to Iowa's public 
school system. Tbis is accomplished by increasing 
the minimum salary. A beginning salary which is 
competitive with salaries paid to other professionals 
will provide incentive for top quality individuals t~ 
enter the teaching profession. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $4 
294A.5 Minimum s d a r y  supplement. 
For the school year beginning Juty 1,1987 and suc- 
ceeding school years, the minimum annual salary 
paid to a full-time teacher as regdar compensation 
shall be eighteen thousand dollars. 
For the schoo1 year beginning JuIy 1, 1987 for 
phase I, each school district and area education 
agency shall certify to the department of education 
by the third Friday in September the names of all 
teachers employed by the district or area education 
agency whose regular compensation is less than eigh- 
teen thousand dollars per year for that year and the 
amounts needed as minimum salary supplements, 
The minimum salary supplement for each eligible 
teacher is the total of t h e  difference between eigh- 
teen thousand dollars and the teacher's regular corn- 
pensation plus the amount required to pay the em- 
ployer's share of the federal social security and Iowa 
public employees' retirement system, or a pension 
and annuity retirement system established under 
chapter 294, payments on the additional salary mon- 
eys. 
The board of directors shall report the salaries of 
teachers employed on less than a full-time equiva- 
lent basis, and the amount of minimum salary sup- 
pl~ment shall be prorated. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $5 
294A.6 Payments. 
For the school year beginning July 1,1987, the de- 
pmment of edumtion shall notify the department of 
revenue and hanee  of the total minimum salary 
supplement to be paid to each school district and 
area education agency under phase I and the depart- 
ment of revenue and finance s M  make the pay- 
ments. For school years after the school year begin- 
ning J u l y  1, 1987, if a school district or area 
education agency reduces the number of its fuli-time 
equivalent teachers below the number emp]oyed dur- 
ing the school year beginning July 1, 1987, the de- 
e e n t  of revenue a d  finance shall reduce the 
total ~u~ salary supplement payable to that 
district or education agency h t  fie 
a r n o ~ t  pad is *'to the ratio of the n-kr of 
full-time ewivd&t teachers employed in school 
district. or area edckation agency for that school yeev 
divided by the number of full-time equivalent h&- 
ers employed in the school district or area education 
agency for the school year beginning July 1,1987 and 
multiplying that fraction by the total minimum sala- 
ry supplement paid to that school district or area ed- 
ucation agency for the school year beginning July I ,  
1987. 
If the moneys allocated for phase I for a school 
year exceed the moneys required to pay the total 
min iurn  salary supplements to all school districts 
and area education agencies, the board of directors 
of a school district. that has employed one or more 
additional teachers as a result of a whole grade shar- 
ing agreement completed under section 282.7 may 
reryest approvd from the department of education 
for additional hrding for its minimum salary sup- 
plement for that  school year and succeeding school 
years if the other school district or districts that are 
parties t o  the  shahing agreement have correspond- 
ingly reduced their number of teachers. If the de- 
partment of education approves the payment of the 
additional salary supplement to a district, the de- 
partment shall ceicify to the department of revenue 
and finance that  the additional payment be made. 
The payment s h d  be equal to the amount ofthe dif- 
ference between eighteen thousand dollars and the  
teacher's regular compensation, plus the amount re- 
quired to make the payments on the additional sda- 
ry rnoneys for the employer's shxe  of the federal so- 
d security and Iowa public ernp1oyees"etirement 
system, or a pension and annuity retirement system 
established under chapter 294. If the I moneys 
remaining are insufficient to pay the entire amount 
approved by the department of education, the de- 
partment of revenue and finance shall prorate the 
payments to school districts. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $6; 89 Acts, ch 5, $1 
294A.7 Reserved 
PHASE I1 
294A.8 God.  
The goal of phase 11 is to keep Iowa's best edum- 
tors in the profession and assist in their development 
by providing general salary increases. 
87 Acts, ch 224, '$7 
294A.9 Phase I1 program. 
Phase I1 is est,&lished to improve the  da r i e s  of 
teachers. For each fiscal year beginning on or after 
July 1, 1992, the per pupil amount upon which the 
phase 11 moneys are based is equd t~ the per pufiij 6 
d l m t i o n  plus supplebend'docations for the im- 
mediately preceding fiscal year. 
The department of education shall certify the 
m110unt.s of the docations .for each school district 
and area edlication agency to the department of rev- 
enue and finance and the department of revenue and 
finance shall make the payments to shod  distrkts 
and area education agencies. 
If a s&ml district has discontinued grades under 
section 282.7, subsection 1, or students atterad school 
in another school district, under an agreement with 
the board of the other school district, the board of di- 
rectors of the district of residence either shall trans- 
mit the phase PI moneys allocated to the district for 
those students based upon the full-time equivalent 
attendance of those students to the board of the 
school district of attendance of the students or shall 
transmit to  the board of the school district of atten- 
dance of the students a portion of the phase I1 mon- 
eys allocated to the district of residence based upon 
an agreement between the board of the resident dis- 
trict and the board of the &strict of attendance. 
If a school district uses teachers under a eontract 
between the district and the area education agency 
in which the district is located, the school district 
shall t rwrni t  to &e employing area education agen- 
cy a portion of its phase I1 allocation based upon the 
portion that the salaries of tachem employed by the 
area education agency and assigned to the school dis- 
trict for a school gear bears to the total teacher saln- 
ries paid in the district for that school year, including 
the salaries of the teachers employed by the area ed- 
ucation agency. 
If the school Citrict or area education agency is 
organized under chapter 20 for collective bargaining 
purposes, the board of directors and certified bar- 
gaining representative for the licensed employees 
shall mutually agree upon a formula for distributing 
the phase II,alJocation among the teachers. For the 
school year beginning July 1,1987 only, the parties 
follow the procedures specified in chapter 20 
except that if the parties reach an impasse, neither 
impasse procedures agreed to by the parties nor sec- 
tions 20.20 through 20.22 shall apply and the phase 
I1 allocation shall be divided as provided in section 
294A.10. Negotiations under this section are subject 
to the scope of negotiations specified in section 20.9. 
Ifa board of directors and certified bargaining repre- 
sentative for licensed employees have not reached 
agreement by July 15, 1987 for the distribu- 
tion of the phase II payment, section 294A-10 will 
apply - 
If the school district or area education agency is 
not organized for collective bargaining purposes, the 
board of directors shall determine the method of dis- 
tribution. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $8; 89 Acts, ch 265, $40; 89 Acts, 
ch 135, $97; 92 Acts, ch 1135, 56; 92 Acts, ch 1227, 
$23 
unnurnber& pragmphs 1 an6 3 amended 
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294A.10 Fdure to agree on distribution. 
For the school y e s  beginning July 1,1987 only, if 
the board of directors and certsed repre- 
sentative for the  licensed empioyees have not 
reached agreement under section 294A-9, the board 
of directors \shall divide the payment among the 
teachers empkayed by the district or area education 
agency as follows: 
1. All full-time teachers whose regular compen- 
sation is equal to or more than the minimum salary 
for phase I wiU receive an equal arnount from the 
phase I1 allocation. 
2. A teacher who will receive a minimum salary 
supplement under section 294A15 will receive mon- 
eys equal to the difference between the amount from 
the phase 11 allocation and the minimum salary sup- 
plement paid to that teacher. 
3. The amount from the phase I1 allocation will 
be prorated for a teacher employed on less than a 
full-time basis. 
4. An amount from the p h s e  If allocation in- 
cludes the amount required to pay the employers' 
share of the federal social security and Iowa public 
employees' retirement system, or a pension and an- 
nuity retirement system established under chapter 
294, payments on the additional salary. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $9; 89 Acts, ch 265, $40 
294A.11 Reports. Repealed eEective July 1, 




The goal of phase I11 is to enhance the quality, ef- 
fectiveness, and performance of Iowa's teachers by 
promoting teacher excellence. This will be accom- 
plished through the development of performance- 
based pay plans and supplemental pay plans requir- 
ing additional instructional work assignments which 
may include specialized training or differential train- 
ing, or both. 
It is the intent of the general assembly that school 
districts and area education agencies incorporate 
into their planning for performance-based pay plans 
and supplemental pay plans, implementation of rec- 
ommendations from recently issued national and 
state reports relating to the requirements of the edu- 
cational system for meeting future educationaI 
needs, especially as they relate to the preparation, 
working conditions, and responsibilities of teachers, 
including but not limited to assistance to new teach- 
ers, development of teachers as instructional leaders 
in their schools and school districts, using teachers 
for evaluation and diagnosis of other teachers' tech- 
niques, and the implementation of sabbatical leaves. 
I t  is further the i n k a t  of the general assembly that 
real and fundamental change in the educational sys- 
tem must emerge from the school site if the educa- 
tion system is to remain relevant arid that plans 
funded in this progsaq must be an integral 
a comprehensive s ~ h ~ l  district or area education 
agency effort toward meeting idernaed district or 
agency goals or needs. 
87 A+, ~h 224, o a 1; 90 A&, ch I 141,s 1 
. - 
294A.13 Phase III program. 
For the school year beginning July 1,1987 and suc- 
ceeding d o 0 1  years, each school district and area 
education agency that meets the requirements of 
this section is eligible to receive moneys for the im- 
plementation under phase I11 of a performance- 
based pay plan or supplemental pay plan, or a combi- 
nation of the two. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $12 
294A.14 Phase III payments. 
For each fiscal year, the department shall d o m t e  
the remainder of the moneys appropriated by the 
general 8ssernbly to the fund for phase III, subject to 
W~OQ 294A.18. If fifty million dohus is docat& 
for ph- a the paymenb for an approved ptnn for 
a school district shall be equal to the product of a dis- 
trict's certi6ed enrollment and ninety-eight dollm 
and sixty-three cents, and for an area education 
agency shall be equal to the product of an area educa- 
tion agency's enrollment served and four dollars and 
sixty cents. If the moneys allocated for phase IIl are 
either greater than or less than fifty rnillion doltars, 
the department of education shall adjust the m o u n t  
for each student in certified enrollment and each ~ t u -  
dent in enrollment served based upon the amount al- 
located for phase III. 
Ef a school district has discontinued grades under 
section 282.7, subsection 1, or students attend school 
in another school district, under an agreement with 
the board of the other school district, the board of di- 
rectors of the district of residence either shall trans- 
mit the phase 111 moneys allocated to the district for 
those students based upon the full-time equivaient 
attendance of those students to the b a r d  of the 
school district of attendance of the students or shall 
transmit to the board of the school district of ateen- 
dance of the students a portion of the p h s e  III mon- 
eys allocated to the district of residence based upon 
rn agreement between the board of the resident dis- 
trict and the board of the district of attendance. 
A plan shaU be developed using the procedure 
specified under section 294A.15. The plan shall pro- 
vide for the establishment of a performance-based 
pay plan, a supplemental pay plan, a combination of 
the *a pay plans, or comprehensive school transfor- 
mation programs, and shall include a budget for the 
cost of implementing the plan. In addition to the 
costs of providing additional salary for teachers and 
the amount required to pay the employers' share of 
the federal social security and Iowa public employ- 
ees' retirement system, or a pension and annuity re- 
tirement system established under chapter 294, and 
payments an the additional salary. the budget may 
include costs associated with providing specialized 
or gneral training. Moneys received under phase I11 
1 shall not be used to employ additional employees of / a who01 &strietv except that phase moneys may 
I be used to employ substitute hchers ,  mchent  and other employees needed to implement 
I plans that provide innovative staiting pa- or 
i require that a teacher employed on a full-time 
h i s  be absentytbrn the classroom for smd 
0ds for fulfillhg'dther bstructiona] duties. However, 
all teachers employed are eligible to receive addition- 
al salary under an approved plan. 
For the purpose of this section, a performance- 
based pay plan shall provide for salary increases for 
f teachers who demonstrate superior performance in 
completing assigned duties. The plan shd] include / the method used to determine superior performnee 
I of a teacher. For school districts, the plan may in- 
clude q~essments  of specific teaching behavior, as- 
sessments of student performsnce, assessments of 
other characteristics associated with effective teach- 
ing, or a combination of these criteria. 
For school districts, a performance-based pay plan 
I 
I 
may provide for additional salary for individual 
I 
teachers, for teachers assigned to a specific disci- 
1 plhle, or for all teachers assigned to an attendance 
center. For area education agendes, a perforrnance- 
based pay pian m a y  provide for additional salary for 
individual teachers, for additional salary for all 
tenchers assigned to a speci.6~ discipline within an 
area education agency, or for additional salary for in- 
dividual teachers assigned to a multidisciplinary 
@am within an area education agency. If the plan 
provides additional salary for all teachers assigned to 
an attendance center, sp&c discipline, or multidis- 
ciplinary team, the receipt of additional salary by 
those teachers shall be determined on the basis of 
whether that attendance center, specific discipline, 
or multidisciplinary team meets specific objectives 
adopted for that attendance center, specific disci- 
pline, or multidisciplinary team. For school districts, 
the objectives may include, but are not limited ta, de- 
creasing the dropout rate, increasing the attendance 
rate, or accelerating the achievement growth of stu- 
dents enrolled in that attendance center. 
If a performance-based pay plan provides addi- 
tional salary for individual teachers: 
1. The plan may provide for salary moneys in ad- 
dition to the existing salary schedule of the school 
district or asea education agency and may require 
the participation by the teacher in specialized train- 
ing requirements. 
2. The plan may provide for salary moneys by re- 
placing the existing salary schedule or as an option 
to the existing salary schedule and may include sPe- 
cialized training requirements, general training re- 
quirements, and experience requirements. 
A supplemental pay plan may provide for supple- 
menting the costs of vocational agriculture Programs 
as provided in section 29414.17- 
For the purpose of this section, a s u ~ ~ l e ~ e ~ ~ ~  
pay plan in a schml district shall provide forthe Pay- 
ment  of additional salary ta teachers who pa*icipate 
in either additionaI instructional work ass$nments 
or specialized training during thc regular schwl 
or during an extended school day, ~ h ~ l  week, or 
school Year. k supplemental pay p h  in an area edu- 
cation agency shall prbvide for the papent of addi- 
tional salary to teachers who participate in either ad- 
ditional work assignments or improvement of 
h.trudion activities with &ool districts during the 
reguk school day or during an extended school day, 
school week, or school year. 
For school districts, additional instructional work 
assignments may include but are not limited to gen- 
eral curriculum planning and development, vertical 
articulation of c u ~ c u l m ,  horizontal curriculum co- 
ordination, development of educational measure- 
ment practices for the school district, attendance a t  
workshops and other programs for service as eooper- 
ating teachers for student teachers, development of 
plans for assisting beginning teachers during their 
first year of teaching, attendance at summer staff de- 
velopment programs, development of stafl'develop- 
ment prognuns for other teachers to be presented 
during the school year, and other plans k d l y  deter- 
mined in the manner specified in section 294A.15 
and approved by the department of education under 
section 294A16 that are of equal imporLance or more 
appropriately meet the educational needs of the 
school distrid. 
For area education agencies, additional instmc- 
tiond work assignments may include but are not 
limited to providing assistance and support to school 
districts in general curridurn p md develop- 
ment, providing assistance ta school districts in ver- 
tical articulation of cu~cu1us.n and horizontal cur- 
riculum coordination, development of educational 
measurement practices for school districts in the 
area education agency, development of plans for as- 
sisting beginning teachers during their first year of 
teaching, attendance or instruction a t  summer staff 
development programs, development of st&€ devel- 
opment programs for school district teachers to be 
presented during the school year, and other plans de- 
termined id the manner specified in section 29411.15 
and approved by the department of education under 
section 294A.16 that are of equd importance or more 
appropriately meet the educational needs of the area 
education agency. 
Any summer school program, for which the teach- 
er's sdary is paid or supplemented under a supple- 
mental pay plan, shall be open to non~ublic school 
students in the manner provided in section 256.12. 
For purposes of this section, "comprehensive 
scbo l  t ra~ormut ion"  means activities which focus 
on the improvement of student achievement and the 
of student achievement goals under sec- 
tions 280.12 and 280.18. A comprehensive school 
transformation plan submitted by a school district 
shall demonskate the manner in which the campo- 
nents of the plan are integrated with a school's s tu -  
dent achievement goals. Components of the plan 
may include, but are not limited to, providing salary 
increases to teachers who implement site-based 
shared decision making, buildmg-based goal- 
onented compensation mechanism, or approved i11- 
novative educational programs; who focus on stu- 
dent outcomes; who direct accountability for stxldent 
achievement or accountability for organizational 
success; and who work to foster relationships be- 
tween a school and businesses or public agencies 
which providehealth and social senices. 
87 Acb, ch 224,s 13; 88 Acts, ch 1266, $7; 88 Acts, 
ch 1294, $49; 89 Acts, ch 5, $2; 89 Acts, ch 135, $98; 
90 Acts, ch 1141, §2,3; 92Acts, ch 1135, $7; 92 Acts, 
ch 1158, $6 92 Acts, ch 1227, $24,25 
See M e  editor's note w S7E 5 a t  Lhe end of Vol 11' 
Unnumbered pareprsph 2 stricken 
bnniimbcred pamgrapb 3 emended 
Unnu=lbered paragraph 13 stricken and rewritten 
294A.15 Development of plan. 
The board of directors of a school district desiring 
to receive moneys under phase I11 shall appoint a 
committee consisting of representatives of school 
administrators, teachers, parents, and other individ- 
uals interested in the public schools of the school &s- 
trict to develop a proposal for distribution of phase 
IIT moneys to be submitted to the board of directors. 
The board of directors of an area education agency 
desiring to receive moneys under phase shall ap- 
point a committee of similar membership to develop 
a proposal If the schooi distdict or area education 
agency is organized under chapter 20 for collective 
bargaining purposes, the board dull provide tbat 
one of the teacher members of the committee is an 
individual selected by the certified bargaining repre- 
sentative for licensed employees of the district or 
area education agency. The proposal developed by 
the committee shall be submitted to the board of di- 
rectors of the school district or area education agen- 
cy for consideration by the board in developing a 
plm. For the school year beginning July 1, 1987, if 
the school district cr  area education agency is orgz- 
nized for col~ective bargaining purposes under cbap- 
ter 20, the portions of the proposed plan that are 
within the xope  of negotiations specified in section 
20.9 require the mutud agreement by January 1, 
1988 of both the board of directors of the school dis- 
trict or area education agency and the certsed bar- 
gaming representative for the licensed employees. In 
succeeding years, if the school district or area educa- 
tion agency is organized for collective bargaining 
purposes, the portions of the proposed plan that are 
within the scope of the negotiations specified in sec- 
tion 20.9 are subject to chapter 20. 
Effective July 1,1989, a plan adopted by the board 
o i  directors of a school district or area educauon 
agency may include as a part of the plan a proposal 
that expands a performance-basedpay plan or a sup- 
plemental pay plan, or a combination of the two pay 
plans, t ha t  meets the criteria, listed in section 
294A.14 and was in efTect in the school district or 
area education agency prior to July 1,1987. The bud- 
get for the plan submitted to the de~adraent  of edu- 
cation shall include both the general fund moneys, 
~ i l l c f i  must be equal to  those used prior to 1, 
1967, and the 111 moneys which expand t 1 le l 9  ac- 
tivity, and is for programs tha t  would meet the 
criteria listed in section 294A.14. 
Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to ex- 
pand or r ~ t r i c t  tbe scape of negotiatians in section 
20.9. .. . 
87 Acts, ch 224, $14; 89 Acts, ch 5,83; 89 Acts, ch 
265, $40 
294A.16 Plm - moneys. 
A plan adopted by the board of directors of 2 
school district or area education agency shall be sub- 
mitted to the department of education not later i h s ,  
15 of a school year for that school year for 2 
school district, and not later than June 15 o f a  schooj 
vear for that school year for an area education agen- 
cy- Amendments to multiple year plans may be sub- 
mitted annually. 
If a sch@ol district uses teachers under a contract 
between the district and the area education agency 
in which the district is located and both the school 
district and the area education agency have ap- 
proved phase 311 plans, the school district shall 
transmit to the employing area education agency a 
portion of its phase ID moneys based upon the por- 
tion that the salaries of teachers employed by the 
area education agency and assigned to the school dis- 
trict for the school year bears to the  total teacher sai- 
aries paid in the district for that school ywr, includ- 
ing the salaries of the teachers employed by the area 
education agency. If the area education agency has 
an approved phase 111 plan and the school district 
does not, the department of management shall 
transmit phase 111 moneys to the area education 
agency for those teachers from the phase III money 
that would have been paid to the school district if t h e  
school district had had an approved phase 111 plan 
using the formula tbat would have been used if t he  
schooi district had had an approved phase LII pim. 
The department of education shall review each 
plan and its budget and notify the department oi  
management of the names of school districts and 
area education agencies with approved plans. In COD.- 
sidering the approval of a plan submitted by a school 
district, the department shall give emphasis to pians 
which lnclude a comprehensive school transformz- 
tion plan or which include a component which 1s p h x  
of a stawutlde systemic school transformation i n ~ i i a -  
tive. In considering the approval of a plan submx~ed 
by an area education agency, the  department ~ h d l  
give emphasis plans which are integrated with a d  
supportive of the comprehensive school transforma- 
tion plans by the school districts w t h i n  
the a r e  education agency. 
A school district or area education agency, which 
rewives money far a school year far an approved 
phase 111 plan, may retain up to fifty percent of the 
money5 zlloca&d to the dnstrict or area educzuo~ 
agency for the next succeeding school year. in order 
to Continue the approved plan. Any sf the r e b i n d  
phase 111 moneys remaining in the district 0: i re2  
Pducsuon account after the second of 
tlte plan shall revert to the general fulld cJf tile stiLc 
as provided in section 8.33. 
Any moneys allocated or retained far an approved 
phase III p h ,  and any interest accrued on the man- 
eys, shall not be commingled with state aidpapents 
made, under sections 257.16 and 257.35, t~ a school 
&strict or arekjkducation agency and shdil be ac- 
counted for by the school district or area education 
agency separately from state aid payment accounts. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $15; 89 Acts, ch 5, $4-6; 90 Acts, 
ch 1141, t4; 92 Acts, ch 1135, $8; 92 Ack, eh 1163, 
$67; 92 Acts, ch 1227, $26 
U n n u m b e ~ d  paragraphs I. 3. and 5 amended 
294A. 17 Vocational agriculture. 
A supplemental pay plan that provides for supple- 
mentins the costs of vocational agriculture programs 
mag provide for increasing teacher s d a q  costs for 
twelve month contracts for vocational a ~ c u l t u r e  
teachers. 
87 Acis, ch 224, $16 
See also 2280.20 
294A.18 Determination of phase III alloca- 
tion. 
On February 1,1986, the governor shall certify to 
the department of education the amount of money 
available for allocation under phase ITi. If pursuant 
to any provision of law, the governor certifies an 
emount lower than the docation that would other- 
wise be made under &is chapter, the department of 
education shall, if necessary, adjust the amount for 
each student in certified e n r o h e n t  and each s h -  
dent in  enrollment served which are included in ap- 
proved plans pursuant to section 294A.14 and shall 
review the budgets of the approved plans. 
87 Acts, ch 224, 517 
294A.19 Reports - limit on charging. 
Each school district. and area education agency re- 
ceiving moneys for phase PI1 during a school year 
shall file a report with the department of education. 
School district reports shall be filed by July 1 of the 
next following school year, and area education agen- 
cy reports shall be filed by September I of the next 
following school year. The report shall describe the 
p l a ,  its objectives, its implementation, the expendl- 
tures made under the plan includmg the salary in- 
creases paid to each eligible employee, and the extent 
to which its objectives were zttained. The repom 
may include any proposed amendments t;o the p l ~ n  
for the next folloPiing school year. 
Annudy,  the department shall summarize the m- 
formation contained in the reports fiied by the 
school districts and area education agencies. The re- 
ports shall be available upon request. 
School &rick and area education agencies shall 
not charge other d-mol districts or area educaijofi 
agencies for plans or information a b o ~ t  innovzt.lve 
phase IT1 plans that they have developed- 
&: ACLS, ~h 224, 516; 89 Acts, ch 5 ,  $7; 89 Acts, ch 
,I. P. ..-- 
294A.20 Reversion of moneys. 120 AI~Y pottion of moneys appropriated t~ the cduca- 
tional exceltence trust fund and allocated to phase 
III under section 29dA.3 for a fiscal year not expend- 
ed by scboal districts and area education agencies 
during that-fiscal yeax revem to the general fund of 
the state as provided in section 8.33. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $19 
E r c e p i i ~ ~  eee D%AL6 
294A.21 Rules. 
The state board of education shall adopt rules 
under chapter 17A for the administration of this 
chapter. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $20 
294A.22 Payments, 
Payments for each phase of the educational cxcel- 
lence program shall be made by the department of 
revenue and 5mee  on a monthly basis commencing 
on October 15 and ending on June 15 of each fiscal 
year, taking into consideration the relative budget 
a d  cash position of the state resources. The pay- 
ments shall be separate from state aid paylnents 
made pursuant to sections 257.16 and 257.35. The  
payments made under this section ta a school dis- 
trict or area education agency may be combined and 
a separate accounting of the amount paid for each 
program shall be included. 
Any pa,ments made to school districts or area ed- 
ucation agencies under this chapter are miscella- 
neous income for purposes of chapter 257. 
Payments mzde to a teacher by a school district or 
area educztion agency under this chapter are wages 
for the purposes of chapter 9 I A except ior payments 
made under an approved phase III plan where e 
modified payment plan has either been mutually 
a@eed upon by the board of directors and the certi- 
fied bargaining representative for certificated ern- 
ployees or for a district that is not organized for coE- 
lective bargaining purposes where a modified 
payment plan is adopted by the board. 
87 Acts. ch 224, $21; 83 Ac&, c21 5, $8, 9: 83 Act:. 
ch 135, $100 
294A.23 Multiple salary payments. 
The salary increases that may be granted t~ i 
teacher und~r phase 111 are in addit~on to any s a l w  
increases granted ~LI a teacher under phase I or phase 
TI. 
87 Acts, ch 224, $22 
294A.24 Collective bargaining. ~ e ~ e z l e d  
effective July 1. 1991, by 89 Acts, ch 135. 5 136. 
294A.25 Appropriation. 
I.  For the  fiscal year besnning July  I ,  19%, 
there 15 mpropnakd from tbt gcneral fund of t h e  
~ i 2 . v  Ic) t l : ~ ~  departnieilr of educl-?tlorl rllc: axnoun, 
n ~ n c t y - t u o  rniilioli O I I ~  hundred t]>ollsand cighi\,- 
five dollars to be used to improve k c h e r  
For each fiscal year in the fisca! period cornmencbg 
July 1, 1991, and ending June 30, 1993, there is ap- 
propriated an amount equal to the amount appropri- 
ated for the 6 % ~  he g July 1, 1990, PIUS 
an amount suftic t to pay the costs of the addition- 
al funding provid;i;d for school districts and area &- 
cation agencies under sections 294A.9 and 2948.14. 
For each fiscal year beginning on or after Jdy I. 
1993, there is appropriated the sum which was ap- 
propriated for the fiscal year commencing July 1, 
1992, including supplemental payments. The mon- 
eys shall be distributed as provided in this section 
2. The amount of one hundred fifteen thousand 
five hundred dollars to be paid to the department of 
human services for distribution to its licensed class- 
toam teachers at institutions under the control of 
the department of human senices for payments for 
phase II based upon the average student yearly en- 
rollmentat each institution as determined by the de- 
partment of human services. 
3. The amount of ninety-four thousand six hun- 
dred dollars to be paid to the state board of regents 
for distribution to licensed classroom teschers at the 
lowa braille and sight saving school and the Iowa 
school for the deaf for payments of minimum salary 
supplements for phase I and payments for phase 11 
based upon the average yearly enrollment at each 
school as determined by the  state board of regents. 
4. Commencing with the heal year beginning 
July 1, 1988, t h e  mount of one hundred thousand 
dollars to be paid to the department of education for 
d!slril)u:lc:t to ti!c trihsl council OF t h e  S:~C and Fox 
I ndlan sctticn~ent Iocatcd an land llcld i ~ r  trust Iry 41~3.1 
secretary of the interior ofthe United States. Non- 
eys allocated under this subsection shall be used for 
the purposes specified in section 256.30. 
5. Commencing with the fkxl year beginning 
July 1,199&&e amount of sixty thousand dollars far 
the ambassador to education program under &on 
256.43. 
5A* Commencing with the fiscal year beginning 
July 1,1992, the amount of three hundredthirty-five 
thousand dollars from phase III moneys for the sup- 
port of school transformation pilot projects adminis- 
tered by the  department of education, Funds appro- 
priated in this subsection may be used for projects 
by nonpro5t corporations representing a coalition of' 
organizat~ors interested in school improvement in 
1ow.a. 
6. For the fiscal year beginning July I ,  1990, and 
succeeding fiscal years, the remainder of moneys ap- 
propriated ID subsection 1 to the department of edu- 
cation shall be deposited in the educational excel- 
lence fund to be allocated in an amount to meet the 
minimum sdaq requirements sf this chapter for 
phase 1, in an mount  to meet the requirements for 
phase 11, and the rernaindcr of the appropriation for 
phase III. 
87 Acts, ch 233, $491; 88 Acts, ch 1284, 550; 89 
Acts, ch 135, $101,102; 89 Acts, ch 265, $40; 90 Acts. 
ch 1272,873; 92 Acts, ch 1227, $27; 92 Acts, ch 1246, 
949 
Subsec~loa 1 r-endd 
XXW s u b o n  5A 
ltem VCLO applied 
Excepttons md a d c t t ~ o d  appmpnat~ons: 92 Acfb. ch 1246.§4.19.$2 ACE 
2nd Ex, ch 1Cdi CXl.32 
/ 1.18(11) c x ~ w o n s  la * a c  ~ k 5  must & spe- 
l cifbcally *prov& by h e  ~ ~ e d s u p e r i n t e n d e n r  orJ design=. 
?his rule is inmded to implement Iowa m e  %tion 
I 962207. 
1 [Filed 2/21SP3, effective 4~211933 
I P?ubIished 3/17/93] 
mfio~s N m  For replacement pages for IAC, see IAC 




Adopted and Filed 
I Purslant to the authority of Iowa Ccrde sections [ 256.76) and 294.421. chc Stve Board of Education here- 
by rescinds Chapter 91, 7 3 ~ ~  IU, Educational Excel- 
lence P70gram," and adopts a new Chap= 91, "Phase ZII, 
Mucatiod Ejrdence Propm," Iowa AdmkiStradve 
w. 
Norice of Intended Action was published in the Iowa 
Adminisdve Bulletin on J m q  6, 1993, as ARC 
367lA. A public hearing was held on Januaq 26, 1993. 
The Srate Board of Education adopted these rules on Feb- 
n q  11.1993. 
Thest d e s  give guidance to boards of dkcfors of 
xbool disaicts and area education agencies submitting 
applications for Phase I3 funding and implernensing q- 
proved Phase LTI applications. I These rules are identical to those published as Notice 
of Inleaded Action, with the foUowing two exceptions. 
To eliminate redundancy, 91.5(2)"am(4)"2" is amended to 
mid as follows: "Student outcomes shall focus on the at- 
tainment of shldent achievement goals q d e r  lowa Code 
sections 280.12 and 280.18." To chinare the double 
negative in 91.5(2)"c," the las~ paragraph is revised to 
read follows: "If a supplemental pay plan provides for 
individual teacher projects, the projects shall be -0)' 
connected with a districtwide i n i w v e  at meeting ~denh- 
fied student achievement goals eslablishd under Iowa 
Code mtion 280.1 8." 
These rules wiil become efFective April 21,193- 
These rules are inlended to implement Iowa Code .=- 
tions 2944.12 to 294A20. 
The following ncw chapter is adopted. I Rescind 'L81-<hapter 91 and insen in  lieu t h m ~ f  following: 
CfL6LPTER 91 
PHASE m. EDUCA~ONAL 
EXClElLLENCE PROGRAM 
2;81-91.1(294~) Scope. These d e s  apply to the provi- 1 Smns of phase m of he educaliod exceknm P * m  
I a u h i ~ &  by Iowa m e  cbpter 294k  91-911(294~) General purpose. The goal of P- Ifl 
1s to enhance h e  quality, cflectiveness. and @ommcc / of Iowa's leache* by reacher eldkJlce 
122 
xhOOl  transformation. This shall ac- 
c o m ~ ~ ~ ~  b u g h  the development of perfomancei 
b s ~  Pay plans, cornprehmsive school transformtion 
P& and sopplem~~~tal pay plans for addit iod in- 
structional wok @gmnents, which assignmeots may in- 
clude specialtzed aaining or d i f f rns ia l  w g ,  or w. 
It is the mttd iotent of the law and this chaprer that 
comprehensive s&m1 tmmf&on pay plan activities 
f w ~  on the iniprovement of student achievement 
and the atlaiment of -dent achievement goals under 
Iowa sections 280.12 and 280.18. 
Further, it is the intent of phase m that IYZIJ a d  fwa- 
mental cfiange in the educational system must emage 
h-~rn the school site if the education system is lo remain 
relevant and thal plans funded in this 
OnsmE thar they are an integral pan of a comprehensive 
district or area education agency effort at meeting identi- 
fied district or agerlcy goals or needs. 
It is the intent of this chapter th no plan submitted 
shalI propose or mdude pay plans which supplant existing 
programs or expendim whether ojmaxi on a regular 
or voluntary basis. 
Further, it is the intent of this chapter that phase III 
mGneys received by school districts and area education 
agencies s M  not be used Lo pay a W e r  for pafarm- 
ance of additional noninstructional duties or for superviS- 
ing students. 
281--913(294A) Definitions. For the plrrposes of this 
chapter, the following definitions apply: 
"Adrninjstrator" refers to a person or persons employed 
within the disaicr or AEA, who holds the evduaror ap- 
proval as re~nked by Iowa Code section 272.33 and is 
employed for a portion of the t h e  as an administrator 
within the disaict or AEA. 
"AEA" refers to area education agency. 
"Baudn refers to the bard of direcrors of a local 
education agency and an area education agency. 
"Department" refers to the Iowa depamnent of 
education. 
"Dislrict" refers to a l d  school dismct 
"Performance-based pay" refers to salary increases for 
individual teachers who demonstrate superior perform- 
ance in completing s i g n e d  duries; or for g~oups of 
teachers who demonstrate that specific approved objec- 
tives adopted for thgt group have bzen met  
"Performance objective" refers lo lhe statement of ac- 
tion ro be rakes zhat identifies the person responsible. 
whad is to be done, rhe time factors, the proficiency level 
be achieved, and the method of meaSUImIent to be 
used u, determine if h e  identified proficiency level has 
b a n  achieved (?hare ID Program Evaluation Source- 
book, August 1989) 
" p h "  refers to the phase III plan submitted by the 
to b e  department for approval which SM demon- 
strare h t  i t  is an inte@ part of a comprehensive districr 
or AEA effort mwvd meeting identified districr or AEA 
ga ls  or needs. 
"E)rocess obiecdve" refers to the statement of action to 
fve taken that &rises h e  p e m n  responsible, what is Lo 
be done, Lhe time facmrs, and be documentation that will 
tx created to prove hat  the activity has bsen cornpletcd 
within the h e  b e  specihed (Phase ID Program 
Evaluation Sourcebook, AugmL 1989) 
"Regdu compensation" refers Lo the sum Imreil on 
h e  established s a h q  s-chedule for the experience and 
level at which a teacher falls exclur;~ve of sup- 
pSemenral pay for ~ ~ I ' h m u c h o d  duties and e x m d d  
&y or year contracts. 
"Supplemad pay" refers to the paymeat of additional 
to teachers who participate in eiha a o n a I  in- 
smctional work apipments or qxciahd trainin g dm- ing the regular s c i y l  day or during an extended school 
day, school week, or school year. 
281-91.4(294AI Development of plan- 
91-4(1) Plan submission. On or before April 15 of each 
S C ~ C Q ~  year, ~ h m l  district hdj of mTS interat& 
in remivhg p b  funds d d  submit a p h  de- 
paftmfflt for the coming school year. A E ~  bark of hLi- 
m r s  sw submit a plan to Lhe department on or before 
June IS for the coming school year. plans snbda,,g sm 
be on forms provided by the department in the formal 
specified by the departmenf- 
In districts o?ga&& for collective b a r g f i g  purposes 
mder Iowa W e  chapm U), the putious of the proposed 
plan lhar are within the scope of the negotiations specified 
in Iowa Code sectjon 20.9 require the mutual agrement 
by April I5 for plans submitred to the dqmiment for ap- 
proval for the corning year. In AEAs arp;anized for collec- 
tive bargaining p v  under Iowa Code chapter 20, rhe 
portions of the proposed plan that are within the scope of 
rhe negotiations specified in Iowa W e  section 20.9 re- 
quire Ihe mutual agreement by June I5 for plans sub- 
milled to the deptment for approval for the corning year. 
Compliance wih th is  pfacess shall be mrsred in the 
plan apGcation, 
91.4(2) Joint pians. Plans may be submined jointly by 
two or more boards (distriddshict, distrkt'AEA3 pro- 
vided all mmpLianoes have been met Districts which are 
whole-grade 'shating are enwaraged to submit a joint 
plan. 
91.4(3) Multiple year plans. Districts and AEbs are en- 
courageA to implement cornprehmsive strategic plans for 
meeting identified district and AEA needs and goals 
However, phase III plan approval shall be on an annual 
basis. Dish-icts and AE4s wishing to m i v e  phase III 
funds for a given year must submit a plan to the depart- 
men t by the deadline i n  order to be considered for f u n h g  
for the coming school y eat. 
91.4(4) Ammdmenrs, Amendments lo an approved 
plan may be submitted at any time during the p h  Year on 
forms provided by Ihe department in the format specified 
by the department Amendments to the plan must be ap- 
proved by the department prior to implementation. 
281-915(294A) Content of the plan. The i o ~ o w h g  
items shall constitute a plan which shall Ix submi& 
the d e p m e n t  on forms provided by the departmenL 
915(1) Rationale and goals. The p h  shall contab a 
rationde, which shall include the specific mmmmenb- 
tions from national or st% repom ~ h h g  to the future 
Lhe educzdon system which are to be implemena 
Ihe w i f i c  idatif1e.d n& of SLU~~IJS which id- - by the plan. Ihe goals of the district - s 
r e q h  by low= m e  sections 280.12 and 280.18, which 
are peninmt to the plan shall bc incoporated into * e  
rationale. 
915(2) Plan design. The plan design s f i d  be descrikd 
by us ing  procas and performance objectives. ~hali de- 
smbZ the merho@ used to der@rminc the payment of d a -  
V ~ c r e v e s  to teachers, and shall describe dle timehe 
for payment p h a s e  ID Program Evalualion Sowccbcm1:, 
a Comprehensive school txawfo&on ?kc plann& 
dmge Shall be d&bd. For d s c t s ,  he  planned 
change shall be real W a t a l ,  shall emerge h m  the 
site,shall be designed to make the sy- re- 
d e ~ m 2  be = integral part of a ~ m p r e h a i v e  f- 
fort at rn- idenaed needs or goals. shall be consis- 
-aging philosophies on school restrucbuling 
and -on, and shall focus on the improvment 
of -dent achievement and tfie . cat of student 
achievement godis & t a b W  under Iowa W e  sections 
284.12 and 280.18. For AEAs, the p h e d  change shall 
be real, funmentaI, shall be based on needs at the 
school site. shall be designcd to assist the school system 
remain relevanl, shaLl be an infcpal pan of a cornpre- 
hemiye effort ai meeting identified needs or goals, shall 
be consismr with merging philosophies on schnol re- 
structuring and kmsfarmaxion, and shall be integalcd 
with and s~pportive of tie comprehensive school rrans- 
fmarion plans mbmitled by the school disltricts wirhin 
the areg educalion agency. 
(1) S i w W  shared decision making. A p h  design 
for implemcnaing si~-based shared decision making W 
include. but is not liaim-l to, the following desniptofs- 
I. The local board has defaned the auhzity and types 
of accountability for decisions m be made at the building 
level; 
2. The decisions made fwus o n  the improvement of 
student achievemm? and the attainment of student 
achievement g& under Iowa Code sections 280.52 md 
280.18; 
3. Tbe building-level staff are responsible for develop- 
ing and implmentlng the strategies to dulfill the building- 
level go&, for monitoring progress, and for evaluation of 
activities; 
4. F'articipants in h e  sitc-based shared decision-making 
pnxrw include b~rh reachers and site adnainismtors. 
(2) Building-tased goaI4enred compensation mecha- 
nism, A plan design for implementing building-based 
goal-oriented compensation mechanisms shall include, 
but is not h i &  to. b e  following descriptors: 
I. The building goal focuses on the improvement of 
student achievement and the attainment of student 
achievemenr goals under Iowa Code sections 280.12 and 
280.18; 
2. Participmts in the goal development include both 
teachers and site administrators; 
3. The buildmg-based goal plan includes a provision to 
jdenrify the goal, the target audience. the specific strate- 
gies m be used, the timeline, the criterja by which the 
goal armnment IS measured, ttie rnelhcds used ro m a u r e  
pal  anainrnent, and the  level of achievement w h x h  
would i n d i m  g d  aaduzmenL 
The receipt of additional shy by p d c i p a h g  teach- 
ers in a budding-bawd goal-oriented compensation 
m~hanlsrn is conungent upon h e  degree lo w ~ c h  the 
building-bued goal is achieved. 
(3) Approved educadonal programs. A plan design for 
bpjementing zpproved educarional programs shaZl in- 
clude, but s nor Zimiled to, the f0ll0whg descriptors: 
1. Evidence that the program's goals shall focus on he  
improvement of student achievement and the aaaiment 
of slvdent achievement goals under Iowa Code s t i o n s  
280.12 and 280.18; 
2. Evldence t+al the p r o & m  I S  innovative; 
3. Evidence that k program Shall enhance mchlng 
and leamine; 
4. Evidence that the pmgam has f o l i ~ w - ~ ~  
evdo- ation LO a ~ ~ r e  p q P - r n  shall bxornc an inem 
of clisllicl/BLEA effon!! 
- (4) Studml ontooma. A plan design for fmg on 
a ~ d e n t  ourcomes shall include, bur is nor limited to, b e  
fdowing descript4fs: 
1. Snrdent a w e s  shall be developed on the h of 
anrent resear& and developrnmt knowledge, as well as 
arsrent and fuhue needs of students; 
2. Sm&nt outcomes shalI f c u s  on the aaainmat of 
mdent achievement goals under Iowa W e  se~tions 
280.12 md 280.18; 
3. Multidimensional assessment mehods s h d  k >ee- 
veloped in alignment wirh the outcomes; 
4. Alemasive tfxhing strategies shall be deveIo@ in 
order to help students reach the outcomes. 
(5) Smdenr achievement. A plan dmgn for direcling 
accountability for student achievement shall inciude. but 
s not lrmited to, h e  following desnipulrs: 
1. Multidirnendonal mdent assessment measures far 
h e  system shall be developed in a l i m e n t  with h e  s ~ u -  
dent ichievement goals under Iowa code sections 280.12 
and 280.18; 
2. Participating m c h m  shall work ~ J h b & ~ ~ l ~  
monitor, ~SSES, and repn student achievement; 
3. Teachers d d l  m c i p a t e  in redesigning h e  environ- 
ment and learning stmtcgies to ensure studat success. 
(6) Organizational Success. A plan design for directing 
accountability for organizarional s u m s  shall include, 
but is not limi*d a, the following descriptors: 
1. Mulridimchlsional forms of program m c n t  shall 
be develop4 in alignment with srudent achievement 
g& undu Iowa W e  sections 280.12 and 280.18 and 
shall be conducted; 
2. Provision shall be made for an ongoing i n r d  re- 
newal p r o ~ ~ ;  
3. The ~ o l s  of mchers s W  k expandd w ensure 
they are active pardcipants in schwl nansformarion 
effom. 
(7) SchooUbusiness partnerships. A plan design for 
working to foster ~hrionships between a school and busi- 
nesses or public agencies which provide health and social 
services shall include, but is not limited to, the foUowing 
descriptors: 
I. Ihe classroom shall be expanded into b e  
comrnunity/business; 
2. The businesses or public agencies shall tx integrated 
into the school LO provide learning opporulnihes or pro- 
vide needed services to students and their families. 
b. Performance-based pay. The elements of rhe plan 
$hail be described For plans providing perf om an^-b~ed 
pay Lo bclividual teachers, describe rhc definition of dem- 
onsrrated supenor performance in cornplecing asrlgned 
duties. kx r ibe  the methods to be used to determine Lhe 
superior performance of a teacher in conlpleGng assigned 
duties. The methods shall include, but are not h i r e d  to. 
h e  obszrvation of teacher or srudmr pedommince by an 
adminisator or a person holding the evaluator approval 
as required by Iowa Code section 272.33 and SM~ reflect 
the teacher's ~ r f ~ r m a n c e  in amplering assiped duck .  
For performance-~ased pay plans which provide for a 
-her to set individual perfomam tar&&, h e  ~ d o m -  
anwe target shall k d y  relate to h e  tmrher's ckmon- 
strated superior performance i n  completing assigned 
durics. 
Perfc.mancc-based pay plans shall not provldc for da- 
ry i r t c r ~ ~ ~ ~  ta mchcr; for cornplcung addlijonal Ocues- 
124 plov~dc for d a y  u t w  w llacl~crs lrascd or, a met,- 
a's amdance m r d ,  or provide for salary increases 
b a d  on a EaChe.r's o r g m h d o d  membership. 
For plans prqviding perf~nnmce-based pay ro a ~ 1  
teachers as$@ to an attendance center, specific k i -  
phe ,  or multikiplinary t e a ,  the specific performance 
objeclives shaLl be identified and shaU dj"lrectly re& 
Ihe improvcment_of student achievement 'Ibe me&& m 
be used to detc-dnc Lhat the performaom objectives have 
k e n  met shall be d e s c n i  T%e% mahods shall include, 
but are not limited to, the observation of teacher or m- 
dent perfomtanct or data by an administrator or a prmn 
holding the e v a l w r  approval as required by Iowa Code 
section 272.33. Paymeni shall be determined on he basis 
of wherha the zmndance center, specif~c disciplirie, or 
rnu l~ id i sc iphq  learn meets the specific performanc@ 
objectives adopled for b e  zmdance cenrcr, specific &s- 
ciphe, or rnultidiscipIinary um~. 
c. Supplemental pay. Pne elemenls of the plan sh;nll be 
descrikl, including the additiond activities, instrucGad 
work assipnmenls, s p e r W  araining or progra.iy to be 
completed or developeb, and whether these activ~bes me 
to bz ccxlducred during the regular sshool day or during 
an extended school day, week or year. 
Fur plans wbkh provide speQalized rraining, sulnrner 
staff development program, or staff development propam 
for othet teachers UJ be presented during the schml year, 
the pIan shall describe how these effons are integmd 
into the dirtria developmenr p h  as required in 
281-suMes 12.7(1) and 12.7(2). Plans for s M  deve1- 
opment shall include, but are not limited to, b e  following 
components: theory. demonsbation. practice, p r  c o a c h -  
ing, and feedback. 
Lf a suppiemental pay plan provides for indivldraal 
tmcher p j a ,  the projects shall ke directly connected 
with a dismchvide initiative meeting idenrified student 
achievement goals esmblished under Iowa Code section 
280.18. 
915(3) Evaluation. Tlie evaluation data shall be em- 
M d e d  in h e  pmess  and performance objdves .  The 
persons responsible for evaluating the impact of h e  plan 
in meedng the identified goals or needs shall be identi- 
fied. Tine evduarion pmcedms to be used In measuring 
rhc impact of each objwtive, each component and the 
plan as a whole shall be identified. The person. persons or 
groups at he led level to receive the evaluation report 
and the timeline for presentation shall, be identified 
915(4) Budget The budgel shall include toss asso- 
ciared with implementing the plan. all cosB associaEd 
w i ~  providing specidlzed or general training. and all in- 
d m 1  coss. 
The budset shall d&l a n y  coslr associalid with f h ~  
use of substiulre teachers, pan-time teachers and oiher 
p ~ n n e l  n d e d  m implement plans that provide innova- 
uve slaffing pznems or h a t  require 2 teacher employed 
on a full-ume basis LO be. absent horn rhe classroom for 
swified priods for fu1fiLhng oher insnuctional dutlcs. 
a Budger limitations. Cosrs arsoc~ated wilh h e  d r n i n -  
ismlion of the phase !ill plan shall not e~ceed the id 
district's or m's established resuic1.d indipect cost 
I~rni~tions. 
b. Dismcrs mnmcting witl~ AEAs to pnrrvide insmc- 
Gonal programs shall transmit moneys to that AEA. The 
minimum mount transmitled shall be the amounl gcner- 
a& p r  pupil. This would not preclude a dlsrrict f~oni  
m m l m f i g  m additiond amount LC achieve c411ity I R  
,M~]ICn' &es i n  both AEAs and lvczl d1smcL5 
C. that COnrnCC WiLh btricts for provision of 
 SUP^^ services s f d  an mount of money equal 
LO Ihe n u m b  of m d a f ~  S ~ e d  by local suppa person- 
neI tima chc amount idadfied by the d e m e n t  for be 
corning year from the district to the AEA. 
6 Phase Dl a diimt~ and reimbursements shall ad- 
le state and f W  regubtiom hcn m d  a p p I i r  
e. A board of C%re~I~rs of a district that has -nth- 
ued grades under Iowa W e  section 282.7, or who% sru- 
dents artend school in another school districf mder an 
agreement with the board of b e  other school district may 
eitba transmit the phase moneys alw to Ue dis- 
trict for those students based upon the full-he equivalent 
anendance of those studmts lo the M of the school 
&mcr of atrendme of h e  students or shall transmit to 
the b a d  of the school disbict of anendance of he 
mdents a portion of the phase moneys domed rr, the 
W c r  of redden= based upon an agreement bemeen the 
of the resident districr and the board of ~ b c  &mct 
o f a m l b c e .  
231-9Lq294A) F b d  report Each district m i v i n g  
moneys for phase II &ring a school year shall file a re- 
port with the depmment by Oclober 1 following the close 
of thar s&xl year. Each AEA receiving moneys for 
phase DI during a school year shall Be a report with the 
depamnent by N o v e m k  1 folIowing the cbse of that 
s;=hml year. The reporr submined by h e  board shall de- 
scribe rhe plan, its objectiues, its implementation, the ex- 
pcndimcs made under the pha, ihe extent to which its 
objectives wa-e attained, and he teachers who partici- 
pated in the plan. 
.41! mppating doamentation of the stanrs and resul& 
of phase II1 activities and programs for a given plan year 
&dl be mainmined in a central l d o n  for a pend of at 
i a t  five years. 
281-91.7(294A) Dissemination of plan. Cijtricts and 
AEAs shall not charge orher Iowa disrricts or AEAs for 
plans or infannation about innovmve phase I@ plans that 
they have developxi 
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sec- 
dons 294A12 to 2%k20. 
Fied m 3 ,  effezdve 4F2 1D31 
[Published 3/17/93] 
BITTORS NolE  For replacement pages for IAC, see LAC 
Supplement 3/17/93. 
Guidelines for- Phase 111 Expenditures 
Phase activities must m e t  d i s t rk t /~E~  insmcdonal goals and the pmcess and performance 
objectives identified in the approved Phase ID plan. ,411 proposed modifications to approved Phase Ill 
plans must be submitted to the Department of Education in an amendment packet and approved by t l ~ e  
Department prior to implementation. ALL funded activides must be insmcdonal, not supenisory or 
recreational. The information contained herein has been provided to the State Auditor's Office and 
&sseminated to B A  fm that perfom1 District and AEA audits. 
1 . Examples of Appropriate Phase I11 Expenditures for Teachers: 
A. salaries and employer's share of Social SecuritylMedicu? for: 
a\  providing addirional instruction ro students 
2 )  participating in staff developlnenr 
3) peer coaching 
3 j mentoring 
5 )  writing curriculum 
6) serving on instructional and instruction-related corminees 
7) performmce-based pay 
8) other insmetion-related activides 
13, conferencelworkshop fws and relaled uavel expenses 
C. college mition, bmks, and related travel expenses 
D. salaries for substitutes replacing teachers participating ir! Phase I?I activities 
E. meals IF incidental to a meeting or a conference 
2 .  Examples of Appropriate Phase III Expenditures for Consultants: 
A. fees for providing staff development training ro teachers 
B . relared travel expenses in order to provide the staff development training 
3 . Exampies of Inappropriate Phase 1I1 Expenditures for Teachers: 
A.  rriiterials for dassrcmm ase by the teacher 
I3. materials not directly tied ro teacher staff development 
(3. meals for teachers when the purpose is social 
D reacher salaries for activities conducted prior to Phase ID but were done on a volunteer and paid b v l s  
Example: Texhers may nor receive Phae XI salary for isning as s u p ~ s k g  teachers of a smdcli; 
teacher, or sponsoring a previously conducted club 
E. within a p e r f o m e - b a s d  pay plan, additional salary u t e n  die teacher perfoimance or ouicome dld 
not meet the predetermined level of performance 
F. ulhen an activity is not satisfactoriIy completed 
G . activities which not insmctiond in narure. i.e.: super?sory. recrcationd, or nor =kited lo theu 
leaching responsibilities 
Example: ksralling brackets in h e  hallway to hang Effecri-e Schools banners; renovating the schml 
~zick; supenrising the weight room: running an open g! :- s?c 
4 . Examples of Inappropriate Phase 111 Expenditures for Students: 
A .  marerids for use by students 
B siudent expenses: uansponation, fees, f w d ,  erc. 
C ,  consuldng fees for work wit& students: visiting aulhor. r-.on~,ariond speaker for sludents. eic 
5 .  Examples of Inappropriate Phase I11 Expenditures for the DistrictlAEA: 
A.  exoenses of copying, typing, prindng. ~rideo~ping. etc. 
. c ~ m p u t a s  and h e r  equipment 
C. salaries for indiGdu& not qualifying as teachers: adm!n:r~ators, senelaries, community, etc. 
D. ;dminismton m o o t  receive Phase m funds as consul BT iz in their employing disoicrs 
F. m d s 3  regardless b of c~cumscancer, for mdiv~duds no1 c r!l$~ng as teacher5 
,,.., lrics by the djsmc~ I= my expen&iures wkch supplants previously o j ~ m l ~ d  c r - " r  
Appendix B 
Letter of request 
February 15, 1995 
<Insert school name> 
<Insert school address> 
<Insert city & state> 
<Insert school zip code> 
Dear Phase I I I Coordinator, 
Your school district's Phase Ill plan has been selected for inclusion in a s t ~ ~ d y  of 
Phase Ill plans submitted for 1994-95. The purpose of the study is to determine, by 
means of content- analysis, how districts have interpreted the intent of the Phase Ill 
section of the lowa Educational Excellence Act. The st11dy will not identify 
participating schoois by name. 
Please send a copy four district's approved 1994-95 Phase ill plan by March 1, 
1995 to: 
Roger Scott 
41 33 N.W. 98th 
tlrbandale, lowa 
50322 - 1013 
I would like to thank you in advance for your assistance. The data gathered from 
the Phase !I1 plans will become part of a doctoral dissertation conducted at Drake 
University with the cooperation of the lowa Department of Education. If you would 
like to receive a summary of the research findings, please indicate on the enclosed 




Initial content analysis categories 
Initial content analysis categories 
comprehensive School Transformation- Rationale or Activities that promote 
organizational goals, the building of shared values, participatoty management 
systems, changes in the local accountability system or collegial relationships. 
Such activities include changing the roles and responsibilities of teachers, parents 
and community members, improving the school climate/culture, or equipping 
school personnel with organizational problem solving skills, and building capacity 
or change. The emphasis is developing the whole school. The activities are part of 
a comprehensive plan designed to produce real and fundamental changes in the 
design of the educational system and are an intregal part of a comprehensive 
redesigning plan. Activities in this category represent a school wide shift in how 
the school operates. 
- Building level staff members are 
responsible for developing and implementing strategies to fulfill building- 
level goals, for monitoring progress and for evaluation of activities. The 
participants in the site-based shared decision making process must include 
both teachers and site administrators and may include members from the 
community (Iowa Code, 281 -91.5, Brandt, 1991 ; Clinchy. 1995a; Cohen, 
1988; David, 1991 ; Dolan 19948, 1994b; Dufour, 1992; Fisher, 1994; Fullan, 
1990, Glatthorn, 1993; Joyce, 1991; NISDC, 1991,1994; Peters. 1982). 
- The building goal, developed by both 
administrators and teachers, must focus on the improvement of student 
achievement. The goal identifies the goal, the target audience and the 
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specific strategies to be used. The criteria for evaluating the attainment of the 
goal must be clearly defined. Teacher compensation is based on the level of 
attainment of the goal (lowa Code, 281-91.5; Clark, 1989. David. 1991; 
Dolan, 1994b: Dufour. 1992; Fullan. 1990; Glickman. 1990; Joyce. 1991 ; 
Neal, 1991; Peters, 1982)). 
Student outcomes - Student outcomes wiil be developed at the local level 
based on current research and development of knowledge, as well as current 
and future needs of students. Outcome assessments must be  multi- 
dimensional and developed in alignment with the outcomes. Alternative 
teaching strategies that facilitate student attainment of the outcomes must be 
devetoped (lowa Code, 251 -91.5; Clark, 1 994; Clinchy, 1 995a; Cohen, 1988; 
David, 1 99 1 ; Diegmuller, 1994; DU~OIJ~, 1 992; Eirnore, 1 994: Glickman, 1 990; 
Murphy, 1990; NGA, 1991; NCREL, 1932a; Schlecty, 1990; Wiggins, 1994.)). 
ountabilitv for student achievement - Multi-dimensional student 
assessments%easures for the system shall be developed in alignment with 
established student achievement goals. Participating teachers shall work 
collaboratively to monitor, assess, and report student achievement. 
Participating teachers shall be involved in redesigning the environment and 
the learning strategies to assure student success (lowa Code, 281-91.5; 
Clark, 1994; Clinchy, 1995a; Cohen, 1988; David, 1991 ; Diegmuller, 1994; 
Dufour, 1992; Elmore, 1994; Glickman, 1990; Murphy, 1990; NGA, 1991 ; 
NCREL, 1992a; Schlecty, 1990; Wiggins. 1994.). 
- Multi-dimensional student 
assessment must be developed that align with student achievement goals. 
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Provisions must be made for an ongoing school renewal process. The roles 
of teachers shall be expanded to assure that they are active participants in 
school transformational efforts (lowa Code, 281-91.5; Brandt, 1991; Clark, 
1994; Combs, 1988; Deal, 1992: Dolan, 1994a, 1994b; DuFour, 1992; Fullan, 
1990; Glatthorn, 1993; Glickman, 1990; Houston, 1988; Joyce, 1991 ; 
McGonagit, 19..; Miles, 1991; NGA, 1991; Neal, 1991, Newmann, 1991; 
O'Neil, 1994; Ssnge, 1990; Schlecty, 1990, Usdan, 1994). 
Fostering relationshios between Schoial- 
p p -  the classroom shall be expanded into the 
community/business and the businesses or public agencies shall be 
integrated into the school to provide learning opportunities and/or provide 
needed services to students and their families (lowa Code, 281-91.5; Cohen, 
1988, Dolan, 1994b; DuFour, 1992; NGA, 1991; NISDC, 1991, 1994; 
Schlecty, 1990). 
- RaEionales or activities that have the express purpose of 
providing individual teachers with additional salary based on some form of 
evaluation for attaining specified performance criteria, for demonstrating additional 
competencies, in recognition of superior teaching, or for individual teaching efforts. 
Activities in this category are focused on individual teachers or groups of teachers 
but do not represent a school wide shift in how the school operates (Bell, 1994; 
CFEE, 1986; Clegg, 1989; ECS, 1983.1987; EDE, 1988b; ISBE, 1991; NCEE, 
1984a, 1983; Stalkcr, 1991). 
- Rationales or activities that enhance the role of 
teachers through job autonomy, new professional responsibilities, improve working 
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condition, mentoring or improve the teacher compensation (both intrinsic and 
exlrinsic) for the specific purpose of trying to retain quality teachers in the school 
system and for attracting new teachers to the school system. Activities in this 
category are focused on individual teachers or groups of teachers but do not 
represent a school wide shift in how the school operates. Typical activities in this 
category would include mentorlmentee programs, departrnenVGurriculum chairs, 
and undertaking special projects(Brandt, 1991 ; CFEE, 1986; Clegg, 1989, Clinchy. 
1995a; David, 1991 ; DuFour, 1 992; Edmonds, 1979; Elmore, 1994.; Fu!lan, 1990; 
Mace-Mattluck, 1987; Joyce, 1988).. 
Job Enlargement - Rationales or activities that provide additional compensation to 
teachers who assurrle additional responsibilities beyond the standard workload 
and which address district or building level needs and/or goals. Additional 
compensation may include extension of the contract year or contract day for those 
who assume additional responsibilities. Activities in this category are focused on 
individual teachers or groups of teachers but do not represent a school wide shift in 
how the school operates(CFEE, 1986; Clegg, 1989; Combs, 1988; Dolan, 1994b; 
Elmore, 1994; Glatthorn, 1993; Houston, 1988; ISEA, 1991 ; Joyce, 1988; Maeroff, 
1988; Miles, 1991; NISDC, 1991; NCREL, 1992a, Newmann, 1991).. 
- Rationales or activities that are initiated with the intent of 
promoting professional development of teachers through enhanced opportunities 
to attend professional growth workshops, college courses, or on site staff 
development activities. Activities in this category are focused on individual 
teachers or groups of teachers but do not represent a school wide shift in how the 
school operates(Clegg, 1989; Cohen, 1988; Combs, 1988; David, 1991 ; DMPS, 
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1992; Dick. 1994; DuFour, 1992; ECS, 1987; Glatihorn. 1993; Houston, 1988; 
ISEA, 199 1 ; Lepley. 1 988; Maeroff. 1 988).. 
lm?rovinp Teaching and Learning - Rationales or activities that encourage the 
development of new or different instructional approaches, create opportunities for 
professional interaction on teaching and learning, or allow teachers the opportunity 
to increase instructicnai effectiveness and develop new skills in using effective 
teaching techniques 'hrcugh training and in service programs. Activities in this 
category are focused on individual teachers or groups of teachers but do not 
represent a school wide shift in how the school operates(Clegg, 1989; Cohen, 
1988; Combs, 1988; David, 1991; DMPS, 1992; Dick, 1994; DuFour, 1992; ECS, 
1987; Gtatthorn, 1993; Houston, 1988; ISEA, 1991; Lepley, 1988; Maeroff, 1988). 
Curriculum Developrn& - Rationales or activities are designed to improve, 
develop, or modify curriculum materials; implement curriculum reforms; provide in 
service or training related to curriculum development, subject matter, or test and 
assessment development. The definition of curriculum development includes the 
identification of student outcomes and the development of assessment methods 
designed to measure them. Activities in this category are focused on individual 
teachers or groups of teachers but do not represent a school wide shift in how the 
school operates(Brooks, 1993; Clegg. 1989; David, 1991 ;.DMPS, 1992; 
Diegmuller, 1994; Drucker, 1974; DuFour, 1992; IDE. 1988b, 1991 ; Joyce, 1986; 
Lepley, 1 988; Michaels. 1988; NCREL. 1992a)- 
- Rationates or activities that the intended purpose is 
not instructional, but instead meet identified social needs of children or society. 
Such programs may include substance abuse prevention programs, drop out 
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prevention programs and at-risk programs. Activities in this category are focused 
on individual teachers or groups of teachers but do not represent a school wide 
shift in .how the schoot operates(Berlinsr, 1993; Brandt, 1991 ; Clegg, 1 989; 
Edmonds, 1979; Fisher, 1994; Fullan, 1991; Lepley, 1988: NCEE, 1984a; NGA, 
1991 ; NCREL, 1992&b; Noddings, 1992; O'Neil, 1994; Schlecty, 1990). 
Appendix D 
Example of Initial CA matrix 
General Categories 
rewarding Prof. job Staff improve curriculum expanded Social Sc hml 
performance Teaching enlargement Dev. learning dawlopment learning op. Concepts Transtormatlo 
Teacher Focused Act iv i ty  
teacher developed acbv~tres 
unspecified staff development 
writing skills training 
technology training 
Hunter training 
thinking skills training 
math skills training 
TESA/GESA 
Effective Schools 
D~rnensions of Thinking 
mentor/rnent ee 
t o t a l  
School Transformation Categories 
Schoo l  site-based building gaak innovative student accounr account partner- T o t a l  
T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  decisions compensation program outrams s t  achtev, org. success ships 
Teacher Centered Ac t i v i t y  0 
teacher developed activities 0 
unspecif~ed staff development 0 





thinking skills training 
0 




Effective Schools Tralnlng 
0 
D~mensions of  Thinking 
0 
0 




0 0 0 0 0 
t o t a l  
Appendix E 
Revised CA matrix 
I elements 
 
"What do we want students ro 




*&dates & lnputs 
= h g h  achicvement-generic 
-slandardkation 





*cuxriculum revision not 
considered 
*status quo 
I 1 No consideration that current 
School Trmsformation 
*top down - 








*"pull out" programs 
-new assessments studied 
I I \cuniculum is i n a p p p a ~ e  I l*elements n9.t connected I 1.inforrnation dissemination ( Ioquallfied teacher=hlgh 
- 
*one correct way achievement 
produce these *externally conmlled & directed *sitebased decision making 
-outside experts as an innovation not 
*short termnone shot" linked to other processes 
staff 'individual teacher learning *focus on insmction-improving 
*text driven curriculum individual teaching skills 
*unfocused activities *directed ex ternally Br internally 
-school visita~ions *Staff Development - series of 
=workshop not connected iranlng wilhout connection ro 
to other elements curriculum. inst. and assessmen 
*indiv~dual and group learn~ng 
-a&ht~onal tralnlng days for 
staff development prirnaril y 
*elements a connected LL
cation of knowledge 
*empasis on higher order 
skills, performance assess- 
ments & new instruct~ond 
- all at inilial or beginning 
stages 
*produce healthy, producive 
workers with usable skills 
*integrated curriculum 
l*elen~ents are related !)*elements con~iectcd 
1-site-based decision making 11-outcomes focused 1 - 
linked to other processes 
*long term commitment beglns 
wutcomes & assessment 
training 
*collaborative skills uailnlng 
*Consnuctivismlownership 
*study of change & research 
.focus on local needs 
some learnlng dcLermincd by 1 participants 
Several Areas oJsimultaneuu.s 
mvesrigurian: 1 -perfornmc~ focu E *active learrundmlcgrahon 
-school to work sblls 
*"authentic learning" 
*alternaive assessments 
-higher order skllls 
*alternative schedules 
-multiple resource curriculum 
S 
yxrfomance orien red 
*complex thinking emphasized 
*teacher selected topics 
ction research a norm 
uilding based 
trong linkage between 
outcomes (standards). 
staff developmcnt , and 
collective vision 
hared dec~sion mak~ng 
linked to most teaching 
and learnlng decisions 
ludy of change & research 
a norm 
1 1  *elements connected 

